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 Abstract 
As a way to reduce a vehicle’s weight, the application of space frame structures has 
been increasing. This innovative lightweight design concept is already commonly 
applied in the low volume production of cars. Due to the high stiffness and low mass, 
extruded aluminum profiles are particularly suitable for the manufacturing of such 
structures. But the potential for great weight reduction using space frames is curtailed 
by the difficulties associated with manufacturing the space frames. These structures 
have complex demands on joining technologies, and conventional processes often are 
pushed to their technological limits. 
A promising alternative to connect extruded aluminum profiles without heating or 
penetration is joining by electromagnetic crimping. Compared to adhesive bonding 
and welding, the process also requires a less extensive preparation of the joining zone. 
This technique is characterized by the use of pulsed magnetic fields to form a profile 
made of an electrically conductivity material into form-fit elements, like grooves, of 
the other joining partner. Thereby, an interlock is generated which enables the load 
transfer. However, existing process and joint design methodologies require either 
sophisticated numerical modeling or extensive experimental studies. The influence of 
some major process and joining zone parameters, like the forming direction and the 
groove shape, on the joint strength is also still unknown. Additionally, it has not been 
analyzed how a mass reduction in the joining zone and the resulting change of the 
radial strength of the joining partners affects the crimping process and the transferable 
load. 
Therefore, a fundamental process understanding of the manufacturing and the load 
transfer of form-fit connections manufactured by electromagnetic crimping is 
developed in this thesis. Based on analytical, experimental, and numerical studies, 
major parameters are identified and their influence on the joining process and the 
achievable joint strength is analyzed. For the analytical investigations a continuous 
approach describing the manufacturing of the connections as well as the load transfer 
is introduced here. This model also facilitates the process and joining zone design of 
electromagnetically crimped connections. Furthermore, a process window considering 
the influence of a mass reduction in the joining zone on the connection strength is 
developed based on the experimental results and the analytical approach. 
  
 
 Kurzzusammenfassung 
Der Einsatz von Rahmenstrukturen aus stranggepressten Aluminiumprofilen bietet 
eine gute Möglichkeit zur Gewichtsreduktion im Fahrzeugbau. Besonders in der 
Fertigung von Kleinserienfahrzeugen findet diese Space-Frame-Bauweise bereits eine 
breite Verwendung. Aufgrund ihrer hohen Steifigkeit bei gleichzeitig geringem 
Gewicht sind stranggepresste Aluminiumprofile ausgezeichnet für leichte 
Rahmenstrukturen geeignet. Dem großen Leichtbaupotenzial dieser innovativen 
Bauweise stehen allerdings häufig komplexe Anforderungen an die einzusetzenden 
Fügetechnologien entgegen. So stoßen konventionelle und weitverbreitete Verfahren 
beim Fügen von Aluminiumprofilen oft an ihre technologischen Grenzen. 
Eine vielversprechende Alternative zur Fertigung derartiger Rahmenstrukturen ohne 
eine temperaturbedingte Beeinflussung der Fügezoneneigenschaften oder zusätzliche 
Bohrungen für Hilfsfügeteile ist das elektromagnetische Krimpen. Zudem ist die 
Fügezonenvorbereitung bei diesem Verfahren wesentlich weniger aufwendig als zum 
Beispiel beim Kleben oder Schweißen. Beim elektromagnetischen Krimpen werden 
gepulste Magnetfelder genutzt, um ein Profil aus einem elektrisch leitfähigen 
Werkstoff in Formschlusselemente, wie zum Beispiel umlaufende Nuten, des anderen 
Fügepartners einzuformen. Aufgrund der komplexen Prozess- und Fügezonen-
auslegung, die momentan nur auf Basis aufwendiger experimenteller oder numerischer 
Untersuchungen möglich ist, fand das elektromagnetische Krimpen bisher keine große 
Verbreitung. Zudem ist der Einfluss einiger bedeutender Prozess- und 
Fügezonenparameter, wie zum Beispiel der Umformrichtung sowie der Nutform, auf 
die erzielbare Verbindungsfestigkeit noch unklar. Auch wurden die Auswirkungen 
einer Massenreduktion in der Fügezone und die sich hieraus ergebende 
Festigkeitsänderung der Fügepartner in radialer Richtung auf den Fügeprozess und die 
Kraftübertragung bislang noch nicht untersucht. 
Daher wird im Rahmen dieser Arbeit ein grundlegendes Prozessverständnis zum 
Fügen mittels elektromagnetischen Krimpens entwickelt. Basierend auf analytischen, 
experimentellen und numerischen Untersuchungen werden bedeutende Prozess- und 
Fügezonenparameter identifiziert sowie ihr Einfluss auf den Fügeprozess und die 
erzielbare Verbindungsfestigkeit analysiert. Für die analytischen Untersuchungen wird 
im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit ein durchgängiges Modell entwickelt, welches 
sowohl den Fügeprozess wie auch die Lastübertragung der Verbindung abbildet. 
Dieses Modell erlaubt zudem eine einfache Prozess- und Fügestellenauslegung. 
Abschließend wird ein Prozessfenster, das den Einfluss einer Massenreduktion in der 
Fügezone auf die Verbindungsfestigkeit berücksichtigt, vorgestellt. Dieses basiert auf 
den gewonnenen analytischen und experimentellen Erkenntnissen dieser Arbeit. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbols 
Symbol Unit Description 
AC mm² Contact area 
AM mm² Cross-sectional area mandrel 
AM,GB mm² Cross-sectional area mandrel at groove base 
AR mm² Cross-sectional area ring 
AR,GB mm² Cross-sectional area ring at groove base 
AT mm² Cross-sectional area tube 
a0 mm Joining gap 
aair mm Air gap between coil and workpiece 
B T Magnetic flux density 
C F Capacitance 
CC 1/s Cowper-Symonds parameter 
Cw m/s Longitudinal wave speed 
c m/s Speed of light 
D mm Outer diameter 
DM mm Outer diameter mandrel 
DR mm Outer diameter ring 
DT mm Outer diameter tube 
d mm Inner diameter 
dM mm Inner diameter mandrel 
dR mm Inner diameter ring 
dT mm Inner diameter tube 
ΔdM mm Change of the inner mandrel diameter 
E kJ Charging energy 
Emax kJ Maximum charging energy 
XVIII  Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbol Unit Description 
F N Force 
Fax N Pull-out force 
ܨ௅ሬሬሬԦ N/mm³ Lorentz force 
Fmax,J N Maximum pull-out force of the joint 
Fy,J N Yield force of the joint 
Fy,T N Yield force of the tube 
Fy,M,GB N 
Yield load of the smallest cross section of the 
mandrel 
f Hz Discharge frequency 
f* Hz Short circuit frequency 
f0 Hz Initial frequency 
fb Hz Beat frequency 
fd Hz Doppler-shifted frequency 
H A/m Magnetic field intensity 
Hi A/m 
Magnetic field intensity at the inner surface of the 
workpiece 
Ho A/m 
Magnetic field intensity at the outer surface of the 
workpiece 
h mm Groove depth 
hB mm Forming height at point B 
hC mm Forming height at point C 
hd mm Forming depth (groove center) 
I A Current (primary current) 
Ie Ns/mm² Total impulse 
Imax A Maximum current 
Iw A 
Workpiece current (secondary current, induced 
current) 
Symbols and Abbreviations  XIX 
Symbol Unit Description 
I0 A Current amplitude 
J A/m² Current density 
k MPa Yield stress at pure shear 
Lcoil H Inductance of the tool coil 
Li H Inner inductance of the capacitor bank 
Lres H Resulting inductance 
Lres,d H 
Resulting inductance considering the workpiece 
deformation 
Lw H Inductance of the workpiece 
Lw,d H 
Inductance of the workpiece considering the 
workpiece deformation 
l0 mm Initial gage length (tensile testing machine) 
lc mm Contact length at groove base 
lcoil mm Coil length 
lJZ mm Length joining zone 
lM mm Mandrel length 
lp mm Pressurized length 
lR mm Length ring 
lT mm Tube length 
M H Mutual inductance 
MB Nm Bending moment 
m kg Mass 
mM,s kg Mass solid mandrel 
mM,h kg Mass hollow mandrel 
ΔmJ % Mass reduction under the groove 
n - Number of turns 
XX  Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbol Unit Description 
p(t) MPa Pressure 
pb MPa Boundary pressure, change of velocity field 
pC - Cowper-Symonds exponent 
pe MPa Effective pressure 
pf MPa Interference pressure 
pi MPa Hydraulic fluid pressure, internal pressure 
pim MPa Impact pressure 
pm(t) MPa Magnetic pressure 
pM MPa Pressure acting on the mandrel 
pT MPa Pressure acting on the tube 
py MPa Collapse pressure 
QA - Cross-sectional area ratio  
QJ - Diameter ratio of the joint 
QM - Diameter ratio mandrel 
QR - Diameter ratio ring  
QT - Diameter ratio tube 
RM mm Outer radius of the mandrel 
Rcoil Ω Electrical resistance of the tool coil 
Ri Ω Inner electrical resistance of the capacitor bank 
RGE mm Groove edge radius 
Rres Ω Resulting electrical resistance 
Rr1, Rr2 mm Principle radii of curvature 
RT mm Outer radius of the tube 
RT,d mm 
Mean outer radius of the tube during the joining 
process 
Rw Ω Electrical resistance of the workpiece 
Symbols and Abbreviations  XXI 
Symbol Unit Description 
r mm Radius 
rA mm Tube radius at point A (center line) 
rB mm Tube radius at point B (center line) 
rC mm Tube radius at point C (center line) 
rcoil mm Inner radius of the tool coil 
rD mm Tube radius at point D (center line) 
rT mm Inner radius of the tube 
s mm Wall thickness 
T s Period 
t s Time 
tb s 
Time at first velocity field change 
(plastic hinge splits up into two) 
tc s 
Time at second velocity field change 
(the two plastic hinges are unified) 
tf s Time at which the forming process ends 
tmax s Time at peak current  
tmean s 
Time interval between the onset of plastic 
deformation and the centroid of the pulse 
ty s Beginning of plastic deformation 
t0 s Time at zero-crossing of the current 
U V Charging voltage 
v(t) m/s Velocity 
vd m/s Workpiece velocity (groove center) 
vC m/s Crossbar velocity (tensile testing machine) 
vim m/s Impact velocity 
vmax m/s Maximum velocity 
XXII  Symbols and Abbreviations 
Symbol Unit Description 
w mm Groove width 
w’ mm 
Adjusted groove width for charging energy 
variation 
wB mm Width at point B 
α ° Groove angle 
β ° Wrap around angle at groove edge 
δ 1/s Damping coefficient 
δd 1/s Damping coefficient considering the workpiece deformation 
δs mm Skin depth 
ε - Strain 
ߝሶ 1/s Strain rate 
γGE ° Groove edge angle 
κ S/m Electrical conductivity 
λ Nm Wave length 
σax MPa Axial stress 
σf,0 MPa Initial flow stress 
σf MPa Flow stress 
σf,dyn MPa Strain rate-dependent flow stress 
σr MPa Radial stress (in wall thickness direction) 
σy MPa Yield stress (at 0.2 % plastic strain) 
σy,0.01 MPa Yield stress (at 0.01 % plastic strain) 
σy,J MPa Yield stress of the joint 
ߪതy,J - Specific joint strength 
σz MPa Axial stress 
σϕ MPa Meridional stress 
Symbols and Abbreviations  XXIII 
Symbol Unit Description 
σθ MPa Circumferential stress 
ν - Poisson’s ratio 
μ H/m Permeability 
μ0 H/m Permeability of free space (vacuum) 
μf - Coefficient of friction 
μr H/m Relative permeability 
ρ kg/m3 Density 
ρA kg/m² Surface density 
ω 1/s Angular frequency (damped) 
ω0 1/s Angular frequency (undamped) 
 
Physical constants  
Symbol Value Description 
c 299,792,485 m/s Speed of light 
μ0 4·π·10-7 H/m Permeability of free space (vacuum) 
 
  
XXIV  Symbols and Abbreviations 
Abbreviations 
Abbreviation  Description 
CNC  Computerized numerical control 
CT  Computer tomography 
DHF  Die-less hydroforming 
EMF  Electromagnetic forming 
FEA  Finite element analysis 
HAZ  Heat-affected zone 
MAPE  Mean absolute  percentage error 
MIG  Metal inert gas 
PDV  Photonic-Doppler-Velocimetry 
TIG  Tungsten inert gas 
 1 Introduction 
In the past few decades, a growing need for individual mobility and an associated rise 
in annual mileage can be observed (Wegerdt et al., 2000) despite increasing public 
debates regarding air pollution and petroleum scarcities (Schmidt and Schneider, 
2010). In response to the conflicting needs for mobility and environmental protection, 
automotive industries are moving toward more environmentally friendly designs while 
maintaining vehicle performance. Two major efforts have been seen so far. The first 
approach is the development of fuel-efficient vehicles that meet the stricter emission 
standards set forth by the European Union (N.N., 2009). The second approach revolves 
around designing and promoting electrically powered vehicles in the German market 
(N.N., 2011). But despite the differences in these two approaches, they both require 
innovative lightweight vehicle designs to increase fuel-efficiency or compensate for 
larger batteries.  
 
Figure 1-1: Audi A8 space frame 
An innovative lightweight design concept, which is especially suitable for low volume 
production, is the so-called space frame design. An example of the application of this 
design concept for an automotive chassis is shown in Figure 1-1. Such frame 
structures are already commonly applied in conventional combustion engine vehicles, 
for example the Audi A8 (Friedrich, 2013). These frames are also increasingly used in 
electrically powered vehicles (Goroncy, 2011). Additionally, the automotive industry 
has been increasing its use of lighter metals such as aluminum and magnesium alloys 
in preference to of steel (Schürmann, 2007). Chatti (2004) states that extruded 
aluminum profiles are particularly suitable for manufacturing lightweight frame 
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structures. A major advantage of these profiles is the high freedom in the 
cross-sectional designs. As a result, load-adapted and functional cross section shapes 
can be manufactured and parts with a high stiffness, but a low mass, can be achieved. 
However, the potential for extensive weight reduction using space frame structures is 
stunted by the complex demands on current joining technologies to manufacture these 
structures. The most commonly applied joining techniques for the manufacturing of 
such frame structures are thermal welding processes. But Barnes and Pashby (2000) 
claim that some aluminum alloys tend to crack when welded without a proper filler 
material. For example, the 6000 series of aluminum alloys that are very well suited for 
space frame structures due to their mechanical properties have this tendency to crack. 
The welding failures can be prevented by applying a 4000 series alloy as filler, but 
since the 4000 series have lower strengths than the base material the achievable 
connection strengths are comparatively weak. Another effect of welding aluminum 
alloys that leads to weaker joints is the formation of a so-called heat-affected zone 
(HAZ). To achieve joint strengths in the range of the base material’s strength, an 
additional heat treatment of the joining zone is necessary (Barnes and Pashby, 2000).  
The industry conventions to create high strength connections include laser welding and 
its variants. But these processes often have very narrow joining tolerances and, 
therefore, an intensive preparation of the joining zone is required (Zäh and Trautmann, 
2004). In addition, substantial and expensive equipment is needed to position and 
engender the necessary relative movement between workpieces and laser beam. 
Alternative joining techniques, like mechanical fastening or adhesive bonding, also 
have significant disadvantages which exclude them from specific applications. For 
instance, mechanical fastening requires supplementary connection elements such as 
screws, bolts, or rivets, and often additional pre-punch operations are also necessary. 
The required cutting and penetration of the joining partners can lead to an 
inhomogeneous stress distribution and, therefore, to critical notch stresses. As a result, 
the transferable loads might be reduced. Adhesive bonding often requires intensive 
surface preparation and the working times are typically long (Schürmann, 2007). 
A promising joining alternative to overcome some of these disadvantages, especially 
in the case of profile to profile connections, is the application of joining by forming 
processes (Mori et al., 2013). Due to its very homogenous bond characteristics and the 
ability to manufacture multi-material joints very rapidly without additional connection 
elements, electromagnetic form-fit joining is particularly suitable for this kind of 
connection. A major problem of this process is the very complex and expensive 
process and joint design. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of the manufacturing 
process and the load transfer of form-fit connections joined with this technique shall 
be developed within this work. Additionally, strategies for the joining zone and the 
process design shall be deduced from this knowledge. 
  
2 State of the art 
As stated by Mori et al. (2013), the term joining by forming covers techniques that are 
used to join two or more workpieces by deforming at least one part or an additional 
fastener plastically. Grote and Antonsson (2009) divide joining by forming into 
forming of wiry bodies (e.g. weaving, splicing, and knotting), forming of plates, tubes, 
and shapes, and procedures of riveting. Because forming of wiry bodies is not 
pertinent to the manufacturing of lightweight frame structures and since riveting 
procedures require additional connection elements, both subgroups are not considered 
within this thesis. For the same reasons, processes for joining sheet metal parts, like 
hemming or clinching, are also not covered here. Detailed information on these 
techniques can be found in the review of Groche et al. (2014). Since the focus of this 
work is on the manufacturing of space frame structures, techniques suitable for the 
joining of tubular workpieces and corresponding load transfer mechanisms are 
introduced in this section. These processes can be classified by their forming direction 
and by their forming energy input. Table 2-1 indicates that two different forming 
directions are possible, expansion and compression. For the energy input, the 
processes can be divided into techniques with an energy transfer by mechanical tool 
contact, working media, or working energy. 
Table 2-1: Classification of joining by forming processes for tubular workpieces 
  Forming direction 
  Expansion Compression 
E
ne
rg
y 
in
pu
t Mechanical 
Joining by rolling 
(Section 2.3) 
Mechanical crimping 
(Section 2.2) 
Working 
media 
Joining by die-less hydroforming 
(Section 2.4) 
Hydraulical crimping 
(Section 2.2) 
Working 
energy 
Electromagnetic expansion 
(Section 2.5) 
Electromagnetic compression 
(Section 2.5) 
 
Lange (1993) claims that the major advantage of joining by forming is its ability to 
join dissimilar metallic and non-metallic materials with each other. Due to different 
material properties of the joining partners, like melting temperatures and thermal 
conductivities, the manufacturing of such multi-material connections is very difficult 
or often not even possible by fusion welding. In addition, connections joined by a 
forming technique do not have a heat-affected zone that might cause a joint strength 
reduction (Mori et al., 2013). They also do not exhibit thermal distortion, which can 
lead to a geometrical inaccuracy of the joined component. 
The main disadvantage of all joining by forming operations is that only overlap 
connections are possible. As a result, the connections have typically a higher mass 
4  State of the art 
 
 
than, for example, welded butt-joints. The manufactured connections are also typically 
non-detachable, which makes repairs more complex. Furthermore, only for a few 
processes calculation methods for the process and joint design are available.  Further 
advantages and disadvantages of joining by forming processes are compiled by Mori et 
al. (2013) and shown in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2: Advantages and disadvantages of joining by forming processes in (Mori 
et al., 2013) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
 Wide range of materials, including 
dissimilar ones (metallic/non-metallic), 
being joined 
 Less distortion, embrittlement and tensile 
residual stress 
 High process reliability and simple quality 
control 
 Environmental safety 
 Mainly overlap joints 
 Geometrical unevenness of joining 
 More difficult correction and repair 
 Lack of standardization and calculation 
methods 
 
Figure 2-1 shows a selection of components manufactured with joining by forming 
processes. Typical industrial applications of these techniques are joined camshafts, 
heat exchangers, and hose couplings (see Figure 2-1). 
 
Figure 2-1: Components joined by forming, a) camshaft, b) heat exchanger, and 
c) water hose coupling (Mori et al., 2013) 
Load transfer mechanisms  5 
 
2.1 Load transfer mechanisms 
In general, joining by forming allows the generation of three different types of joints: 
interference-fit joints, form-fit connections, and adhesive bonds (Mori et al., 2013). All 
three mechanisms and any combination of them can be used for tubular workpieces 
(Psyk et al., 2010). The selection of the load transfer mechanism is based on the 
requirements of the connection, for instance what materials have to be connected or 
what external loads are going to act on the joint. For profile-shaped parts, 
interference-fit and form-fit connections are the most common ones. They can be 
manufactured by all joining by forming techniques suitable for these workpiece 
geometries. Adhesive bonds of tubes and profiles are mainly generated with the 
impulse forming process magnetic pulse welding. Other processes which are able to 
generate this connection type as well, like roll bonding, are mainly used for sheet 
metal parts. In the following, all three bonding mechanisms are explained in detail. 
 
Figure 2-2: Principle of an interference-fit joint manufactured by expansion (Groche 
and Tibari, 2006), a) difference in elastic recovery strain of the tube εT 
and the ring εR, b) resulting stresses in the joint 
An interference- or force-fit joint is based on a difference in the elastic recovery of 
the two components being joined, leading to an interference pressure pf between the 
workpieces after the forming process (see Figure 2-2a). The difference in the elastic 
behavior can be achieved by using materials with different material characteristics, 
such as yield stress and Young’s modulus for the workpieces. For example, in the case 
of joining by expansion and constant Young’s moduli, the ring has to be machined of 
the material with the higher yield point (Pryzybylski et al., 2007). For compression, 
the yield stress σy of the inner joining partner has to be higher than the tube’s value of 
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σy. It is also possible to connect two parts made of the same material by an 
interference fit. In this case, the difference in elastic deformability results only from 
the dissimilar geometries of ring and tube (Garzke, 2001) and the achievable joint 
strengths are typically very low. Figure 2-3 shows the three general process stages of 
the manufacturing of an interference-fit connection. The actual joint generation starts 
after the gap between the joining partners is bridged. During forming, the tube is 
expanded elastic-plastically while the ring is only elastically deformed. After releasing 
the forming pressure, the parts recover elastically, but due to the higher elastic strain in 
the outer part, the tube stops the complete recovery of the ring and, as a result, 
tangential tensile stresses and tangential pressures remain in the ring and tube 
respectively (see Figure 2-2b). A radial interference pressure pf at the interface 
between the partners is formed from these stresses and the optimal maximum forming 
pressure is achieved just before the outer partner begins to deform plastically (Marré, 
2009). Since the interference pressure depends on the difference in elastic recovery of 
the two partners, a further increase of pi increases pf only minimally due to the strain 
hardening of the outer collar. 
 
Figure 2-3: Process stages the manufacturing of an interference-fit joint by 
expansion (Marré, 2009) 
The joint strength of an interference-fit connection can be described using Coulomb’s 
law of friction, where the joint strength depends on the interference pressure pf, the 
coefficient of friction μf, and the area of the joining zone AC. 
ܨ௔௫ ൌ ܣ஼ ∙ ߤ௙ ∙ ݌௙ (2.1)
Since AC is usually closely defined by design restrictions in industrial applications, the 
potential to increase the joint strength by increasing AC is very limited (Brandes, 
1998). The same applies for the material selection of the joining partners and the 
resulting interference pressure. Hence, it is far more effective to increase the value of 
μf. The coefficient of friction depends in general on the material combination, the 
surface condition and texture, the relative movement between the partners, and the 
contact pressure (Hölzl, 1998). For a given material combination, cleaning the contact 
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areas of the joining partners and increasing the surface roughness in this area can 
increase the coefficient of friction (Marré, 2009). Shot peening and machining with 
different cutting parameters can be used to increase the surface roughness and the 
resulting joint strength, for example (Hammers et al, 2009). 
 
Figure 2-4: Form-fit connection, a) strength affecting parameters and b) tomographic 
images 
In the case of form-fit joints, one of the joining partners has additional geometrical 
characteristics, such as circumferential grooves (see Figure 2-4) or knurled surfaces 
(Eguia et al., 2004). The connection is made by forming the tube material into these 
elements to produce an undercut (Bühler and von Finckenstein, 1968b). These joints 
can withstand high loads and provide a tight seal in the connection (Yokell, 1992). 
Bühler and von Finckenstein (1968b) show that the required push-out force increases 
with decreasing width w and increasing depth h of the groove (see Figure 2-4a). 
Increasing the number of grooves also strengthens the joints significantly (Park et al., 
2005a). Since the manufacturing costs of such circumferential grooves are quite low, 
Podhorsky and Krips (1990) state that the cost-benefit ratio of this joint type is very 
high. Usually form-fit connections also allow the transfer of higher loads than 
interference-fit joints. 
For impulse-welded joints, solid-state welds are generated from high impact 
velocities vim up to several hundred m/s and impact pressures up to a few thousand 
MPa. To achieve such velocities over a short distance, one of the joining partners has 
to be rapidly accelerated (Lysenko, 1970). During the acceleration a jetting effect 
occurs in which a thin layer of material from the contact gap is exfoliated and ejected, 
leaving behind a chemically pure surface (see Figure 2-5). Shribman and Tomer 
(2006) claim that the formation of the weld is attributable to pressure, not heat, like in 
a traditional weld. During the collision the atoms of the two joining members 
experience forces large enough to overcome their repulsive forces and, as a result, they 
form a stable equilibrium due to electron sharing and exchanging. This prediction is 
supported by numerical investigations of electromagnetic pulse welding performed by 
Hisashi et al. (2009). However, for some cases there are indications of melting and 
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solidification found in the microstructure of the welded seam (Brown et al., 1978). A 
wavy or rippled pattern can be seen at the interface of the weld (see Figure 2-5). 
 
Figure 2-5: Principle of impulse welding (Ben-Artzy et al., 2010)  
It is assumed that these waves are the result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and 
the reflected shockwaves produce this pattern (Ben-Artzy et al., 2010). The major 
parameters that determine the weld quality are the collision velocity vc, the collision 
angle β, and the material properties of the joining partners (e.g. density) (Cowan et al., 
1971). Parameters vc and β are dependent on the applied forming energy and the initial 
gap between the two joining members. 
 
Figure 2-6: Process window impulse welding (Mousavi and Sartangi, 2009) 
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Okagawa and Aizawa (2004) state that the gap needs to be large enough to provide 
adequate room for the workpieces to accelerate and build up the needed kinetic energy. 
But the gap must not be too large as the moving part will decelerate and its kinetic 
energy will fall below the critical value necessary to generate a weld. A process 
window of impulse welding presented by Mousavi and Sartangi (2009) is shown in 
Figure 2-6. In zone A, no welding occurs since the values of vc and β are not large 
enough. Zone C is characterized by large brittle intermetallic phases caused by the 
melting of the workpieces due to excessive impact energies. Proper welding can only 
be seen in Zone B. Impulse welding allows the combination of dissimilar metals, such 
as aluminum to steel (Kore et al., 2007), to magnesium (Kore, et al. 2009), to copper, 
and to nickel (Watanabe et al., 2006). The typical strength of impulse welded 
connections is within the range of the base material’s strength, meaning that the base 
material fails and not the weld seam. 
2.2 Mechanical and hydraulical crimping 
Mechanical crimping was introduced in 1930 to join hydraulic couplings onto the 
corresponding hoses (Rasmussen, 1977). The manufacturing of hydraulic hose lines is 
still the major application of this process (Haisler, 1986). Figure 2-1c displays an 
example of such a connection. As shown in Figure 2-7, segmented tools are used for 
the manufacturing of the connection. These crimping dies are positioned around the 
outer workpiece. By a hydraulic drive, the tool segments are moved in the radial 
direction and the necessary forming pressure is applied to the outer workpiece. 
Typically, tools with four, six, eight, or even ten segments are used for the process. 
Compared to a process with only two semi-circular dies, the increased number of 
crimping dies leads to a more uniform distribution of the radial forming pressure. 
Since one tool set can cover a wider range of compression radii, the process flexibility 
is also increased (Rasmussen, 1977). 
 
Figure 2-7: Process principle of mechanical crimping, a) positioning and b) crimping 
(Cho et al., 2005) 
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Mechanical crimping can be divided into three process steps. First, the three 
workpieces sleeve, hose, and fitting are loosely assembled before the compression 
(Cho et al., 2005).While the sleeve and the fitting are made of metal, the hose is made 
of plastic or rubber. It is also often reinforced with steel wires to resist high working 
media pressures. A force or displacement-controlled movement of the crimping 
segments starts in the second process step. This leads to an elastic-plastic compression 
of the sleeve. If the joining gap between the sleeve and the two inner partners, hose 
and fitting, is bridged, any further tool movement results in a mutual deformation of all 
workpieces. From the deformation of all three parts either an interference-fit or a 
form-fit joint is manufactured. In the last process step the crimping dies are retracted 
and the finished component is removed from the joining machine. 
A detailed investigation of mechanical crimping is presented by Cho and Song (2007). 
In their numerical study the authors consider the elastic-plastic deformation of joining 
and the time-dependent relaxation of the rubber hose. It is found that the interference 
pressure between the joining partners is decreased significantly due to stress relaxation 
of the hose. It can be assumed that this reduction of interference pressure leads to a 
decrease of pull-out strength and connection tightness. The use of mechanical 
crimping for form-fit joining tubular parts without an intermediate plastic or rubber 
tube is treated by Shirgaokar et al. (2004a). The influence of workpiece positioning, 
press jaw movement, and tool geometry on the pull-out force and the material thinning 
in the joint zone is examined in this work. 
 
Figure 2-8: Process principle of hydraulical crimping, a) positioning and b) 
pressurization (Shirgaokar et al., 2004b) 
In contrast to mechanical crimping, joining by hydraulic crimping uses an elastomer to 
apply the required forming pressure (Shirgaokar et al., 2004b). As shown in 
Figure 2-8a, the workpieces to be joined, which are typically a tube and a mandrel, are 
positioned inside the elastomer. Afterwards, the working media pressure is applied to 
the outer circumference of the elastic forming tool (see Figure 2-8b). The plastic 
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deformation of the outer workpiece results from the reversible deformation of the 
elastomer. Thereby, the tube is bulged into grooves or an interference fit is created by 
an elastic-plastic deformation of both partners. 
Shirgaokar et al. (2004b) identified by numerical studies the main parameters 
influencing the quality of hydraulically crimped connections. These are, for example, 
the coefficient of friction in the contact zone, the yield stress of the outer joining 
partner, and the difference between the diameters of tube dT and mandrel DM. An 
advantage of hydraulic crimping compared to the mechanical process variant is the 
more uniform pressure distribution over the circumference of the outer joining part. 
The resilient elastomer also allows for the filling of different groove geometries. In the 
case of mechanical crimping, each form-fit element requires a press jaw sets which is 
specifically pre-contoured to the groove’s geometry. 
2.3 Joining by rolling 
During joining by rolling the workpieces are expanded due to the mechanical contact 
between the rolling element of a tool and the inner joining partner. The expansion of 
the tube is determined by the difference between the outer diameter of the motion of 
the rolling elements and the initial inner tube diameter. If this value is chosen properly, 
an elastic-plastic expansion of the inner workpiece and a purely elastic expansion of 
the outer part are achieved and an interference-fit connection can be created (Jantscha, 
1929). Two basic variants of this joining process exist (Hagedorn, 2005). The first one, 
which is displayed in Figure 2-9a, is joining by rolling with an adjustable joining 
zone. In this variant, the expansion of the tube is defined beforehand and cannot be 
adjusted during process. The second basic variant, joining by rolling with an adjustable 
expansion, is shown in Figure 2-9b.  
 
Figure 2-9: Process principles of joining by rolling with a) adjustable joining zone 
and b) adjustable expansion (Hagedorn, 2005) 
Here, the axial position of the joining tool is fixed and the expansion can be adjusted 
as needed. By adding an additional CNC-axis, both basic variants can be combined 
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(Hagedorn, 2005). This CNC-axis is necessary to control the radial positioning of the 
rolling elements. 
In early investigations on joining by rolling, Jantscha (1929) studied the influence of 
different material combinations on the achievable joint strength. The findings 
correspond to the general coherences for interference-fit connections described in 
Section 2.1. It is revealed that an increase of the yield stress difference between outer 
and inner joining partner increases the joint strength. The author also shows that the 
outer workpiece needs to have the higher yield stress to generate a sufficient joint. 
A typical application of joining by rolling is the manufacturing of tube-to-tubesheet 
connections. For example, this joint type is applied in heat exchangers (see 
Figure 2-1b). 
2.4 Joining by die-less hydroforming 
Joining by hydroforming uses a pressurized hydraulic fluid to expand at least one of 
the joining partners to generate a joint between them. The process can either be 
performed within a die (Neugebauer, 2007) or die-less (Krips and Podhorsky, 1976). If 
a die holds the parts that are to be joined, the process is usually carried out parallel to 
additional forming operations (Neugebauer, 2005). Due to the need for dies and 
machines that provide the additional closing force during the process, this variant is 
only economically applicable for large quantities and a limited number of parts. These 
restrictions can be avoided by using joining by die-less hydroforming (DHF). 
 
Figure 2-10: Process principle of joining by hydroforming, a) interference-fit joining 
and b) form-fit joining (Gies et al., 2012) 
In the first process step, both joining partners are aligned in a typical shaft-to-collar 
configuration and a hydro-probe is positioned inside the inner joining partner (Marré, 
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2009). The probe is placed in the axial direction in the joining area underneath the 
outer collar (see Figure 2-10). In the next step, a pressurized fluid (e.g. water, oil) is 
applied to the joining area, which is sealed in axial direction. Therefore, the fluid 
pressure pi can only act locally in this area. Plastic deformation of the inner tube 
occurs as soon as the stresses caused by pi exceed the tube’s yield stress (Yokell, 
1990). After the gap between the two partners is closed, both parts are deformed 
together by the acting hydraulic pressure. In the last process step, the forming pressure 
is released and the parts recover elastically. As Figure 2-10 shows, joining by DHF 
allows the manufacturing of interference-fit joints as well as form-fit connections 
(Krips and Podhorsky, 1976). 
In Weddeling et al. (2011a), a combination of joining by hydroforming and adhesive 
bonding is analyzed. After generating a form-fit connection by DHF, an adhesive 
(DP490) is applied to the joining zone via a bore and a circumferential channel at the 
bottom of the circular grooves. The joint strength of the connections is increased 
tremendously compared to the pure form-fit joints. A combination of joining by 
hydroforming and adhesive bonding is very suitable in the case where the required 
joint strength cannot be achieved by interference-fit or form-fit connections due to 
design restrictions. Compared to pure adhesive bonds, this joint type reaches a 
handling strength right after the DHF process. Therefore, operational delays caused by 
the curing process of the adhesive can be avoided (Marré, 2009). 
To determine the load transferable by an interference-fit joint and the forming pressure 
required to achieve this strength, Krips and Podhorsky (1976) developed an analytical 
model for the joining of tubes to tubular plates. They assumed plane stress and the 
yield criterion according to von Mises for their model. The authors also chose an 
elastic-ideal plastic material behavior for the tube and a pure elastic material behavior 
for the ring. Garzke (2001) also developed an analytical model for the calculation of 
the interference pressure with similar assumptions. Furthermore, he included possible 
differences in the Young’s moduli of both joining partners. Both models show very 
similar results and correspond quite well to numerical and experimental results (Marré, 
2009). They illustrate a linear relationship between forming pressure pi and achievable 
interference pressure pf, but both models do not consider the yield strength of the outer 
joining partner and its plastic deformation for the calculation of the pf. Therefore, the 
interference pressure increases infinitely with an increasing hydraulic pressure 
according to both approaches. As a result, both models do not allow the determination 
of the technical upper limit of pf. For this reason, Marré (2009) included the yield 
strength of the outer joining partner in his analytical approach.  The numerical and 
experimental verifications of his model showed that the relationship between pf and pi 
is only linear until the a specific hydraulic pressure pi,p,max is reached and the ring starts 
to become plastically deformed. After exceeding pi,p,max, the increase of the 
interference pressure is very minimal since it is only based on the strain hardening of 
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the ring. All three models describe the influence of the geometry of the joining 
partners on the achievable interference pressure.  Due to increasing stiffness with an 
increasing part thickness, a higher hydraulic pressure is required to generate the same 
interference pressure for a thicker ring (Garzke and Geuss, 2007). Therefore, a 
decrease in ring thickness at a constant forming pressure leads to a decrease in pf. This 
relationship applies to the thickness variation of the tube as well. 
For the manufacturing of form-fit connections, Gies et al. (2012) developed an 
analytical process parameter prediction based on membrane theory. This approach 
allows the determination of the forming pressure required to fill a specific groove 
geometry. It shows that the fluid pressure is affected by the groove’s geometry, such as 
the groove width w and the groove depth h, the yield stress of the inner joining partner 
σy,T, the diameter DT, and the thickness of the inner joining partner. The experimental 
investigations of Gies et al. (2013) also show that these are the main parameters 
influencing the required forming pressure. 
Besides its ability to manufacture multi-material connections without any additional 
connection elements, Krips and Podhorsky (1976) state that the process monitoring for 
joining by DHF is very simple and requires no additional process steps after joining to 
ensure the joint strength. Due to high process stability, the achieved strength of the 
connection can be derived from the applied forming pressure. Compared to other 
joining techniques like welding or riveting, the process times for joining by 
hydroforming are fairly short. They usually range from a fraction of a second 
(Grünendick, 2002) up to a few seconds (Krips and Podhorsky, 1976), depending on 
the joining task. 
Notable industrial applications of joining by hydroforming can be found in the fields 
of vehicle engineering and power plant design, specifically heat engineering. In the 
1970s and 1980s, Krips and Podhorsky (1976) suggested the process for the 
manufacturing of tube to tubular plate joints for heat exchangers and for the joining of 
pipe sections (Krips and Podhorsky, 1976) in power plants. One of the first 
applications of DHF in the automotive industry is presented by Brandes (1998). In his 
work, the technique is used for the manufacturing of camshafts that consist of a tube 
with a joint on cams (see Figure 2-1a). He states that a weight reduction of up to 50% 
is possible with this design compared to a traditional forged camshaft. Brandes (1998) 
also introduces a joining probe that allowed the simultaneous generation of all joints in 
a part during one pressure cycle. Homberg et al. (2006) investigated the joining of 
extruded aluminum and magnesium profiles for the manufacturing of lightweight 
frame structures. To increase the industrial applicability of joining by die-less 
hydroforming, Marré et al. (2011) developed a probe that allows the joining of non-
circular cross sections. Experimental investigations with a rectangular prototype of this 
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joining probe concept show its suitability for the manufacturing of lightweight frame 
structures (Weddeling et al., 2011a). 
2.5 Joining by impulse forming 
Impulse forming methods allow the rapid manufacturing of multi-material joints 
without additional connection elements. With these techniques all three bonding 
mechanisms introduced in Section 2.1 can be generated: interference-fit connections, 
form-fit joints, and adhesive bonds (Psyk et al., 2011). Examples of impulse joining 
processes are joining by electromagnetic forming (EMF) including magnetic pulse 
welding (Mori et al., 2013) and explosive welding (Zhang et al., 2011). Processes 
which are suitable for the joining of tubular workpiece are electromagnetic crimping 
(Marré et al., 2008) and vaporizing wire actuator forming (Vivek et al, 2014). In 
comparison to other widely used joining processes, like mechanical crimping, the 
connections achieved by impulse forming have very homogenous bond characteristics. 
This results from a uniform forming pressure distribution, which is typical for these 
techniques (Vivek et al., 2014). In addition, numerous materials show increased 
forming limits under impulse loading (Balanethiram and Daehn, 1995). Since deeper 
undercuts can be filled without damaging the deformed joining partner, this is 
particularly beneficial for form-fit joints (Bühler and von Finckenstein, 1968b). 
Compared to explosive welding, joining by electromagnetic forming can be applied in 
a factory environment without any safety concerns. Since the applied forces can be 
adjusted very accurately via the charging energy, electromagnetic forming is also 
highly reproducible (Daube et al., 1966). Another advantage of the process is that there 
is no physical contact between tool and workpiece during the joining operation 
(Bertholdi and Daube, 1966). This allows for the forming of a large variety of different 
profile cross sections. It also offers the possibility of joining an already coated 
workpiece without damaging the coating during the forming operation. 
One of the major disadvantages of joining by electromagnetic forming is the complex 
and expensive process design. In many cases, only sophisticated numerical models 
lead to useful results because of the very intricate interactions between 
electromagnetic and mechanical mechanisms during the forming process (Psyk et al., 
2011). These numerical calculations require a comprehensive knowledge in the field of 
multi-physical finite-element modeling. Additionally, the computation time of such 
models is typically quite long. Alternatively, very time-consuming experimental 
studies can be performed to determine the necessary process parameters (Bühler and 
von Finckenstein, 1971). 
2.5.1 Fundamentals of electromagnetic compression 
Electromagnetic forming (EMF) is an energy-based impulse forming process 
(Winkler, 1973). The technique uses pulsed magnetic fields to form highly conductive 
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metals, such as aluminum. The process can be used for the compression or expansion 
of profiles with a closed cross section as well as for forming sheet metal (Harvey and 
Brower, 1958.). Although the first two process variants allow the joining of tubular 
workpieces, only electromagnetic compression is a promising technique for connecting 
such parts. The reason for this is that the mechanical strength of tool coils for 
electromagnetic expansion is relatively low and their lifetime is very limited (Belyy et 
al., 1977). Hence, only joining by electromagnetic compression is treated here. 
 
Figure 2-11: a) Principle of electromagnetic compression b) discharge current 
c) magnetic pressure 
Figure 2-11a shows the general setup of electromagnetic tube compression consisting 
of the EMF machine, the tool coil, and the workpiece. This setup can be represented 
by a RLC circuit in which the forming machine is symbolized by the inner resistance 
Ri, the inner inductance Li, and the capacitance C. The combination of tool, coil, and 
workpiece is considered to be the consumer load of the circuit. The capacitance 
represents a number of capacitors which are used to store the energy need for the 
workpiece deformation before the discharge. This charging energy E can be calculated 
from the capacitance C and the applied charging voltage U. 
ܧ ൌ 12ܥ ∙ ܷ
ଶ (2.2)
With a usual charging voltage of 3 to 25 kV, typical charging energies for 
electromagnetic forming systems range from 1 up to a 100 kJ (Beerwald, 2005). A 
sudden discharge of the capacitor generates a damped sinusoidal current I(t) through 
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the coil (see Figure 2-11b). The values of the amplitudes of the primary currents 
running through the tool coil are typically between 104 - 106 kA, depending on the 
application and the parameters of the machine, coil, and workpiece (Daehn, 2011). The 
resulting magnetic field H(t,r,z) around the coil induces a secondary current in the 
workpiece that opposes the primary current. Because of the so-called skin effect 
(Lamb, 1883), the induced currents run close to the surface of the workpiece. The skin 
depth δs is defined as the distance between the workpiece’s surface and the point at 
which the current density is reduced to 1/e of its maximum value. The skin depth can 
be calculated based on the discharge frequency f, the permeability µ, and the electrical 
conductivity κ of the workpiece. 
ߜ௦ ൌ ඨ 1ߨ ∙ ݂ ∙ ߤ ∙ ߢ (2.3)
Psyk et al. (2011) state that the permeability is defined as the magnetic permeability µ0 
in vacuum multiplied by the relative permeability µr of the workpiece material. 
ߤ ൌ ߤ଴ ∙ ߤ௥ (2.4)
Due to the secondary current, the magnetic field is shielded from the inside of the tube 
and concentrated in the gap between coil and workpiece. Because of the high energy 
density between coil and profile, high Lorentz forces act orthogonally on the tube. As 
soon as the stresses in the tube reach the yield stress of the material, the profile is 
plastically deformed in the radial direction. Typically, the process takes between 10 
and 100 μs. During this time the workpiece reaches strain rates of 104 s-1 and velocities 
of up to 250 m/s or more (Psyk et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 2-12: a) Equivalent circuit diagram of EMF (Bauer, 1967) b) simplified circuit 
diagram (Jablonski, 1976) 
Figure 2-12a shows the equivalent circuit diagram of an electromagnetic forming 
application presented by Bauer (1967). For the determination of the discharge current 
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I(t), the inductances and the resistances of the RLC circuit can be aggregated. 
Jablonski and Winkler (1978) state that the resulting inductance Lres of the RLC circuit 
displayed in Figure 2-12b consists of the inner inductance Li, the tool coil Lcoil, and 
workpiece inductance Lw as well as the mutual inductance M between coil and tube. 
ܮ௥௘௦ ൌ ܮ௜ ൅ ܮ௖௢௜௟ െ ܯ
ଶ
ܮ௪  (2.5)
ܯ ൌ ݊ ∙ ܮ௪ (2.6)
For the calculation of the resulting resistance Rres the authors give the following 
expression: 
ܴ௥௘௦ ൌ ܴ௜ ൅ ܴ௖௢௜௟ ൅ ܯ
ଶ
ܮ௪ଶ ܴ௪ (2.7)
The result of this is the simplified circuit diagram displayed in Figure 2-12b. If the 
capacitance C, the aggregated values of the inductance, and the resistance are known, 
the following differential equation can be applied to describe the oscillations of the 
simplified circuit: 
ܮ௥௘௦ ݀ܫሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൅ ܴ௥௘௦ܫሺݐሻ ൅
1
ܥ න ܫሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ 0 (2.8)
By assuming no current and a capacitor voltage U at the beginning of the process as 
boundary conditions, a solution for the differential equation can be found as (Psyk et 
al., 2011): 
ܫሺݐሻ ൌ ܷ߱ ∙ ܮ௥௘௦ ∙ ݁
ିఋ௧ sinሺ߱ ∙ ݐሻ (2.9)
In this solution, the variable ω represents the damped angular frequency of the 
discharge current. 
߱ ൌ 2 ∙ ߨ ∙ ݂ ൌ 2ߨܶ  (2.10)
Its value can be determined by the difference of an ideal undamped frequency ω0 and 
the damping coefficient δ of the simplified circuit. 
߱ଶ ൌ ߱଴ଶ െ ߜ (2.11)
The undamped angular frequency depends on the resulting inductance Lres and the 
capacitance of the simplified RLC circuit. 
߱଴ଶ ൌ 1ܮ௥௘௦ ∙ ܥ (2.12)
For the calculation of the damping coefficient the resulting inductance and the 
resistance Rres have to be known.  
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ߜ ൌ ܴ௥௘௦2 ∙ ܮ௥௘௦ (2.13)
For the equations above the inductance and the resistance of the combination of 
workpiece and tool coil are assumed to be constant. Due to the workpiece movement, 
both variables are indeed time-dependent. But a consideration of this dependence 
would inhibit an analytical solution of the differential Equation (2.8). Therefore, the 
workpiece movement is neglected for the calculation of the discharge current and both 
variables are assumed to be constant. The same applies for the following determination 
of the acting loads. 
2.5.2 Determination of the acting loads 
For the process design of electromagnetic forming and joining it is important to know 
the relevant parameters and their interactions. Of particular interest is the 
determination of the acting loads. Based on the current density ܬԦ in the workpiece and 
the magnetic flux density ܤሬԦ, the volume forces ܨ௅ሬሬሬԦ acting on the part can be determined 
by the expression introduced by Lorentz (1895): 
ܨ௅ሬሬሬԦ ൌ ܬԦൈ ܤሬԦ (2.14)
Disregarding the radial component of the magnetic field intensity, the current density 
equals the derivative of the magnetic field intensity H with respect to the radius r of a 
tubular workpiece: 
ܬԦ ൌ െ߲ܪ߲ݎ  (2.15)
The magnetic flux density corresponds to the product of the magnetic field intensity 
and permeability µ. With this relationship, the forces acting on the workpiece in the 
radial direction can be described by the following equation (Bauer, 1967): 
ܨ௅,௥ ൌ െߤ ∙ ܪ ∙ ߲ܪ߲ݎ ൌ െ
1
2ߤ
߲ሺܪଶሻ
߲ݎ  (2.16)
These volume forces can be converted mathematically into the so-called magnetic 
pressure pm. Bühler and Bauer (1968) state that the pressure difference between two 
locations in the wall of the workpiece can be predicted by integrating the volume 
forces over the distance. Hence, the pressure pm acting on the tube can be determined 
by applying the workpiece’s inner rT and outer radius RT as integration limits: 
݌௠ሺݐሻ ൌ න ܨሺݎ, ݐሻ݀ݎ ൌ 12
௥೅
ோ೅
ߤ൫ܪ௢ଶሺݐሻ െ ܪ௜ଶሺݐሻ൯ (2.17)
In this equation Ho represents the magnetic field intensity between coil and tube or 
rather at the outer surface of the workpiece and Hi represents the field intensity inside 
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the tube. The magnetic field inside the tube can be neglected if the skin depth δs is 
small compared to the workpiece’s thickness: 
݌௠ሺݐሻ ൌ 12ߤ ∙ ܪ௢
ଶሺݐሻ (2.18)
The magnetic field intensity Ho in the gap between a direct acting compression coil 
and the workpiece can be determined with the following equation (Winkler, 1973):  
ܪ௢ሺݐሻ ൌ ݊ ∙ ܫሺݐሻ݈௖௢௜௟  (2.19)
This expression includes the number of turns n, the current running through 
electromagnetic actuator I(t), and the coil length lcoil. Figure 2-11c shows a pressure 
curve which is calculated by the equations of this chapter in combination with the 
measured current in Figure 2-11b. It can be seen that the function of the acting 
magnetic pressure pm(t) is a damped, quadratic sinusoidal function (Beerwald, 2005). 
2.5.3 Strength-affecting parameters and joint design strategies 
In general, the highest strengths of electromagnetically joined connections are 
achieved either by pulse-welded adhesive bonds or crimped form-fit joints. Park et al. 
(2005a) and Weddeling et al. (2014b) showed that both bonding mechanisms can lead 
to joint strengths high enough to cause a failure in the base material and not in the 
joining zone. Since interference-fit connections are typically weaker than adhesive 
bonds and form-fit joints, they fail by the separation of the workpieces in the joining 
zone. Besides the manufacturing of high-strength bonds, magnetic pulse welding also 
allows the generation of gas-tight joints. This characteristic cannot be achieved with 
the two other connection types. But compared to form-fit or interference-fit joining, 
magnetic pulse welding typically requires higher workpiece velocities to cause the 
formation of a bond. Therefore, higher input energies and increased discharge currents 
are necessary to supply magnetic pressures high enough to reach the necessary impact 
velocities. Due to the increased acting pressures, reinforcements of the tool coils have 
to be stronger to ensure a sufficient tool lifetime. In addition, the wear of the EMF 
equipment is promoted by the increased discharge currents (Weddeling et al., 2014b).  
Because of its lower tool loadings during the joining process and due to the fact that 
joint strengths similar to pulse-welded connections can be achieved, form-fit joining 
by electromagnetic crimping is a very promising technique for the production of 
lightweight frame structures. Therefore, the focus of this work is on this joint type. 
Since a form-fit joint often features an additional interference fit, this load transfer 
mechanism is included in the following state of the art on electromagnetic crimping. 
In compression an interference fit is typically generated if the yield strength of the 
mandrel material is higher than the yield strength of the tube. Kleiner et al. (2006) 
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found an increasing connection strength with an increasing yield stress. This 
corresponds to the results of die-less hydroforming. The authors also observed that the 
strength of interference-fit connections joined by EMF depends on the impact velocity 
and the impact pressure of the tube onto the mandrel. Kleiner et al. (2006) show that 
higher impact velocities due to higher charging energies lead to an increased joint 
strength. To achieve a sufficient impact velocity, a gap between the partners in the 
initial condition is necessary. Additionally, the size of this gap is related to the 
achievable strength (see Figure 2-13). With a very small gap it is almost impossible to 
generate a significant connection strength. On the basis of recordings of workpiece 
velocities measured in free forming experiments, Kleiner et al. (2006) observe that the 
part is first accelerated up to a certain maximum velocity and afterwards it decelerates. 
In order to achieve the highest joint strength, the gap between the workpieces should 
be chosen considering the displacement at which the maximum velocity is reached. To 
achieve sufficiently high collision velocities for small gaps, increased charging 
energies are required. 
 
Figure 2-13: Joint strength versus joining gap a0 and mandrel material (Barreiro et al. 
2006) 
Bühler and von Finckenstein (1968a) examine the influence of the compressive 
strength of the mandrels on the axial joint strength. This value is characterized by the 
ratio QM of the mandrel’s inner diameter dM and the outer diameter DM. Therefore, a 
value of QM = 0 represents a solid mandrel with a high compressive strength and a 
ratio QM ≈ 1 embodies a very thin-walled tube with an extremely low strength. To 
realize different diameter ratios, the wall thickness is varied. With regard to the 
achievable connection strength, the researchers identify three specific areas (see 
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Figure 2-14). A high compressive strength causes a very low deformation of the 
mandrel and, consequently, a low joint strength. Above a certain value the increase of 
QM causes a significant rise in the resulting pull-out force. If QM exceeds a critical 
ratio, the pull-out force drops severely. This is because the mandrel deformation 
becomes elastic-plastic instead of just elastic. 
 
Figure 2-14: Influence of the diameter ratio QM on the joint strength (Hammers et al., 
2009) 
As described above, in addition to the elastic-plastic bracing of the two partners, the 
joint strength depends on the coefficient of fiction in the joining zone and the size of 
this area. Hammer et al. (2009) show the influence of different surface properties on 
the achievable connection strength. To vary the surface roughness, the authors used 
different machining parameters when manufacturing the mandrels. They also applied 
shot peening to the mandrel surface to plastically deform it and thereby increase its 
hardness. Their work shows that both methods are suitable to increase the connection 
strength. The joining mechanism is particularly important if sensitive materials such as 
fiber-reinforced composites shall be joined and any damaging of the fibers by sharp 
edges has to be avoided. Interference-fit connections are also suitable if extensive 
deformation cannot be tolerated (Marré et al., 2007). 
For form-fit joints one of the joining partners is featured with additional geometric 
elements such as circumferential grooves. Figure 2-15 shows possible form-fit 
elements and the load cases for which they are suitable. The earliest studies on the 
manufacturing of these kinds of joints are performed by Bühler and von Finkenstein 
(1968b). They examine the influence of different geometries of circumferential 
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grooves on the achievable push-out strength. Within their work the authors vary the 
groove width w and depths h of rectangular grooves. The charging energy is adjusted 
in such manner that the tube wall just touches the bottom of the groove. Their 
experiments show a significant effect of the grove geometry on the push-out strength. 
Bühler and von Finkenstein (1968b) observe an increase in push-out force with a 
decreasing groove width and an increasing groove depth. Golovashchenko (2001) 
performed similar experiments with circular grooves instead of rectangular ones. The 
findings are very similar to those generated by Bühler and von Finkenstein (1968b). 
 
Figure 2-15: Types of form-fit elements for tubular joints 
Park et al. (2005a) perform another detailed study on form-fit joining by EMF. They 
investigated the influence of width and depth on the joint strength of rectangular 
grooves as well. However, the authors do not adjust the magnetic pressure with respect 
to the groove geometry like Bühler and von Finkenstein (1968b) and Golovashchenko 
(2001) do in their works. Park et al. (2005a) use the same forming pressure in all their 
experiments and they also applied several pulses in combination with an adjustment of 
the location to the joining zone. The authors observe a similar relationship between 
groove depth h and joint strength, as did the other researchers. They also found that if 
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the depth exceeds a critical value, the joint strength starts to decrease due to a 
reduction of the tube’s wall thickness and shearing at the groove edges. Concerning 
the groove width w, the results of Park et al. (2005a) differ from those generated by 
Bühler and von Finkenstein (1968b) and Golovashchenko (2001). They observe an 
increasing joint strength with wider grooves. Since they do not adjust the forming 
pressure with respect to the groove geometry and perform multiple pulses, they 
achieve a larger contact area at the bottom of the groove. This area increases with 
wider grooves as well. Due to residual stresses in this area, an additional 
interference-fit joint is generated which increased the overall connection strength. The 
researchers also observe that very large groove widths cause wrinkling, which affects 
the strength of the connection negatively. 
Additionally, the authors examine how a groove edge radius RGE affects the achievable 
connection strength. Park et al. (2005a) found an optimum of the groove edge radius 
with respect to the transferable load. The authors claim that it results from two 
opposing effects: Up to a certain limit a decreasing radius leads to an increase in joint 
strength, but when the edge radius becomes smaller than the optimal value, shearing at 
the edge is increased causing the strength to drop. 
A significant joint strength increase can be achieved by the application of multiple 
grooves to the joining zone (Bühler and von Finkenstein, 1968b). Based on numerical 
simulations, Park et al. (2005a) suggest three grooves with different depths. They 
recommend an increase of the parameter h in the opposite direction of the acting load. 
Thereby, the authors achieved a joint strength of 88 % of the base material’s strength. 
In the same work, Park et al. (2005a) also investigate the torsional loading of 
electromagnetically crimped joints based on numerical and experimental studies. 
Based on their experimental findings, Golovashchenko (2001) and Park et al. (2005a) 
suggest the following guidelines for the design of circumferential grooves: Since 
narrower grooves need increased magnetic pressures to be filled, Golovashchenko 
(2001) suggested a minimal groove width of four times the tube wall’s thickness. A 
further decrease of the form-fit element’s width might affect the coil’s lifetime 
negatively. Park et al. (2005a) recommend a groove depth bigger than the wall 
thickness of the tube to provide room for the material yield. For the maximal depth the 
authors give a value of 0.05 times the average tube diameter. This value is selected due 
to the observation of wrinkling, which reduces the joint strength at a certain groove 
depth. Park et al. (2005a) also suggest that the groove edge radius RGE should not be 
smaller than the wall thickness of the tube to prevent a wall thickness reduction or 
shearing at the groove edge. To avoid joint separation by pulling the tube of the 
mandrel, the authors suggest that the value of RGE shall not be larger than half the 
groove depth h. 
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To predict the required magnetic pressure and the charging energy for the 
manufacturing of a joint with a given groove geometry, Bühler and von Finkenstein 
(1971) introduce an semi-analytical model. This approach allows the analytical 
prediction of the minimal necessary magnetic pressure to initiate the plastic 
deformation with respect to groove width w, inner tube radius rT, wall thickness s, and 
the workpiece’s yield stress σy.  
݌௬ ൌ ߪ௬ ൤3 ∙ ቀ ݏݓቁ
ଶ
൅ ݏ்ݎ ൨ (2.20)
The forming pressure required to ensure a filling of the groove can be determined 
based on design charts which show the relationship between the forming depth and the 
acting impulse integrated over the duration of the pressure pulse. These charts are 
developed on the basis of experimental studies and for each combination of groove 
width, tube geometry, and workpiece material a separate design chart is required. 
Golovashchenko (2001) uses a combination of an analytical model and a finite element 
analysis to predict the charging energy required to manufacture a form-fit joint with a 
given circumferential groove geometry. In the first step, the author determines the 
appropriate mechanical pressure necessary to fill a specific groove by numerical 
calculations. Afterwards, Golovashchenko (2001) applies an analytical approach for 
the prediction of the required charging energy. 
In his work, Golovashchenko (2001) also developed an analytical model to determine 
the ultimate joint strength based on the groove geometry. This approach is based on 
membrane theory and applies to circular grooves and conical form-fits at the tube’s 
free end. Experimental investigations show a very good agreement between the 
calculated ultimate strength and the values measured in pull-out tests. 
Instead of using circumferential grooves, Marré et al. (2008) use knurled surfaces as 
connection elements in their work (see Figure 2-15). The goal of this research is to 
join extruded aluminum profiles which are reinforced by embedding high-strength 
steel wires during the extrusion process. For these profiles the tangential deformation 
is restricted in order to avoid detaching of the aluminum matrix and the steel elements 
as well as necking of the reinforcement elements. Since the deformation required for 
filling the connection element is much smaller for knurled than for circumferential 
grooves, such surfaces were machined into the inner joining partner. With this design 
the researchers achieve pull-out forces on the order of the strength of the weakest 
joining partner. Weddeling et al. (2012) analyze the influence of the knurling pitch and 
the initial joining gap. Their study reveals that a coarse knurling leads to higher joint 
strength. For the initial joining gap the authors find an optimal value at which the 
highest connection strength is achieved. Similar to the interference-fit connections, the 
impact velocity is the highest at this optimal gap size, which corresponds to the 
findings of Eguia et al. (2004), who state that applying higher charging energies and, 
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thus, higher impact velocities could increase the transferable load of a connection. The 
researchers attributed this relationship to a better engagement of the joining partner’s 
surfaces. Besides the impact velocity, the connection strength is also influenced by the 
contact area in the joining zone. With an increasing gap, this area decreases and 
thereby the joint strength is affected negatively if the optimal gap size is exceeded. 
 
Figure 2-16: a) Demonstrator space frame of the Collaborative Research Center SFB 
TR10, b) coil expansion vessel sealed by compressed aluminum ring, 
c) driveshaft with a welded (left) and crimped (right) joint 
Weddeling et al. (2012) also analyzed the effect of the mandrel’s compressive strength 
on the transferable loads. They observed a joint strength reduction with a decrease of 
this value. This influence can be attributed to a plastic deformation of the mandrel 
during the joining operation and a resulting decrease of the engagement of the joining 
partner’s surfaces. Eguia et al. (2004) suggest the use of such surface patterning could 
also be applied for connections under torsional loads. They state that the torsional 
strength of the tube could be reached by using knurled mandrels. 
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Figure 2-16 shows some examples of joining by electromagnetic crimping.  Further 
industrial applications of this process are reported from different fields. Some of the 
earliest reports are from the electrical industry, like swaging of copper tubes to coaxial 
cables (Birdsall et al., 1961), joining of metal fittings to ceramic insulators, and joining 
of high voltage cables (Rowland, 1967). Belyy et al. (1977) state that electrical 
connections manufactured by EMF have a 1.5 – 2 times lower contact resistance than 
connections produced by using a conventional hydraulic press. This correlates with an 
example introduced by Shribman and Tomer (2006).  Rowland (1967) presents in his 
work some applications for the automotive industry, e.g. the sealing of rubber 
protective boots to ball joint housings and the assembly of air brake hoses. In his work, 
Sanderson (1967) mentions the electrical and automotive industry as fields of 
application for joining by electromagnetic forming. In addition, he reports the swaging 
of aluminum sheaths onto rods for nuclear reactors. 
2.5.4 Tooling for electromagnetic compression 
Besides directly acting compression coils, so-called field shapers are suitable tools for 
the manufacturing of electromagnetically crimped connections. The principle setup of 
such a tool is displayed in Figure 2-17. A field shaper is typically an axisymmetric 
component machined of an electrically conductive material. It features one or more 
axial slots and is placed inside a regular compression coil (see Figure 2-17). 
 
Figure 2-17: Process principle of electromagnetic compression with a field shaper 
(Dietz et al., 1967) 
When the discharge current flows through the cylindrical coil, an opposing current is 
induced in the outer surface of the field shaper. At the axial slots the current is directed 
to the inner surface of the tool, which is also referred to as the field shaper edge. Since 
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this surface is typically much smaller than the outer surface, the current density and 
the resulting field strength are increased here (Beerwald, 2005). Because of this 
concentrated magnetic field, a further electrical current is induced in the tubular 
workpieces in the region of the field shaper edge. Kim and Platner (1959) state that the 
coil lifetime can be increased by a field shaper, since the mechanical loading of the 
coil can be significantly reduced. This can be explained by the fact that the force 
between the field shaper and the workpiece are considerably higher than the forces 
acting between field shaper and tool coil. In addition, field shapers can be used in 
order to adjust the diameter and length of an existing compression coil to different 
workpiece and forming tasks (Rowland, 1967). Thereby, the flexibility of the process 
is significantly increased. A further advantage of separable field shapers with at least 
two axial slots is that they allow the manufacturing of parts with an overall geometry 
that would require coil diameters significantly larger than the workpiece geometry in 
the joining zone (Rowland, 1967). This is, for example, the case if the component 
features two relatively large fittings at both ends. The main disadvantage of this tool 
concept is the reduced process efficiency (Furth et al., 1957). The reasons for this are 
supplementary resistive losses in the additional tool component and losses of inductive 
energy because of an inefficient coupling between cylindrical coil, field shaper, and 
workpiece. 
 
Figure 2-18: Separable tool coil for closing frame structures engineered by the 
Poynting GmbH, a) open tool and b) coil closed with frame 
To manufacture space frame structures and, in particular, to close this kind of 
structures, a separable EMF tool is necessary. Figure 2-18a displays such a tool coil 
which is introduced in Henselek et al. (2004). The tool design is based on the so-called 
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transducer principle, which is a specific field shaper. This component encloses the 
multi-turn coil and the workpiece each with a part of its surface. The frames displayed 
in Figure 2-16a and Figure 2-18b are manufactured with this tool concept. Another 
design for a separable coil is introduced by Golovashchenko (2005). This tool consists 
of two independent multi-turn windings which are connected in series and feature a 
concave working zone. For joining, the tubular workpiece is enclosed by these two 
segments and thereby a closed loop is formed. The practical application of this tool 
concept is presented in Golovashchenko (2005). 
2.6 Summary and conclusion 
The literature survey shows that joining by forming is applicable to the manufacturing 
of lightweight frame structures and multi-material connections. For example, the 
joining operation is characterized by a very uniform circumferential pressure 
distribution. As a result, the joint characteristics are typically fairly uniform. 
Additionally, the strain rates in impulse forming lead to increased formability of most 
materials (Balanethiram and Daehn, 1995). Therefore, compared to quasi-static 
forming processes, electromagnetic form-fit joining allows the generation of larger 
interlocks, which results in an increase in connection strength (Bühler and von 
Finckenstein, 1968b). With this joining process, connection strengths of up to about 
90 % of the base material’s strength can be achieved (Park et al. 2005a). 
Although electromagnetic form-fit joining has several advantages compared to 
conventional joining techniques and other quasi-static joining by forming processes 
like mechanical crimping, the full potential of the process still cannot be exploited. 
This results from an incomplete fundamental understanding of the joining operation 
and the load transfer as well as the absence of suitable methodologies for the process 
and connection zone design: 
1. So far, it has not been studied how the forming direction of the joining process 
affects the achievable connection strength. This means it is unclear if either an 
expanded or a compressed form-fit connection with identical groove geometry 
leads to the higher joint strength. 
2. The component mass is an important factor for the design of lightweight frame 
structures. Hence, its influence on the structure’s strength and stiffness needs to be 
known. But for connections with circumferential grooves it is still unclear how a 
mass reduction in the joining zone affects the crimping process and the transferable 
load. Possibilities to reduce the mass of a joint are the application of lightweight 
materials like aluminum and changing the mandrel geometry by inserting a hole in 
its center. While the effect of these design changes on the connection’s mass can 
easily be determined, the joint’s load transfer ability has not been studied until 
today. Although Bühler and von Finckenstein (1968b) and Park et al. (2005a) used 
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hollow mandrels within their investigations, they do not analyze the effect of a 
geometry or material change on the transferable loads. 
3. Concerning the fundamentals of the load transfer, the effects of major groove 
characteristics like width and depth on the achievable joint strength are known. But 
the influences of several other joining zone properties have yet to be analyzed. For 
example, the effect of different groove shapes on the transferable loads has not 
been completely studied up to today. The joining gap a0 between the two 
workpieces is another joining zone parameter which has not been the subject of a 
comparative study regarding form-fit connections. It is not clear how such a gap 
affects the achievable joint strength. 
For the prediction of the joining process parameters, either complex numerical 
simulations (Golovashchenko, 2001) or experimental investigations (Bühler and 
von Finckenstein, 1971) are necessary. Both approaches are very time-consuming and 
do not describe the influence of certain parameters on the forming result. Numerical 
determinations also require a very profound knowledge of coupling electromagnetic 
with impulse mechanical calculations. 
In contrast to the crimping parameter prediction there is the analytical approach by 
Golovashchenko (2001) available for the joint strength determination. Unfortunately, 
this model is only valid for circular groove geometries and conical form-fits at the 
tube’s free end. Additionally, it gives only the ultimate strength of a form-fit 
connection. When designing structural components, the elastic limit is typically the 
upper limit of the loads that can be applied. Since the ultimate strength includes 
already plastic deformations, this value is only suitable to a limited extent for a design 
process. 
The literature survey shows that a detailed study on the parameters influencing the 
achievable joint strength is needed to complete the fundamental process understanding 
of electromagnetic form-fit joining. Based on this knowledge, a methodology or a 
process window needs to be developed to facilitate the process and connection design. 
 
  
3 Objective 
The objective of this work is the development of a fundamental process understanding 
of electromagnetic form-fit joining. To facilitate the process and joint design, the 
present fundamental process understanding shall include a convenient analytical model 
for the prediction of joining parameters and the achievable joint strength. Additionally, 
a process window considering the influence of a mass reduction in the joining zone on 
the connection strength shall also be provided (see Figure 3-1). Employing the 
knowledge presented in this work for the joining zone and process design shall allow 
the manufacturing of connections with strengths that are in the region of the strengths 
of the weakest joining partner. Consequently, the connection failure shall occur in the 
base material and not in the joining zone. 
 
Figure 3-1: Overview of the objective, procedure, and results of this work 
For the development of the fundamental process understanding the following questions 
have to be answered: 
 Which parameters influence the groove filling and to what extend? 
 What stress states appear during tensile loading of the form-fit connections? 
 How does a mass reduction in the joining zone of connections featuring hollow 
mandrels affect the joining process and the resulting load transfer? 
To answer these questions and to develop the desired fundamental understanding, 
analytical investigations of the joining process and the load transfer are performed (see 
Figure 3-1). Since the joining process as well as the load transfer shall be analyzed, 
the investigations are divided into two stages. 
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First, the crimping parameters are determined by an experimental methodology 
introduced in Chapter 4. Besides the determination of the necessary joining 
parameters, the generated results are also used to verify the analytical parameter 
prediction, which is introduced in Chapter 5. To allow a more detailed observation of 
the joining process, especially of the temporal sequence of the deformation, numerical 
investigations of the crimping process are performed. These investigations are also 
used for the verification of the analytical approach. 
In the second stage, the load transfer of form-fit connections is analyzed. These 
investigations, which are presented in Chapter 6, include the analysis of the influence 
of general joining zone characteristics as well as the specific properties of hollow 
mandrels on the achievable joint strength. The aim of the investigations regarding the 
general joining zone characteristics is the determination of the influence of joint 
parameters which have not yet been discussed in the literature on the strength of 
electromagnetically crimped form-fit connections. The results generated within this 
experimental study are also used for the verification of an analytical joint strength 
determination, which is developed here. To analyze the influence of the forming 
direction on the connection strength, this model considers the specific characteristics 
of compressed and expanded joints. Subsequently, the load transfer of connections 
featuring hollow mandrels is analyzed. The objective of these investigations is the 
identification and analysis of specific parameters of such joints affecting the 
achievable connection strength. The joining behavior and its influence on the load 
transfer of connections with hollow mandrels are of peculiar interest in this section. 
Conclusively, the analytical methodologies for the joining parameter prediction and 
for the connection strength determination are combined with the results on joints 
featuring hollow mandrels. Thereby, a process window considering the influence of a 
mass reduction in the joining zone on the connection strength is deduced (see 
Chapter 7). 
 
  
4 Experimental procedure 
The objective of the experimental investigations in this work is the determination of 
the joining process parameters as well as the evaluation of the achievable connection 
strengths depending on the joining zone characteristics and the process parameters. 
Because of these two major aims, the experimental procedure is divided into two parts. 
In the first part, the crimping parameters are predicted based on the properties of the 
joining partners and the joining zone. In the second part of the experimental procedure, 
these parameters are applied to manufacture form-fit connections with varying joining 
zone and process characteristics. Afterwards, the generated joints are tested in terms of 
their achievable tensile strength. Table 4-1 gives an overview of the investigated 
parameters. All experiments are repeated at least three times. 
Table 4-1: Investigated parameters 
Joining zone parameters 
Groove 
Dimensions (Width w, depth h, and edge radius RGE)
Shape (rectangular, circular, and triangular)
Mandrel 
Joining gap a0 (outer diameter)
Geometry of hollow mandrels (diameter ratio QM)
Material of hollow mandrels (yield stress)
Process parameters 
Pulse 
Charging energy E
Discharge frequency f
Forming operation Stress state (compression and expansion)
 
4.1 Crimping parameter determination 
For a successful process design of electromagnetic form-fit joining it is important to 
know what magnetic pressure pulse pm(t), or rather which charging energy E is 
required to “fill” a given groove geometry. Bühler and von Finckenstein (1971) state 
that filling of the form-fit element is achieved, when the tube wall just touches the 
groove base in the center of the groove (see Figure 2-4). 
Due to a significantly different stress state, higher forming pressures are required for 
the manufacturing of form-fit connections than for the free compression of tubes with 
the same radial displacement (Bühler and von Finckenstein, 1971). Hence, free 
compression tests of profiles without an inner joining partner are hardly suitable for 
the joining parameter determination. The disadvantage of a process parameter 
prediction involving the application of inner joining partners is that a new mandrel is 
required for each experiment. To lower the material consumption for the crimping 
parameter evaluation, a new experimental methodology is introduced in the following. 
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4.1.1 Experimental methodology 
In this new approach to determine the required charging energy and the forming 
pressure, respectively, the mandrel is replaced by two steel cylinders (Weddeling et al., 
2011b). These cylinders are connected by a threaded rod preventing a movement of the 
cylinders during the forming process. The rod also allows an accurate adjustment of 
the distance between the steel parts, which represents the groove width w. The tube 
with the steel cylinders is inserted into the tool coil (see Figure 4-1). Subsequently, the 
tube is electromagnetically formed into the gap between the steel cylinders and the 
resulting forming depth hd is measured physically by a micrometer caliper and 
optically by a Photon Doppler velocimeter (see Section 4.1.4). 
 
Figure 4-1: Setup of the experimental forming depth determination 
Afterwards, the steel cylinders are unscrewed and extracted from the tube. To ensure 
an easy extraction of the cylinders from tube, it is recommended to slightly grease the 
steel parts before performing the forming operation. By repeating this procedure with 
at least three different energy values and displaying the charging energy over the 
resulting forming depth, a graph of the function E(hd) for a specific groove width w 
can be constructed. The resulting design chart for electromagnetic form-fit joining can 
be used for the prediction of the required charging energy with respect to the groove 
dimensions (see Figure 4-2). 
To find an approximate start energy level of this experimental joinng parameter 
determination, Equation (2.20) is used to predict the yield pressure py of the tube. The 
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value of py applied to the equations of Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 gives the starting 
charging energy E. 
Although the amount of specimens necessary for the parameter prediction is reduced 
with this methodology, it might still require a larger number of tests. Therefore, an 
analytical model for the process design which eases the process parameter 
determination and decreases the required expenditure is introduced in Section 5.1. 
 
Figure 4-2: Design chart for the process design of electromagnetic form-fit joining 
4.1.2 Electromagnetic forming setup  
In this work a Maxwell Magneform (7000 Series) electromagnetic forming machine is 
used for the experimental joining parameter prediction. Table 4-2 shows the properties 
of this EMF machine. The used Magneform machine offers the separate selection of 
different capacitor banks. This allows the incremental adjustment of the capacitance of 
the machine. This also influences the inner inductance Li, the inner electrical resistance 
Ri, and the short circuit frequency f* as well as the discharge frequency f (Psyk, 2010). 
As tool a K40-10/60 compression coil manufactured by Poynting GmbH is used for all 
experiments in this work (see Table 4-3). 
For the measurement of the discharge current I(t) a Rogowski coil CWT-1500 from 
Power Electronic Measurements Ltd. is used. The basic shape of this gage is a helical 
coil. For the determination of the primary current the Rogowski coil is placed around 
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one lead of the forming coil (see Figure 4-1). If a discharge current runs through the 
EMF coil, the generated magnetic field induces a voltage in the probe. This voltage is 
proportional to the change of the primary current. 
Table 4-2: Machine properties of the used Maxwell Magneform (7000 Series) 
No. Capacitor bank configuration 
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8.16
504 74 26 5.0
2 Bank II 8 237 98 32 6.9
3 Bank III 
4
125
164 35 11.5
4 Bank IV 126
5 Bank II and III 12 362 78 29 5.4
6 Bank I, II, III, and IV 32 992 50 22 3.3
 
Table 4-3: Tool coil properties 
Type designation K40-10/60
 
Coil type Compression
Manufacturer Poynting GmbH
Inner diameter rcoil (mm) 21.5
Coil length lcoil (mm) 60
Number of windings 10
Winding material Copper
 
A WaveRunner 104MXi oscilloscope from LeCroy is used to display and record the 
measured signal. Figure 4-3 shows a sample current curve. The following important 
values can be determined from these curves: the current maximum Imax,1, the moment 
of this current tmax,1, and the moment of the first zero-crossing t0,1. The discharge 
frequency f can be approximated as (Psyk, 2010): 
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݂ ൌ 12 ∙ ݐ଴,ଵ (4.1)
This prediction is used as an input value for the analytical process parameter 
determination introduced in Section 5.1.2. 
 
Figure 4-3: Recorded current curve 
4.1.3 Specimens and investigated parameters 
The distance between the steel cylinders w is chosen based on the groove widths of the 
joining experiments as: 12 mm, 16 mm, and 20 mm. In terms of the process 
parameters, the charging energy E and, therefore, the acting magnetic pressure 
amplitude is varied. To achieve forming depths hd in the range of 0.5 to 4 mm, the 
range of the energy levels is chosen depending on the workpiece material and the 
groove width w (see Table 4-4). 
Table 4-4: Charging energy levels and capacitor bank configurations 
Material Groove width w (mm) 
Charging energy levels E 
(kJ) 
Capacitor bank 
configuration 
(Table 4-2) 
EN AW-1050A 12, 16 and 20 1.2, 1.8, and 2.4 5
EN AW-6060 
12 3.6, 4.8, 5.4, and 6.4 2, 5 and 6
16 and 20 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, and 4.8 2, 5 and 6
EN AW-2007 12, 16 and 20 3.6, 5.4, and 7.2 5
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In addition to the variation of E, the discharge circuit characteristics are varied to 
analyze their influence on the forming depth hd. Of particular interest are the effects of 
discharge frequency f and the resulting pressure pulse duration on hd. 
Barnes and Pashby (2000) state that the mechanical properties, in particular their 
relatively high strengths, make the 6000 series aluminum alloys a preferred material 
for lightweight space frame structures. Therefore, the common 6000 series alloy 
EN AW-6060 is chosen as tube material for the connections manufactured and 
analyzed in this work. Additionally, for the verification of the analytical model 
introduced in Section 5.1, experiments with EN AW-1050A and EN AW-2007 tubes 
are performed. All specimens have a length of 100 mm and an outer diameter DT of 
40 mm (see Table 4-5). The wall thickness s of the tubes is 2 mm. 
For the yield stress determination of the specimen materials tube tensile tests based on 
the European standard EN 10002-1 (N.N., 2001) are performed. The determined 
material parameter σy corresponds to the initial flow stress σf,0 of the material. A 
universal tensile testing machine Zwick Z250 is used for these experiments. In 
accordance with the applied standard, a specimen length of 400 mm is chosen. To 
avoid a deformation of the ends of the tubes by the machine’s grips, the ends are 
supported by steel plugs during the tests. The initial gauge length l0 is set to 100 mm 
and 0.1 mm/s is chosen as pull or crossbar velocity vc in the position-controlled tests. 
For the statistical validation the yield stress values deduced from the recorded 
stress-strain curve are averaged over at least 3 tensile tests per material batch (see 
Table 4-5). Figure 4-4 shows the average stress-strain curves of the used tube 
materials. 
Table 4-5: Material properties of the profiles 
Material Chemical composition 
Temper 
condition 
Yield stress σy 
(MPa) 
Deviation of σy 
(MPa) 
EN AW-1050A Al 99.5 - 19 
 - 0.5
+ 1.0
EN AW-6060 AlMgSi T6 233 
- 2.0
+ 3.0
EN AW-2007 AlCu4PbMg T4 263 
- 0.5
+ 1.5
 
Since the plastic flow of some materials is sensitive to the applied strain rates (Jones, 
1997), a certain knowledge regarding the material behavior under high forming 
velocities is necessary for the numerical analysis of the electromagnetic crimping 
process in Section 5.2. For the determination of the strain rate-dependent material 
behavior an inverse engineering method (Brosius and Kleiner, 2004) is chosen here. 
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The basic idea of this approach is the adjustment of the parameters describing the 
dynamic material behavior in the finite element simulation until the calculated 
deformations match the experimentally measured ones. 
 
Figure 4-4: Average quasi-static stress-strain curves of the applied specimen 
materials 
In this work, the deformation experiments of Section 4.1 are numerically modeled. 
The input values of these analyses are the workpiece and tool properties as well as the 
experimentally measured current curves. The strain rate-dependent flow stress σf,dyn is 
described by the model of Cowper and Symonds (1957). 
ߪ௙,ௗ௬௡ ൌ ߪ௙ ∙ ൥1 ൅ ൬ ߝሶܥ஼൰
ଵ ௣಴ൗ ൩ (4.2)
The two parameters of the Cowper-Symonds model, CC and pC, are optimized until the 
maximum tube compressions calculated by the finite element analysis match the 
experimental results. The necessary quasi-static flow curves of the tube materials are 
determined by the results of tube tensile tests described above in combination with the 
extrapolation approach by Voce (1948). 
A staggered coupling approach between the electromagnetic and mechanical parts of 
the simulation is employed. Since the studied joining operation is rotationally 
symmetric, a two-dimensional model is constructed. The electromagnetic problem is 
solved by the finite element software ANSYS using an implicit time integration 
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scheme. An explicit time integration scheme is used to solve the mechanical problem 
by the finite element software LS-DYNA. The electromagnetic model of ANSYS is 
updated at every microsecond according to the displacements calculated by LS-
DYNA. The implicit electromagnetic solution has a time step of 0.5 microseconds, 
while the explicit mechanical solution has a time step of 0.005 microseconds. The 
inner joining partner or rather the steel cylinders are modeled as an insulator, so they 
do not have any effect on the electromagnetic solution. In the simulations the coil 
windings are represented by mechanically rigid concentric circles. Two-dimensional 
axisymmetric elements with four nodes and a single integration point are used to 
model all parts. To consider the skin effect, elements as thin as 0.125 mm are applied 
at the outer regions of the coil and the workpiece. Additionally, the specimen and the 
inner parts are meshed finely at the radius where the forming is concentrated, using 
elements of 0.1 mm edge length. 
 
Figure 4-5: Strain rate dependency of the initial flow stress σf,0 of the used specimen 
materials 
Figure 4-5 shows the obtained Cowper-Symonds parameters of the used materials and 
the resulting influence of the forming velocity on the plastic behavior of the specimen 
materials. The displayed relationship between strain rate ߝሶ and initial flow stress is 
determined by Equation (4.2) and the predicted parameters CC and pC. For the 
analyzed materials it is shown that ߝሶ has a significant influence on σf,0 for strain rates 
between 103 s-1 and 104 s-1, which are typical for electromagnetic forming (see 
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Section 2.5.1). The observation corresponds to the statement of Ostermann (2007) that 
aluminum alloys generally show an increased strain rate-dependent material behavior 
in this deformation velocity range. For EN AW-1050 and EN AW-6060 the 
relationship between ߝሶ and σf,0 agrees also with the findings of Tanimura et al. (1989) 
and Hockauf (2009). The highest strain rate sensitivity is found for EN AW-1050. The 
alloys EN AW-2007 and EN AW-6060 show a much lower effect of ߝሶ on the flow 
stress. This result corresponds to the comparison of the strain rate sensitivity of 
different aluminum alloys by Lindholm et al. (1971). 
4.1.4 Determination of forming velocity and deformation 
For the verification of the analytical model presented in Section 5.1 the workpiece 
velocities vd(t) and deformations hd(t) in the groove center (see Figure 4-1) are 
measured during the experimental determination of the joining process parameters by 
a Photonic-Doppler-Velocimetry (PDV) system. This velocity measurement method 
was introduced by Strand et al. (2004) from Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories (LLNL). The physical principle of this system is based on the Doppler 
Effect. A laser beam with a narrow spectral line width is focused onto the surface 
whose speed is to be measured. Due to the movement of the surface, the frequency of 
the light is shifted. Considering the speed of light c, the Doppler shifted frequency fd of 
the laser beam for a specific workpiece velocity v(t) can be calculated by: 
ௗ݂ ൌ ଴݂ ∙ ൬1 ൅ 2 ∙ ݒሺݐሻܿ ൰ (4.3)
The difference of this frequency to the initial frequency f0 of the light signal is the beat 
frequency fb. 
௕݂ ൌ ௗ݂ െ ଴݂ (4.4)
By inserting Equation (4.3) in (4.4) and taking into account the relation between wave 
length λ and frequency f0 
଴݂ ൌ ܿߣ଴ (4.5)
the workpiece velocity v(t) is found: 
ݒሺݐሻ ൌ ൬ߣ଴2 ∙ ௕݂൰ (4.6)
Hence, the part velocity is proportional to the beat frequency. Figure 4-6 shows the 
schematic setup of the PDV system used for this work. The major component of the 
system is the erbium high power fiber laser with a wave length λ of 1550 nm. For the 
transport of the light within this system optical fibers are used. The light is focused 
onto the surface of the part by a focusing probe. It also collects the Doppler shifted 
light returning from the surface and sends it to the detector. At the photo detector the 
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signal from the probe is combined with the incident signal to create the beat frequency. 
This frequency is displayed and recorded as amplitude over time plot by the same 
oscilloscope used to record the current curves. To transform the recorded amplitude 
over time data into a beat frequency over time curve, the MatLab function 
Spectrogram is used. This function performs a Fourier transformation with the 
recorded data and gives a frequency-time plot. An example of such a plot or 
spectrogram is shown in Figure 4-6b. Applying Equation (4.6) to the frequency values 
of this spectrogram leads to the desired velocity vs. time curve. By integration the 
deformation hd(t) over time can be gained from the velocity function vd(t). 
 
Figure 4-6: a) Principle of Photon Doppler velocimeter b) Spectrogram 
The actual setup of the PDV probe for the experiments described in this section is 
shown in Figure 4-1. To avoid a collision of the workpiece with the probe, the 
sensitive measurement device is placed outside the forming zone. The laser beam is 
guided by steel tube with an angular gold-coated mirror at its end. Since the laser 
needs to shine perpendicular on the moving surface, this mirror is necessary to deflect 
the beam by 90 degrees. 
4.2 Joint strength determination 
The objective of the joining experiments is the identification and analysis of process, 
workpiece, and joining zone parameters which affect the achievable connection 
strength. An additional reason for the joining experiments is the verification of the 
analytical model for the connection strength prediction (see Section 6.1). 
For the majority of joining experiments presented in this work electromagnetic 
compression is used to generate the form-fit connections (see Figure 4-7). Since only 
the effects of form-fit related parameters on the achievable joint strength are to be 
analyzed in this investigation regarding general joining zone characteristics, an 
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additional interference fit needs to be suppressed. As this load transfer mechanism is 
based on a difference in elastic recovery of the two joining partners, a deformation of 
the mandrel during the joining operation needs to be avoided. To ensure this, solid 
mandrels are used (see Figure 4-7a). Additionally, both joining partners are 
manufactured from the same material to avoid or minimize a supplementary 
interference fit as well (Weddeling et al., 2011b). For the investigations regarding the 
influence of a mass reduction and the resulting change of the radial strength in the 
joining zone on the connection strength hollow mandrels are used (see Figure 4-7b).  
 
Figure 4-7: Electromagnetic form-fit joining of a) solid and b) hollow mandrels 
4.2.1 Joining equipment 
For the manufacturing of the form-fit connections the same EMF machine and tool 
coil are used as for the experimental process parameter determination described in 
Section 4.1.2. However, all joints are generated with the capacitor bank configuration 
number 5 (Bank II and III, see Table 4-2). The charging energies for the joining 
operations are selected based on the design chart in Figure 4-2, which results from the 
experimental process parameter determination. Due to process inaccuracies in the 
manufacturing of the specimens, the geometrical and material properties of the 
workpieces might vary in a certain range. To ensure filling of the grooves, even for 
joining partners with varying properties, the charging energies predicted from 
Figure 4-2 are increased by 10 % for the joining operations.  
Possible layers of lubricant or other contaminations on the surface of the workpieces 
change the coefficient of friction μf in the contact zone and, therefore, they might 
affect the connection strength. To remove potential contaminations from preceding 
manufacturing and handling processes from the specimen’s surfaces, the tubes and 
mandrels are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath filled with Acetone for a minimum time of 
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five minutes. This cleaning procedure ensures the same surface conditions for all 
specimens (compare Marré, 2009). 
4.2.2 Specimens and investigated parameters 
Figure 4-8 show the two general mandrel types which are used within this work. For 
the investigation of the influence of the basic joining zone and process parameters on 
the achievable connection strength, solid mandrels are manufactured from 
EN AW-6060. The total length of the specimens is 180 mm and the joining zone lJZ is 
80 mm long. To suppress an additional interference fit, EN AW-6060 is chosen as 
material for the outer joining partners as well. The respective tubes have an outer 
diameter DT of 40 mm and a wall thickness s of 2 mm. The total specimen length is 
300 mm. The properties of the specimen materials are shown in Table 4-6. 
 
Figure 4-8: Specimens for joining by compression and applied groove shapes 
The parameters varied in this analysis are the groove shape and its dimensions, the 
joining gap a0, and the charging energy E. Also, the effect of an additional groove on 
the joint strength is examined. As shown in Figure 4-8c, three different groove shapes 
are analyzed: rectangular, circular, and triangular. In terms of the groove dimensions, 
the width w, the depth h, and the edge radius RGE are varied. The groove widths 
considered here are 12, 16, and 20 mm. For the variation of the depth the values 1, 1.5 
and, 3 mm are used. Additionally, 2.5 mm deep grooves are manufactured for the 
rectangular shapes. To investigate the influence of the groove edge radius RGE on the 
joint strength, solid mandrels with the following radii are used: no radius, 0.5, and 
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1 mm. For the 3 mm deep grooves also mandrels with edge radii of 2 and 3 mm are 
manufactured. Mandrels with a rectangular groove shape are used for all experiments 
regarding the influence of the groove edge radius on the connection strength. 
Table 4-7 gives an overview of all applied energies determined from the design chart 
in Figure 4-2. 
By varying the mandrel’s outer diameter DM, the effect of a joining gap a0 on the 
connection strength is investigated. In addition to the connections with no gap, the 
following gap sizes are treated: 1 mm, 2 mm, and 2.5 mm. 
Table 4-6: Material properties of the components 
Material Chemical composition 
Temper 
condition Components 
Yield 
stress σy 
(MPa) 
Yield stress σy,0.01 
at 0.01 % plastic 
strain (MPa) 
EN AW-2007 AlCu4PbMg T4 Mandrel 263 -
EN AW-6060 AlMgSi T6 
Mandrel, 
tube 
233 212.5
EN AW-7075 AlZn5.5MgCu T6 Mandrel 4601 -
 
Regarding the process parameters, only the effect of charging energy levels above the 
levels necessary to fill the grooves on the achievable joint strength is experimentally 
analyzed here. Therefore, connections with energy levels of 120 % and 140 % of the 
basic values from Table 4-7 are manufactured. The specimens used for these tests 
have a rectangular groove shape and a width of 20 mm. 
Table 4-7: Applied charging energies E (bank configuration 5 with Emax = 12 kJ) 
 Charging energy E (kJ) 
Groove depth h 
(mm) 
Groove width 
w = 12 mm 
Groove width 
w = 16 mm 
Groove width 
w = 20 mm2 
1.0 mm 3.9 3.3 3.1 (3.7 and 4.3)
1.5 mm 4.7 3.8 3.5 (4.2 and 4.9)
3.0 mm 7.3 5.4 4.9 (5.9 and 6.8)
 
Subsequently to the basic investigation regarding the influence of the groove and 
process characteristics on the achievable joint strength, the behavior of hollow 
mandrels during the joining process and their load transfer is analyzed (see 
 
                                              
1 N.N. (2014a) 
2 The charging energy values written in parentheses are the values applied during the variation of E. 
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Figure 4-8b). Compared to solid mandrels, the geometry of hollow ones is changed by 
a drilled hole in the mandrel’s center. The primary interest of this investigation is the 
effect of this change, which serves to reduce the mass in the joining zone, on the 
connection strength. A value that describes the general geometry of a hollow inner 
joining partner is the diameter ratio QM. 
ܳெ ൌ ݀ெܦெ (4.7)
A diameter ratio of zero stands for a solid mandrel and a value of QM close to one 
represents a very thin-walled one. This ratio is also a reference value for the mass and 
the compressive strength of a mandrel. To achieve different values of QM, the inner 
diameter dM of the mandrel is varied within this work (see Table 4-8). The outer 
diameter of the mandrel is 36 mm for these investigations. 
Table 4-8: Dimensions of hollow mandrels 
Material Groove dimensions w x h (mm) Diameter ratio QM 
EN AW-6060 12 x 1.0 0.59, 0.74, 0.78, 0.81
EN AW-6060 12 x 1.5 0.55, 0.69, 0.75, 0.78
EN AW-6060 12 x 3.0 0.43, 0.58, 0.64, 0.68
EN AW-6060 16 x 3.0 0.53, 0.58, 0.64, 0.68
EN AW-6060 20 x 3.0 0.56, 0.58, 0.64, 0.68
EN AW-2007 12 x 3.0 0.58, 0.64, 0.68
EN AW-7075 12 x 3.0 0.58, 0.64, 0.68
 
To analyze how an increased yield strength of the mandrel and the resulting additional 
interference fit affect the connection strength, joining experiments with mandrels 
manufactured from two supplementary aluminum alloys are also performed. These 
alloys are EN AW-2007 and EN AW-7075 (see Table 4-8). Furthermore, the effect of 
the groove shape on the joint strength of connections with hollow mandrels is 
investigated. As for the experiments regarding the general joining zone characteristics, 
mandrels with circular and triangular grooves are manufactured in addition to the inner 
joining partners with the basic rectangular form-fit elements. Three millimeter deep 
and 12 mm wide grooves are applied for these tests. As mandrel material 
EN AW-6060 is chosen and the three following inner diameters of this part are 
selected: 21 mm, 23 mm, and 24.5 mm. 
4.2.3 Determination of the joining partner deformation 
In order to determine the filling of the grooves and a potential plastic deformation of 
the mandrels, computer tomography (CT) and X-ray radioscopy investigations are 
carried out after the electromagnetic joining process (Figure 4-9a). These studies are 
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performed at the Institute of Materials Engineering (LWT) of the TU Dortmund 
University and at the Institute for Applied Materials (IAM-WK) of the Karlsruher 
Institute of Technology. 
 
Figure 4-9: Computer tomography of joined specimens (Weddeling et al., 2011b) 
a) experimental setup b) 3D tomogram of a form-fit connection 
c) xy-slice extracted from the 3D tomogram 
A computer tomography system v|tome|x L240 from phoenix|x-ray is used for the 
connections with solid mandrels. These investigations are performed at the Institute of 
Materials Engineering. For the joints featuring hollow mandrels, a Yxlon-CT Precision 
System is applied and the analyses are carried out at the Institute for Applied 
Materials. The specific properties of the two used CT systems and the detailed 
experimental parameters of these studies can be found in Table 4-9. 
For the generation of the CT images the specimens are rotated stepwise around their 
longitudinal axis and an X-ray picture is recorded for each rotational increment. A 
total of 2200 and 2100 pictures, respectively, are taken for each specimen. 
Subsequently, these 2D images are reconstructed to a 3D tomogram of the joining 
zone (see Figure 4-9b). In Figure 4-9c), a 2D slice extracted from the 
three-dimensional CT image is shown. Since this procedure is quite time-consuming, 
regular 2D X-ray pictures are taken as well. The disadvantage of these images is that 
they also contain shadows of the areas surrounding the area of interest. This makes 
interpreting the images more complicated. 
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Table 4-9: Parameters of the applied computer tomography systems 
Computer tomography 
system phoenix v|tome|x L240 Yxlon-CT Precision 
X-ray tube 
Micro-focus tube with direct 
beam tungsten target  
Micro-focus transmission tube 
with tungsten target 
Acceleration voltage 230 kV 150 kV
Tube current 100 µA 40 µA
Prefilter 0.5 mm Cu None
Focus-object-distance 131 mm 75 mm
Focus-detector-distance 1200 mm 690 mm
Magnification ~ 9.2 ~ 9.2
Geometry Cone beam Cone beam
No. of angular positions 2200 2100
Angle increment ~ 0.164° ~ 0.171°
Detector typ 
Flat panel-detector, 
2048 x 2048 square pixels, 
active area: 409.6 x 409.6 mm 
Flat panel-detector, 
2048 x 2048 square pixels, 
active area: 409.6 x 409.6 mm 
 
4.2.4 Connection strength determination 
The achieved joint quality in terms of pull-out strength is tested using a universal 
tensile testing machine Zwick Z250, which is displayed in Figure 4-10. As pull-out 
rate of these tests 0.1 mm/s is chosen and the initial length l0 between the extensometer 
gages is set to 100 mm. The tube ends are supported by steel plugs during the tests to 
avoid its deformation by the machine’s grips. A load-displacement curve is recorded 
during the experiments and transformed into a load-strain curve afterwards (see 
Figure 4-11). 
Based on the work of Bühler and von Finckenstein (1968b), the force Fy,J at which the 
first relative movement between the joining partners occurs and the plastic 
deformation of the whole specimen begins, respectively, is chosen as failure criterion 
of the connection. This value is characterized by a change in slope of the force-strain 
curve (see Figure 4-11). For the evaluation of Fy,J the force value at 0.01 % plastic 
strain is determined with the Zwick control and analysis software testExpert II. Instead 
of the commonly used 0.2 % plastic strain value for the yield stress determination, the 
0.01 % value is chosen to receive a more accurate prediction of the joint failure. By 
dividing the yield force Fy,J of the connection by the cross section AT of the weakest 
joining partner, which is generally the tube, the yield stress σy,J of the joint is found. 
ߪ௬,௃ ൌ ܨ௬,௃ܣ்  (4.8)
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To achieve a better comparability of the measured joint strength, the geometry and 
material independent specific joint strength ߪതy,J is introduced: 
ߪത௬,௃ ൌ ߪ௬,௃ߪ௬,଴.଴ଵ,் (4.9)
This value gives the joint failure in relation to the yield stress of the tube. Since 0.01 % 
plastic strain is selected as failure criterion of the connection, the yield stress σy,0.01,T of 
the profile material at this value is also determined by tube tensile tests (see 
Table 4-6). 
 
Figure 4-10: Tensile testing of electromagnetic crimped connections 
For the calculation of the yield stress σy,0.01,T, the yield force Fy,T of the profile is 
divided by its cross-sectional area AT. 
ߪ௬,଴.଴ଵ,் ൌ ܨ௬,்ܣ்  (4.10)
With this expression and Equation (4.8), the term of the specific joint strength ߪതy,J 
takes the following form: 
ߪത௬,௃ ൌ ܨ௬,௃ܨ௬,் (4.11)
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Figure 4-11: Typical pull-out curve of crimped specimens 
 
  
5 Prediction of crimping parameters 
As mentioned above, the experimental and numerical determination of the joining 
process parameters, critical for a sufficient process design, is very elaborate and 
expensive. Therefore, in the following section, an analytical approach is introduced 
which allows the prediction of the necessary charging energy to fill a specific groove 
geometry. For the evaluation of the charging energy E, the model considers the 
workpiece and groove dimensions as well as the RLC circuit characteristics like the 
discharge frequency f and the damping coefficient δ. The verification of this model is 
performed with the setup described in Section 4.1. 
5.1 Analytical prediction 
The model is divided in two parts. In the first part, the forming depths hd resulting 
from various pressure pulses pm(t) are predicted based on an analytical approach for 
the prediction of the dynamic response of fully clamped cylindrical shells developed 
by Youngdahl (1970). Figure 5-1 shows a schematic pressure curve of 
electromagnetic forming with the important characteristics. The significant pressure 
values are the amplitude of the function pm,max and the so-called collapse pressure py 
(Hodge, 1955). At this pressure, the plastic deformation of the shell element starts if 
the acting magnetic pressure pm exceeds the value of py. 
 
Figure 5-1: Schematic magnetic pressure curve  
As described in Section 2.5.2, the actual function of the acting magnetic pressure pm(t) 
is a damped, quadratic sinusoidal function. Based on the work of Jablonski and 
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Winkler (1978), a quadratic sinusoidal function is assumed for the mechanical part of 
the model for simplification purposes. Beerwald (2005) shows that in tube 
compression, the deformation is usually completed during the first half-wave of the 
current, and respectively the pressure pulse. Hence, only the first half-wave of the 
pressure function is considered for the forming depth calculation. These assumptions 
lead to the following mathematical description of the magnetic pressure pulse: 
݌௠ሺݐሻ ൌ ൞
݌௠,௠௔௫ ∙ sinଶሺ߱ ∙ ݐሻ , ݐ ൑ ܶ2
0, ݐ ൐ ܶ2
 (5.1)
In the second part of the analytical model introduced in Section 5.1.2, the charging 
energies necessary to generate the forming pressure pulses are predicted. The 
calculations of this electrical part of the approach are influenced by the electrical 
resistance, the inductance and the capacitance of the RLC circuit. The angular 
frequency ω, which determines the pulse duration in Section 5.1.1, is also predicted in 
Section 5.1.2. 
5.1.1 Prediction of forming depth 
The first analytical approach for studying the dynamic plastic behavior of a fully 
clamped cylindrical shell was presented by Hodge (1955). Figure 5-2 gives the 
dimensions of such a shell element. In this model, a rectangular pressure pulse is 
acting on the shell element. The axial-symmetric radial pressure distribution is 
constant in space. He also assumes an ideal plastic material behavior. Hence, the 
influence of strain hardening and of the strain rate on the yield strength of the material 
is neglected. 
 
Figure 5-2: Fully clamped shell loaded by uniform pressure 
The yield pressure py of the shell element can be calculated based on the geometrical 
parameters of the workpiece and its yield stress in pure shear kT (Hodge, 1955): 
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݌௬ ൌ 2 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ்ݎ ൬1 ൅
2
ܿଶ൰ (5.2)
with 
ܿଶ ൌ ݓ
ଶ
2 ∙ ்ݎ ∙ ݏ (5.3)
By replacing kT in Equation (5.2) by the von Mises relationship between yield stress in 
pure shear and σy,T 
்݇ ൌ ߪ௬,்√3  (5.4)
the collapse pressure can be written as follows: 
݌௬ ൌ 2 ∙ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ√3 ∙ ்ݎ ൬1 ൅
2
ܿଶ൰ (5.5)
Compared to the work of Hodge, Youngdahl’s (1970) model is valid for various pulse 
shapes. A rectangular pulse shape represents the simplest case of the dynamic plastic 
response determination of a structure. The basic idea of Youngdahl’s approach is the 
transfer of an arbitrary pressure pulse into a rectangular pulse which leads to the same 
deflection. For this transformation, he developed three characteristic pulse parameters. 
If these parameters are equal for different pressure functions, the deflection resulting 
from these pulses is equal as well. The first of these parameters is the total impulse, 
which is defined as the integral of the pressure function from the beginning of the 
plastic deformation ty to its end tf. 
ܫ௘ ൌ න ݌௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧೑
௧೤
 (5.6)
The second parameter is the effective pressure pe. This specific value corresponds to 
the pressure magnitude of a rectangular pulse with the same total impulse as the 
treated pressure function pm(t) acting for two times the time tmean. 
݌௘ ൌ ܫ௘2 ∙ ݐ௠௘௔௡ (5.7)
Youngdahl (1970) defines the tmean as the interval between the onset of the plastic 
deformation and the centroid of the pressure pulse. 
ݐ௠௘௔௡ ൌ 1ܫ௘ න ൫ݐ െ ݐ௬൯ ∙ ݌௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧೑
௧೤
 (5.8)
Since Youngdahl’s basic idea is the transfer of any given pressure pulse into a 
rectangular pulse, he applies the equation of motion established by Hodge (1955) for a 
fully clamped cylindrical shell. Since this equation is not just time-dependent but also 
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depends on the axial position z, assumptions for the occurring deformations and the 
resulting radial velocity field have to be made. For simplification purposes, Hodge 
(1955) assumes a linear velocity field. This assumption is based on the concept of the 
formation of plastic hinges (Szabó, 2001), which implies that not the whole shell 
becomes plastic when the pressure pulse exceeds the collapse pressure. Instead only 
certain areas, the so-called hinge bands, become plastic (see Figure 5-3a). The 
sections between these hinges remain rigid. 
 
Figure 5-3: Assumed deformations and velocity fields for a) py < pm(t) < pb and for 
b) pb ≤ pm(t) 
With these assumptions, Hodge (1955) obtains the following expression for the 
acceleration of the workpiece at its center (z = w/2): 
ݒሶௗሺݐሻ ൌ 32 ∙ ߩ஺ ൣ݌௠ሺ߬ሻ െ ݌௬൧ (5.9)
The derivation of this equation by Hodge (1955) is presented in Appendix A. By 
integration of Equation (5.9), the following expressions for the workpiece velocity 
vd(t) and deformation hd(t) at the groove center are found (Youngdahl, 1970): 
ݒௗሺݐሻ ൌ 32 ∙ ߩ஺ ൥න ݌௠ሺ߬ሻ݀߬
௧
௧೤
െ ݌௬൫ݐ െ ݐ௬൯൩ (5.10)
݄ௗሺݐሻ ൌ 32 ∙ ߩ஺ ൥ݐ න ݌௠ሺ߬ሻ݀߬
௧
௧೤
െ න ߬ ∙ ݌௠ሺ߬ሻ݀߬
௧
௧೤
െ 12݌௬൫ݐ െ ݐ௬൯
ଶ൩ (5.11)
To determine the response time tf, which is not known a priori, Youngdahl (1970) 
applied the boundary conditions vd(tf) = 0 and tf ≠ ty to Equation (5.10). 
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݌௬൫ݐ௙ െ ݐ௬൯ ൌ න ݌௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧೑
௧೤
 (5.12)
Since tf is the only unknown variable in this term, it allows an exact calculation of the 
moment in time at which the plastic deformation of the cylindrical shell element ends. 
With the Equation (5.6) to (5.8), Youngdahl (1970) finds the expression for the final 
deformation in the center of a fully clamped cylindrical shell. 
݄ௗ൫ݐ௙൯ ൌ 3 ∙ ܫ௘
ଶ
4 ∙ ߩ஺ ∙ ݌௬ ൬1 െ
݌௬
݌௘൰ (5.13)
Hodge (1955) states that the assumption of a linear velocity field (see Figure 5-3a) for 
solving the mechanical problem of a fully clamped cylindrical shell is only valid if the 
acting pressure pm is below the limit pressure pb. 
݌௕ ൌ 2 ∙ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ√3 ∙ ்ݎ ൬1 ൅
6
ܿଶ൰ (5.14)
For acting pressures pm ≥ pb, a new velocity field is introduced (see Figure 5-3b). It is 
assumed that the plastic hinge band in the center of the shell splits up into two outward 
moving hinge bands if pm exceeds the limit pressure pb at t = tb. When the pressure 
pulse reaches its maximum value, the two hinge bands change their direction and 
move back to the center of the shell. At t = tc, they are recombined and form a single 
center hinge band again. Analogous to the pressure pulse parameters of Equation (5.6) 
to (5.8), Youngdahl (1970) introduced three equivalent characteristic values for the 
interval tb to tc (see Figure 5-1). 
ܫ௘∗ ൌ න ݌௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧೎
௧್
 (5.15)
ݐ௠௘௔௡∗ ൌ 1ܫ௘∗ න ሺݐ െ ݐ௕ሻ ∙ ݌௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧೎
௧್
 (5.16)
݌௘∗ ൌ ܫ௘
∗
2 ∙ ݐ௠௘௔௡∗  (5.17)
The time tc can be determined in a similar manner as tf (see Equation (5.12)). For the 
final deformation of a fully clamped cylindrical shell for a pressure amplitude pm,max 
bigger than pb, Youngdahl (1970) gives the following equation: 
݄ௗ൫ݐ௙൯ ൌ ܫ௘
ଶ
ߩ஺ ൥
3
4 ቆ
1
݌௬ െ
1
݌௘ቇ െ
1
4ቆ
ܫ௘∗
ܫ௘ ቇ
ଶ
൬ 1݌௕ െ
1
݌௘∗൰൩ (5.18)
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5.1.2 Determination of the charging energy 
Subsequent to the determination of the maximal deflection hd resulting from a specific 
pressure pulse, the charging energy E necessary to generate this magnetic pulse has to 
be predicted. For this calculation, an analytical approach with respect to the 
workpiece, tool and machine properties is introduced in this section. The RLC circuit 
displayed in Figure 2-12 provides the basis for the following determinations. As in the 
mechanical part of the model, it is assumed that the deformation ends before t = T/2. 
Therefore, only the first half-wave of the discharge current is considered as well. As 
mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the magnetic field generated by a current I(t) running 
through a long solenoid, can be expressed by Equation (2.19). On the assumption that 
the magnetic field is completely shielded from the inside of the tube, the acting 
magnetic pressure can be calculated by combining this formula with Equation (2.18). 
Substituting I(t) in the resulting pressure determination by the solution of the 
differential equation of the applied RLC circuit, which is given by Equation (2.9), 
leads to the following expression for pm. 
݌௠ሺݐሻ ൌ 12ߤ ∙
݊ଶ
݈௖௢௜௟ଶ
ܷଶ
ሺ߱ ∙ ܮ௥௘௦ሻଶ ∙ ݁
ିଶఋ௧ sinଶሺ߱ ∙ ݐሻ (5.19)
While a quadratic sinusoidal pressure function is applied to the forming depth 
determination in Section 5.1.1, a damped quadratic sinusoidal function is used for the 
calculation of the electrical parameters. The damping of Equation (5.19) is expressed 
by the coefficient δ. The damped function is chosen to consider the losses due to the 
inductance and the resistance of the RLC circuit for the approximation of the charging 
energy based on the maximum pressure. 
The resulting inductance in Equation (5.19) can be determined with the 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) from Section 2.5.1.The estimation of the tool coil inductance 
Lcoil is based on the general equation for the inductance of a solenoid (Kazimierczuk, 
2014). In this expression, Lcoil depends on the inner radius rcoil, the length lcoil, and the 
number of turns n of the coil as well as the permeability µ. In contrast to the general 
equation, the term for the determination of Lcoil is enhanced here by the influence of 
the skin depth δs (Al-Hassani, 1974). Therefore, the inner solenoid radius is increased 
by half the skin depth. 
ܮ௖௢௜௟ ൌ ߤ ∙ ߨ ∙ ൫ݎ௖௢௜௟ ൅ 0.5 ∙ ߜ௦,௖௢௜௟൯
ଶ ∙ ݊ଶ
݈௖௢௜௟  (5.20)
The determination of the workpiece inductance Lw is adjusted in a similar way. Hence, 
the outer radius RT of the tube is reduced by half the skin depth. 
ܮ௪ ൌ ߤ ∙ ߨ ∙ ൫்ܴ െ 0.5 ∙ ߜ௦,்൯
ଶ
݈௖௢௜௟  (5.21)
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As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the characteristics of the RLC circuit change during the 
forming process (Winkler, 1973).  Due to the decrease of the workpiece radius in 
electromagnetic compression, the inductance of the system Lres increases. Thereby, the 
discharge current path I(t) and the resulting pressure pulse pm(t) are influenced by the 
history of deformation (Beerwald, 2005). Since a consideration of this change in 
inductance would make a closed-form analytical analysis of the RLC circuit 
impossible, typically the influence of the deformation on Lw is neglected (Beerwald, 
2005). To counteract the error resulting from this assumption, in this work, the initial 
tube radius RT is replaced by the radius RT,d. 
்ܴ,ௗ ൌ ்ܴ െ ݄ௗ2  (5.22)
On the assumption of a nearly linear time gradient of the deformation, RT,d represents 
the mean outer tube radius during the considered first half-wave of the pressure pulse. 
In case of form-fit joining, the tube radius RT is not just time-dependent, but also 
related to the axial position. Since the largest deflection, which leads to the biggest 
increase of Lres, appears at the center of the groove, only the deformation at this 
position is considered for the adjustment of the workpiece inductance. With the 
adjustment of the tube radius, Equation (5.21) can be written as follows: 
ܮ௪,ௗ ൌ
ߤ ∙ ߨ ∙ ቀ்ܴ െ 0.5 ∙ ൫ߜ௦,் ൅ ݄ௗ൯ቁ
ଶ
݈௖௢௜௟  
(5.23)
Inserting the workpiece inductance Lw,d with due regard to the deformation of the tube 
leads to an adjusted term for the resulting inductance Lres. 
ܮ௥௘௦,ௗ ൌ ܮ௜ ൅ ܮ௖௢௜௟ െ ൫݊ ∙ ܮ௪,ௗ൯
ଶ
ܮ௪,ௗ  (5.24)
The electrical conductivities κ of the workpieces and the EMF tool in Table 5-1, 
which are necessary for the skin depths determination by Equation (2.3), are taken 
from literature (Psyk, 2010 and N.N., 2014a). 
Table 5-1: Electrical conductivities from Psyk (2010) and N.N. (2014a) 
Material Copper (Coil) EN AW-1050 EN AW-2007 EN AW-6060
Electrical conductivity 
κ (MS/m) 56 35 20 31 
 
The damped angular frequency ω necessary for the mechanical (see Section 5.1.1) and 
the electrical part of the model is experimentally evaluated. Therefore, experiments at 
which the deformation of the tube is suppressed by a solid mandrel without a groove 
are performed. From the recorded currents curves, the discharge frequency f is 
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evaluated by applying Equation (4.1). With Equation (2.10), the value of ω for the 
considered RLC circuit can be calculated afterwards. This experimental determination 
is chosen since a closed analytical prediction of the frequency is impossible. The 
reason for this is that f depends on the inductance of the EMF system and at the same 
time it influences Lres (see Equation (2.12), (5.20) and (5.21)). In Table 5-2, the 
experimental discharge frequencies with suppressed deformation for different 
materials and capacitor bank configurations are shown. The table also displays the 
average discharge frequencies of the forming experiments and their corresponding 
standard deviations. The standard deviation of the frequency depicts that the variation 
of f due to the workpiece movement is relatively small for all forming experiments. 
Also the deviations between the average frequencies of experiments with and without 
deformation are below 10 %. Therefore, it is acceptable to apply the experimentally 
measured discharge frequencies to the analytical process parameter prediction. The 
predicted values of ω are also used in Equation (5.1) for the mechanical part of the 
process parameter evaluation. 
Table 5-2: Experimentally evaluated discharge frequency 
Capacitor configuration 
(Table 4-2) 5 2 6 5 5 
Maximal charging 
energy E (kJ) 12 8 32 12 12 
Material 
EN 
AW-6060
EN 
AW-6060
EN 
AW-6060
EN 
AW-2007 
EN 
AW-1050A
  
Average frequency, 
with deformation (Hz) 9957 12259 5831 9884 10776
Standard deviation, 
with deformation (%) 1.46 1.47 1.58 2.53 5.52
  
Frequency f, 
suppressed deformation 
(Hz) 
9753 12111 5697 9527 9714
Deviation to average 
frequency with 
deformation (%) 
2.04 2.30 1.21 3.61 9.86
 
If the analytical approach presented in this section shall be used for the design of a 
new EMF system with respect to a specific joining operation, an experimental 
frequency determination cannot be applied. In this case an iterative approximation of f 
is a feasible alternative. In the first step, the inductance of the system and its resistance 
need to be predicted under neglection of the frequency and the resulting skin depth. 
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This can be done by the equations introduced by Jablonski and Winkler (1978). 
Afterwards, f can be determined with the expressions from Section 2.5.1. This allows 
a subsequent correction of the calculated inductance and resistance. By repeating this 
procedure, the values of f, Lres, and Rres can be approximated. But compared to the 
experimental approach, the iterative approximation is not as accurate. 
 
Figure 5-4: Procedure of the analytical joining parameter prediction 
Besides the aggregate inductance of the RLC circuit, the resulting resistance Rres and 
the damping coefficient δ also vary due to the workpiece movement. But it can be 
assumed that the change in the aggregated resistance is small and that it influences the 
charging energy required to generate the desired pressure pulse only to a minor degree. 
Therefore, Rres can be determined from the recorded current curves with suppressed 
deformation by the rearranged Equation (2.13). 
ܴ௥௘௦ ൌ 2 ∙ ߜ ∙ ܮ௥௘௦ (5.25)
In this term, the damping coefficient δ and Lres are also calculated from the measured 
current curves by Equations from Section 2.5.1. With the knowledge of resistance Rres 
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and Lres,d for a specific deformation, the corresponding damping coefficient δd for the 
treated forming operation can be calculated. 
ߜௗ ൌ ܴ௥௘௦2 ∙ ܮ௥௘௦,ௗ (5.26)
Based on δd in combination with the angular frequency ω, the last unknown variable of 
Equation (5.19) can be determined. This is the time tmax, at which the pressure pulse 
reaches its maximum (Dietz et al., 1967). 
ݐ௠௔௫ ൌ 1߱ ∙ arctan ൬
߱
ߜௗ൰ (5.27)
By applying the pressure amplitude pm,max required to fill a specific groove from the 
mechanical part of the model in Section 5.1.1 and the corresponding values of Lres,d, 
δd, ω, and  tmax to Equation (5.19), it takes the following form: 
݌௠,௠௔௫ ൌ 12ߤ ∙
݊ଶ
݈௖௢௜௟ଶ
ܷଶ
൫߱ ∙ ܮ௥௘௦,ௗ൯ଶ
∙ ݁ିଶఋ೏௧೘ೌೣ sinଶሺ߱ ∙ ݐ௠௔௫ሻ (5.28)
The charging voltage U necessary to generate this maximum magnetic pressure with 
respect to the RLC circuit characteristics can be found by rearranging this expression. 
To determine the charging energy E based on the predicted value of U and the 
capacitance C of the EMF machine, Equation (2.2) is applied. The complete procedure 
to determine the energy level necessary to fill a specific groove geometry with respect 
to the machine and workpiece properties is shown in Figure 5-4. 
5.2 Verification of the analytical parameter prediction 
In the following, the results of the experimental joining parameter identification and 
determination are presented. In combination with additional numerical calculations, 
these results are used to verify the analytical joining parameter prediction introduced 
in the previous section. The input parameters of this model can be found in Section 4.1 
and 5.1. To illustrate the error of the analytical model with respect to the experiments, 
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is determined (Armstrong, 1985). This 
value reflects the average deviation between calculated and measured results. 
ܯܣܲܧ ൌ ൦
∑ ൬|ܣ௜ െ ܨ௜|ܣ௜ ൰
ே௜ୀଵ
ܰ ൪ (5.29)
In this expression, Ai represents the actual or experimental result and Fi stands for the 
corresponding forecasted or analytically predicted value. The variable N represents the 
number of data points compared. 
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At first, the mechanical part of the model described in Section 5.1.1 is evaluated. For 
this purpose, the analytical pressure values are compared to the values of pm,max, acting 
during the experimental joining parameter determination. A possibility to determine 
the pressure amplitudes of the deformation tests is the measurement of the acting 
magnetic fields Ho(t) and a subsequent calculation of the pressures by Equation (2.18). 
A corresponding measurement probe is introduced by Bauer (1965). The disadvantage 
of this approach is that the probe has to be very small to fit in the gap between coil and 
tube. This geometrical restriction leads to a very delicate probe design. Another 
possibility, which is chosen in this work, is to measure the discharge currents and 
calculate the pressures based on values of I(t) by a numerical finite element analysis 
(FEA). For this purpose, the numerical model introduced in Section 4.1.3 is applied 
here. The strain rate-dependent material behavior is considered in the model by 
Equation (4.5) in combination with the parameters from Figure 4-5. To determine the 
values of pm(t), the calculated Lorentz forces acting on the nodes in the center of the 
groove are aggregated (see Figure 5-5). 
 
Figure 5-5: Numerical determination of forming velocity and forming depth 
Due to the two-dimensionality of the model, the magnetic force values determined by 
the software have the unit force per radian. By dividing the sum of the Lorentz forces 
by a segment of the outer surface of the tube, the pressure in the center of the groove is 
evaluated. This segment is defined by the outer radius of the workpiece RT and the 
element length in axial direction. The change of this length with time due to the 
deformation of the tube is also considered within the determination of the magnetic 
pressure. 
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The specific parameter variations which are considered in this numerical study are 
chosen in accordance with the experimental investigations of Section 4.1. A detailed 
list of the experiments, which are numerically modeled, is given in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3: Parameter variation of the finite element simulations 
Tube material Capacitor bank configuration 
Groove width 
(mm) Charging energy E (kJ) 
EN AW-6060 
5 
(bank II + III) 
12 3.6, 4.8, 5.4, and 6.6
16 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, and 4.8
20 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, and 4.8
 
Figure 5-6 shows the analytical and numerical results of the magnetic pressure 
prediction for a specific forming depth hd. For these investigations, the combination of 
the capacitor banks II and III of the Maxwell Magneform EMF machine is used. The 
configuration has a maximum charging energy of 12 kJ. The average discharge 
frequency f of this capacitor bank setup with the K40-10/60 tool coil and an 
EN AW-6060 tube is about 9.75 kHz.  
 
Figure 5-6: Analytical versus numerically determined pressure amplitude pm,max 
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It can be seen that for each groove of width w, the required magnetic pressure rises 
with an increasing depth. The diagram also shows that higher energies are required to 
fill narrower grooves. The analytical and numerical results are qualitatively within 
good agreement, but quantitatively they differ noticeably with a maximum deviation of 
about 25 %. This difference between the calculations can be attributed to the 
simplifications of the analytical model (see Section 5.1). Especially, the assumption of 
a rectangular approximation of the yield domain and the simplified velocity fields 
make the analytical model more rigid. Hence, this approach supplies higher pressure 
values. Although the mechanical part of the analytical joining parameter prediction 
overestimates the required magnetic pressures, it is very valuable for the process 
design. It is particularly useful for the design of EMF crimping tools since the model 
gives an upper bound of the acting forces. Based on this knowledge, the winding 
material and geometry can be selected. It also allows the determination of the 
necessary coil reinforcements. 
 
Figure 5-7: Comparison of experimentally and analytically determined charging 
energies 
Subsequent to the verification of the mechanical part of the analytical process 
parameter prediction, the electrical part of the model is evaluated. To this end, the 
experimental and analytical charging energy values are plotted over the achieved 
forming depths hd in Figure 5-7. Similar to the pressure versus forming depth plot, this 
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diagram shows that increasing depth and decreasing width require higher charging 
energies. These findings correspond to the observations of Bühler and von 
Finckenstein (1971). The analytically predicted charging energies are in very good 
agreement with the experimental energy levels. The mean absolute percentage error or 
average deviation between model and experiments is approximately 5 %. The 
maximum divergence of this parameter combination is about 15 %. 
 
Figure 5-8: Charging energy levels selected for the experiments compared to the 
analytically determined values of E without inductance adjustment by 
Equation (5.22)  
Figure 5-8 shows the comparison between the experimental charging energies and the 
values of E calculated without an adjustment of the system inductance by 
Equation (5.22). It can be seen that the analytical joining parameter prediction 
underestimates the selected energy levels significantly. The divergence between model 
and experiments ranges in this case from 22 % at the smallest deformations to about 
50 % at the largest diameter changes. This observation can be attributed to the fact that 
the system inductance Lres is underestimated in the calculations without the 
consideration of the workpiece movement (see equations of Section 5.1.2). 
Equation (5.28) in combination with Equation (2.2) reveals that this leads to an 
underestimation of the charging voltage or the energy level necessary to generate the 
desired pressure pulse as well. The comparison of the results of Figure 5-7 and 
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Figure 5-8 shows that the adjustment of the system inductance in the analytical model 
increases the accuracy of the approach significantly. 
 
Figure 5-9: Analytically predicted current amplitude Imax versus experimental current 
Besides the comparison of the calculated and measured charging energies for specific 
deformations, the current amplitudes Imax are determined for selected parameter 
variations and compared to the values of the corresponding experiments. The charging 
energies are not measured values, but energy levels that are selected at the EMF 
system. Due to outer influences or disturbances in the charging procedure, the selected 
levels might vary from the actual energies stored in the capacitors, and, therefore, this 
additional verification of the model is performed. The current amplitude Imax with 
respect to the predicted charging voltage can be approximated by the following 
equation (Dietz et al., 1967): 
ܫ௠௔௫ ൌ ܷ ∙ ඨ ܥܮ௥௘௦,ௗ ∙ ݁
ିఋ೏௧೘ೌೣ (5.30)
The experimental values are determined from the measured current curves as 
described in Section 4.1.2. In Figure 5-9, the comparison of the maximum discharge 
current for different deformations hd is displayed. It can be seen that the analytically 
calculated values agree very well with the experimentally measured ones. The largest 
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deviation between model and experiments is less than 10 %. The knowledge of the 
maximum current is very important for the design of an EMF system and the necessary 
tooling since it gives an idea of the electrical loadings acting on the system. Hence, the 
electrical components of the system, like switches and wiring, can be selected or 
designed with respect to this knowledge. 
 
Figure 5-10: Analytical, numerical, and experimental deformation course 
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For a further verification of the analytical joining parameter prediction, the 
experimentally measured and numerically calculated time courses of forming velocity 
and deformation at the groove center are compared to the analytically approximated 
curves of vd(t) and hd(t). Thereby, it is analyzed if the model presented in Section 5.1 
only allows the prediction of the final deformations or if it is also able to map the 
forming process with respect to its time-dependent course. This comparison is 
performed for all parameter variations which are experimentally tested as well as 
numerically modeled (see Table 5-3). During the experiments, the discharge currents 
and the workpiece velocities at the groove center are recorded (see Section 4.1). The 
displacement curves are gained by integrating the velocity curve. As described above, 
the recorded currents I(t) are used as input for numerical calculations of pm(t), vd(t), 
and, hd(t). The pressure amplitudes pm,max for the analytical model are also determined 
based on the recorded discharge currents by Equation (5.30) in combination with the 
approach of Section 5.1.2. To consider the change of inductance due to the workpiece 
movement for the pressure determination (see Equation (5.23)), the final forming 
depth hd is predicted from the analytical values in Figure 5-9. This is done prior to the 
pressure amplitude calculation. Afterwards, the values of vd(t) and hd(t) are determined 
by Equations (5.10) and (5.11). The collapse pressure is also predicted analytically. 
Figure 5-10 shows the analytically predicted, experimentally measured, and 
numerically calculated velocity and displacement curves for a forming operation with 
a charging energy of 5.4 kJ and a groove width of 12 mm. In terms of the peak values 
of velocity and displacement, all three approaches are in good agreement. The time 
course of the numerically determined velocity curve and of the one measured by PDV 
agree also very well. The same applies in the case of the deformation curves. In 
contrast to the numerical and experimental results, the analytical velocity curve has a 
shorter duration and a later starting point. The shorter analytical velocity curve can be 
attributed to the assumed ideal plastic material behavior of this approach. The later 
starting point of the analytically calculated deformation can be explained by the 
neglection of damping and elastic deformation in the mechanical part of this model. 
The comparisons of the analytically, numerically, and experimentally determined 
deformation courses for the other treated parameter variations show the same 
analogies. This is indicated by the analytical, numerical, and experimental maximum 
workpiece velocities vmax displayed in Figure 5-11. The diagram shows that both 
mathematical models provide a good approximation of the maximum velocity at the 
groove center. The comparisons of the deformation course and the values of vmax imply 
that the numerical model approximates the experimental forming behavior very well. 
This supports the validity of the numerically calculated pressures in Figure 5-6. 
Additionally, the results provide a further validation of the analytical process 
parameter prediction due to its similarities to the velocity and displacement curves as 
well as to the maximum velocities determined numerically and experimentally. 
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Since the analytical joining parameter prediction shall not be limited to a specific EMF 
system and a particular workpiece material, a verification of the models validity with 
respect to the RLC circuit characteristics and the tube material is performed. 
 
Figure 5-11: Comparison of the analytical, numerical, and experimental maximum 
workpiece velocity vmax 
To identify the influence of the discharge frequency on the forming result, experiments 
with two capacitor bank configurations additional to the basic combination of bank II 
and III are performed (see Section 4.1). The experimental and analytical results are 
shown in Figure 5-12. Upon closer examination it can be seen that some of the applied 
charging energy values are not equal to the target values of the parameter variation in 
Table 4-4. For example, the lowest energies in Figure 5-12a are 4 % below the 
desired level of 3 kJ. These small deviations result from the type of the charging 
energy adjustment of the used Maxwell Magneform machine. At this system, the 
desired energy level is selected by a potentiometer with a scale of integer percentage 
values with respect to the maximum energy of the selected capacitor configuration. 
Therefore, an accurate adjustment of the desired level is not always possible. 
The experimental results in Figure 5-12 display an increased deformation with an 
increase in discharge frequency. For example, the different values of f lead to an 
average deviation in radial deformation Δhd of about 0.43 mm for a groove width of 
12 mm and an applied charging energy of 4.8 kJ. The observed increase in the process 
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efficiency due to an increase of the discharge frequency can be attributed to an 
increased magnetic pressure amplitude pm,max. 
 
Figure 5-12: Analytical and experimental discharge frequencies f variation 
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Since higher frequencies lead to lower skin depths, the system inductance Lres is 
decreased as well (see Equations (2.5), (2.6), (5.20), and (5.21)). By combining 
Equation (5.30) and (2.2), it can be seen that a lower value of Lres leads to an increased 
current Imax for a constant charging energy. 
ܫ௠௔௫ ൌ ඨ2 ∙ ܧܮ௥௘௦,ௗ ∙ ݁
ିఋ೏௧೘ೌೣ (5.31)
Hence, the achieved magnetic pressure is also larger. Due to inertia effects, a more 
rapid rise of the acting pressure leads to a reduction of the workpiece deformation 
before the pressure maximum. Beerwald (2005) states that the system inductance 
decreases with a reduction of the gap aair between coil and workpiece. Thereby, the 
pressure amplitude is increased further and a larger final deformation is achieved with 
shorter pressure rise times. 
The approximated values for the lower discharge frequency (see Figure 5-12a) agree 
well with the energy levels of the experiments. The mean absolute percentage error 
between the selected charging energy values and the predicted ones is about 10 %. The 
maximum deviation is approximately 17 %. At the high discharge frequency (see 
Figure 5-12b), the model overestimates the experimentally determined values by a 
mean absolute percentage error of about 22 %. The maximal deviation between 
analytical prediction and experiments is 31 % in this case. This can be attributed to the 
replacement of the outer radius of the tube in the inductance determination by the 
mean outer radius RT,d of the tube during deformation. This value, which can be 
calculated by Equation (5.22), is introduced based on the assumption that the 
deformation ends within the first half-wave of the pressure pulse. In case of the high 
frequency, the analytical calculations show that, especially for the larger deformations, 
the workpiece movement stops after the first half-wave. This observation can be 
explained by the fact that the deformation does not end if the magnetic pressure drops 
below the collapse pressure, but only when the inertia forces drop below this value. 
Since the final deflection is reached after t = T/2, the mean displacement during the 
first half-wave and the resulting system inductance are overestimated. This leads to the 
deviation between the calculated and experimentally applied charging energy values. 
Due to the fact that the analytical approach overestimates the necessary levels of E 
with increasing discharge frequencies, the filling of the grooves is ensured by the 
calculated values. Therefore, the model is still suitable for a process design, despite the 
quantitative deviations. 
For the validation of the analytical joining parameter prediction regarding the tube 
material characteristics, experiments with three different aluminum alloys with varying 
yield stresses are performed. In addition to the EN AW-6060 tubes, workpieces 
manufactured of EN AW-1050A and EN AW-2007 are used. The comparison between 
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the analytical model and the experiments regarding the influence of the material 
characteristics on the necessary charging energy is shown in Figure 5-13. 
As expected, an increased yield stress requires a higher energy level to achieve the 
desired deformation in the center of the groove. The mean absolute percentage error 
for EN AW-2007 is about 11 % and for the alloy EN AW-1050A, this value is 
approximately 35 %. However, a significantly increasing deviation between calculated 
charging energy and the experimental value of E can be observed with an increase of 
the deformation for the alloys EN AW-2007 and EN AW-1050A.  This observation 
can be attributed to the neglection of strain hardening and strain rate dependency in the 
analytical approximation. While the maximum deviation between model and 
experiment is about 18 % for EN AW-2007, EN AW-1050A shows a divergence of up 
to 40 %. It is assumed that the larger differences of EN AW-1050A result from the 
increased strain rate sensitivity of this alloy compared to the other two materials. 
Almost no increasing deviation between the predicted energies and the ones selected 
for the experiments with an increase of the deformation is observed for the alloy 
EN AW-6060. This finding can be explained by the fact that this material shows a 
relatively low effect of strain (see Figure 4-4) and strain rate (see Figure 4-5) on the 
material behavior. 
 
Figure 5-13: Comparison of experimentally and analytically determined charging 
energies for different materials (w = 12 mm) 
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Because the analytical model does not consider the increase in flow stress due to strain 
hardening and strain rate sensitivity, an additional experimental parameter 
determination (see Section 4.1.1) is suggested for materials sensitive to these effects. 
This investigation can be very limited since the analytical joining parameter prediction 
supplies a starting point for the tests which is already close to the exact energy level. 
Table 5-4: Calculated skin depths for materials with different conductivities 
Material EN AW-1050 EN AW-2007 EN AW-6060 
Electrical conductivity κ (MS/m) 35 20 31
Calculated skin depth δs (mm) 0.87 1.16 0.91
 
Besides different yield stresses, the applied materials have also dissimilar electrical 
conductivities. Table 5-4 shows the values of the resulting skin depth δs, which are 
calculated by Equation (2.3). It can be seen that the determined values are significantly 
smaller than the wall thickness of the tube. Therefore, the assumption that the 
magnetic field is completely shielded from the inside of the tube is applicable (see 
Section 5.1.2). 
5.3 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter, an analytical approximation of the joining parameters is introduced. It 
allows the prediction of the charging energy necessary to fill a specific groove 
geometry. Besides the joining zone characteristics, the model considers the major 
workpiece, tool, and machine properties. 
By a combined analytical and experimental approach, significant process and 
workpiece parameters are identified and their influence on the joining operation is 
analyzed. In particular, it is found that the dimensions of the groove and the yield 
stress of the outer joining partner influence the energy level required for the joining 
task. In addition, the electrical characteristics of the EMF system and the resulting 
discharge frequency have a significant effect on the groove filling. 
The experimental investigations of this chapter are also used for the verification of the 
analytical joining parameter prediction. For all experiments together, a mean absolute 
percentage error between the calculated charging energies and the experimentally 
applied ones of about 17 % is found. The largest deviations of up to 40 % are observed 
for the largest deformations. This finding can be attributed to the neglection of strain 
hardening and a strain rate sensitive material behavior in the analytical model. 
Furthermore, it is found that at high discharge frequencies, the joining parameter 
approximation overestimates the charging energies selected for the experiments. This 
divergence results from the assumption of the model that the forming process is 
completed within the first half-wave of the pressure pulse and the fact that the time tf, 
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at which the deformation ends, moves towards and beyond T/2 with increasing 
frequencies. 
Despite the deviations between analytical model and experiments found in some cases, 
the presented approach is still a useful tool for the design of the joining process and the 
necessary EMF equipment. By applying the model in combination with the 
experimental methodology introduced in Section 4.1.1, the process parameters can be 
determined with a high accuracy. Due to the analytical approximation of the parameter 
range prior to the experiments, the number of tests can also be reduced significantly. 
Thereby, complex finite element simulations or extensive experimental studies can be 
avoided. This leads to a less expensive and time-consuming design process. Compared 
to numerical investigations and experiments, the approach also allows an isolated 
observation of the influence of selected EMF system properties on the forming result. 
Hence, it offers a valuable tool for an optimization of the electromagnetic forming 
equipment with respect to a specific joining task. 
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6 Influences on the achievable joint strength 
The influence of several basic joining zone and process parameters on the achievable 
connection strength is still unclear. Examples of such parameters are the groove shape 
and the forming direction. Therefore, the objective of this chapter is the development 
of a fundamental understanding of the load transfer. To generate such knowledge 
about the effect of general parameters on the joint quality, an analytical connection 
strength prediction is developed here. The developed model shall also supply a simple 
joint design methodology. Additionally, the influence of the joining zone and process 
characteristics on the transferable loads is experimentally investigated. The conducted 
experiments also serve as verification of the introduced joint strength calculation. 
Subsequent to the analysis regarding the influence of basic joining zone and process 
parameters on the connection strength, it is analyzed how a mass reduction in the 
joining zone and the resulting change of the radial strength of the components affects 
the crimping process and the transferable load. For these experimental investigations, 
the inner diameters of hollow mandrels are varied. 
6.1 Analytical joint strength determination 
The analytical model developed in this chapter shall allow an accurate determination 
of the achievable connection strength with respect to the properties of the joining 
partners, and namely the joining zone characteristics. Furthermore, it shall give a 
fundamental understanding of the stress state in the joining zone under quasi-static 
loading and how it affects the resulting connection strength. To compare the effect of 
the forming direction on the connection strength, a model for compressed and one for 
expanded joints are developed. Both analytical predictions are based on the same 
assumptions. 
In contrast to the analytical approach developed by Golovashchenko (2001), the model 
introduced in this section shall provide a quantitative prediction of the elastic 
connection strength for groove geometries with different shapes. As described in 
Section 4.2.4, the axial force Fax, at which the first relative movement between the 
joining partners occurs, is chosen as the failure criterion of the joints under tensional 
loads (Weddeling et al., 2011b). At this yield force Fy,J, the connection starts to 
become plastic and the joint fails. Since only the elastic deformation of the joining 
partners is considered by this analytical methodology, strain hardening and wall 
thickness changes are neglected for the tube. The mandrel is assumed to be rigid. The 
yield force is defined as the axial stress σax,D times the cross-sectional area AT of the 
tube at point D in Figure 6-1 (Weddeling et al., 2014a). 
ܨ௬,௃ ൌ ߪୟ୶,ୈ ∙ ܣ்,஽ (6.1)
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To determine σax,D, a stress analysis approach for an axisymmetric cylindrical shell is 
performed. Storoschew and Popow (1968) give the following differential equation to 
describe the stress state in such shells: 
ݎ ݀ߪம݀ݎ ൅ ߪம െ ߪఏ ൌ 0 (6.2)
Due to the assumption of thin-walled workpieces, plane stress is assumed in this 
approach. Hence, only the circumferential stress σθ and the meridional stress σϕ are 
considered here. Furthermore, Equation (6.2) contains the tube radius r, which varies 
with the axial position (see Figure 6-1). It is assumed that the tensional loading of the 
connections leads to an upward bending of the tube (see Figure 6-1). Thereby, the 
contact surface of the joining partners is limited to the sections at the groove edges and 
the resulting frictional forces also act only at this interface between the workpieces. 
 
Figure 6-1: Assumed upward bending in the groove center during pull-out 
Because this section is typically small compared to the whole deformation zone, it can 
be assumed that the influence of friction on the joint strength is small as well. For such 
cases, Storoschew and Popow (1968) propose the application of the Euler-Eytelwein 
equation for belt friction. Since the authors state that this approach for the 
approximation of the frictional influence on meridional stresses and the resulting 
connection strength entails only a minor error, it is applied here. 
6.1.1 Compressed connections 
In terms of compressed connections, three different basic groove shapes are 
considered. These shapes are circular, triangular, and rectangular. It is assumed that 
the connection strength results primarily from the expansion of the tube during pull 
out. Hence, only half of the tube geometry in pulling direction is considered for the 
following calculations (see Figure 6-2a). 
The stress state in this tube segment is assumed to be tension in circumferential and 
meridional directions, with σθ bigger than σϕ. With respect to Tresca, this stress state 
leads to the yield criterion below. 
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ߪఏ ൌ ߪ௬,் (6.3)
With this yield criterion, the circumferential stress can be eliminated in Equation (6.2). 
ݎ ݀ߪம݀ݎ ൅ ߪம െ ߪ௬,் ൌ 0 (6.4)
Integration of this differential equation supplies: 
ߪம ൌ ߪ௬,் ൅ ܭݎ  (6.5)
The variable K is the constant of integration in this solution. By solving this equation 
for the deformed zone with respect to the corresponding boundary conditions, the 
value of the meridional stress σϕ,D at point D in Figure 6-2a is calculated. This value 
equals the axial stress σax,D in Equation (6.1). 
Circular grooves 
The geometrical parameters of a circular groove are displayed in Figure 6-2a. The 
shape of the groove is described by the width w and the depth h (see Figure 6-2b). The 
forming zone is divided in three sections. 
 
Figure 6-2: a) Crimped joint with circular groove b) groove geometry parameters 
For the segment A-B it is assumed that the tube wall follows the bottom of the groove 
shape. The principle radius Rr2 of the curvature in section C-D results from free 
bending of the tube wall at the groove edge during the joining operation 
(Golovashchenko, 2001). Its value can be determined based on the stress state at the 
edge of the form-fit element during generation of the joint and the tube properties. The 
straight section B-C is located between the two curved segments. It results from the 
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groove geometry and the principle radius at the groove edge. To determine the 
meridional stress σϕ,D, Equation (6.5) is solved successively for each of these sections. 
Due to the assumption that the joint strength results primarily from the expansion of 
the tube during pull out, it is assumed that the meridional stress σϕ,A at point A with 
r = rA equals zero. 
0 ൌ ߪ௬,் ൅ ܭ஺ݎ஺  (6.6)
This leads to the following expression for the constant of integration KA at location A: 
ܭ஺ ൌ െߪ௬,் ∙ ݎ஺ (6.7)
Hence, the solution of Equation (6.5) for the segment A-B is found as: 
ߪம,୅ି୆ ൌ ߪ௬,் െ ߪ௬,் ݎ஺ݎ  (6.8)
The meridional stress σϕ,B in point B with r = rB is chosen as boundary condition for 
the solution of Equation (6.5) for the section B-C and the determination of the constant 
of integration KB. At point B, σϕ,B equals the meridional stress caused by the radial 
expansion described by Equation (6.8) plus an additional term Δσϕ,B (Storoschew and 
Popow, 1968). This term is provoked by bending due to a change in curvature. 
ߪம,୆ ൌ ߪம,୅ି୆ሺݎ஻ሻ ൅ ∆ߪம,୆ (6.9)
Popow (1977) introduced the following equation for the determination of the 
meridional stress increase caused by the change of the principle radius of the curvature 
from Rra to Rrb: 
∆ߪம ൌ 14 ∙ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ ∙ ൬
1
ܴ௥௕ െ
1
ܴ௥௔൰ (6.10)
A detailed derivation of this equation is presented in Appendix B. As shown in 
Figure 6-2a, the curvature radius changes from Rr1 to ∞ at the transition from section 
A-B to B-C. By introducing these two radii in Equation (6.10), the stress increase Δσϕ,B 
at point B can be predicted. 
∆ߪம,୆ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ  (6.11)
With respect to Figure 6-2b, the principle radius Rr1 can be determined with the 
equation for the radius of a circular segment with respect to groove depth and width: 
ܴ௥ଵ ൌ ܴ െ ݏ2 ൌ
4݄ଶ ൅ ݓଶ
8݄ െ
ݏ
2 (6.12)
Introducing the term of the additional stress Δσϕ,B and Equation (6.8) into 
Equation (6.9) leads to the following function of the meridional stress in point B: 
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ߪம,୆ ൌ ߪ௬,் െ ߪ௬,் ݎ஺ݎ஻ ൅ ߪ௬,்
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ (6.13)
With the value of σϕ,B as boundary condition in Equation (6.5), the constant of 
integration KB is determined. 
ܭ஻ ൌ ൬ߪ௬,் ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ ߪ௬,்
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰ ݎ஻ (6.14)
With this constant, the function of the meridional stress for the section B-C with 
respect to the tube radius r takes the following form: 
ߪம,୆ିେ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൅ ൬ߪ௬,் ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ ߪ௬,்
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ  (6.15)
For the determination of the stress σϕ,C-D, a similar boundary condition as in 
Equation (6.9) is applied to solve Equation (6.5) for the segment C-D of the 
deformation zone. 
ߪம,େ ൌ ߪம,୆ିେሺݎ஼ሻ ൅ ∆ߪம,େ (6.16)
Here, the term Δσϕ,C results from the curvature change in Point C. At this point, the 
principle radius changes from ∞ to Rr2. Therefore, the strain increase Δσϕ,C can be 
calculated by 
∆ߪம,େ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ. (6.17)
As mentioned above, the principle radius Rr2 results from free bending at the edge of 
the form-fit element during joining. For the calculation of Rr2 with respect to the stress 
state of the joining operation at the groove edge, Golovashchenko (2001) gives the 
following expression: 
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ ݏ4ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ (6.18)
This equation for the determination of the principle groove edge radius is only valid in 
case of joining by compression. The detailed derivation of Equation (6.18) by 
Storoschew and Popow (1968) is presented in Appendix C. 
To determine the wrap-around angle β at the groove edge, the groove angle α (see 
Figure 6-2b) has to be calculated first. For a circular segment, it can be determined by 
the equation below: 
ߙ ൌ 2arctan ൬2 ∙ ݄ݓ ൰ (6.19)
As shown in Figure 6-2b, the value of α conforms to the angle between the surface of 
the mandrel and the tangent at the edge of the groove. But since the tube is fully 
clamped at the edges of the groove (see Section 5.1.1), it can be assumed that its shape 
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in axial direction is similar to the shape of a fully clamped beam (Grote and 
Antonsson, 2009). Therefore, the wrap-around angle at the edge has to be smaller than 
α. For this analytical connection strength prediction, it is assumed that β equals half 
the angle α. 
ߚ ൌ 12ߙ (6.20)
After the derivation of the meridional stress increase Δσϕ,C and the geometrical 
characteristics of the curvature of the tube, the Equations (6.15) and (6.17) are 
introduced in Equation (6.16) to determine the meridional stress σϕ,C at point C. 
ߪம,େ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൅ ൬݇௙,் ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ ߪ௬,்
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅ ߪ௬,்
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ (6.21)
As for section B-C, the value of σϕ,C is used as boundary condition in Equation (6.5) to 
determine the constant of integration KC. 
ܭ஼ ൌ ൤൬ߪ௬,் ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ ߪ௬,்
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅ ߪ௬,்
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨ ݎ஼ (6.22)
With this constant, the function of the meridional stress for the section C-D with 
respect to the tube radius r takes the following form: 
ߪம,େିୈ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൅ ൤൬ߪ௬,் ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ ߪ௬,்
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅ ߪ௬,்
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨
ݎ஼
ݎ  (6.23)
Similar to the evaluation of the meridional stresses at the points B and C, a stress 
increase Δσϕ,D resulting from the curvature change in point D has to be considered for 
the determination of σϕ,D. 
ߪம,ୈ ൌ ߪம,େିୈሺݎ஽ሻ ൅ ∆ߪம,ୈ (6.24)
As Figure 6-2a shows, the curvature radius changes from Rr2 to ∞ at point D. This 
leads to the following expression for the meridional stress increase at this position: 
∆ߪம,ୈ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ  (6.25)
As mentioned above, it is assumed that tube and mandrel are only in contact at the 
edge of the groove. Therefore, the Euler-Eytelwein approach for belt friction is used to 
determine the influence of the frictional force at the groove edge (section C-D) on the 
joint strength. It considers the friction by an exponential function. 
ߪம,ୈ ൌ ൣߪம,େିୈሺݎ஽ሻ ൅ ∆ߪம,ୈ൧ ∙ ݁ఓ೑ఉ (6.26)
For a further simplification, only the first two terms of the corresponding power series 
are applied to the model. 
݁ఓ೑ఉ ൎ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.27)
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The coefficient of friction is selected in accordance with the VDI3 standard 
“Systematic calculation of high duty bolted joints” (N.N., 2003). This standard gives a 
value of 0.21 for µf for the combination of aluminum to aluminum, which is treated in 
this work. By combining Equations (6.23), (6.25), (6.26), and (6.27), the equation for 
the determination of the meridional stress σϕ,D at point D is found. 
ߪம,ୈ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൤1 ൅ ൤൬ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨
ݎ஼
ݎ஽ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.28)
The expression of the specific joint strength ߪതy,J of form-fit connections with circular 
grooves is achieved by dividing this expression by the yield stress of the tube σy,T. 
ߪത୷,୎ ൌ ൤1 ൅ ൤൬ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ െ
ݎ஺
ݎ஻൰
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨
ݎ஼
ݎ஽ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.29)
By comparing the approximated values of ߪതy,J for given tube and joining zone 
parameters to the experimentally measured connection strengths, this analytical 
prediction of the transferable loads is verified (see Section 6.2.1). To solve 
Equation (6.29) for given groove and tube dimensions, the tube radii at the observation 
points A, B, C, and D have to be determined. All values are calculated with respect to 
the geometrical conditions of the joined section shown in Figure 6-2a.  
ݎ஺ ൌ ܦெ2 െ ݄ ൅
ݏ
2 (6.30)
ݎ஻ ൌ ݎ஺ ൅ ݄஻ ൌ ݎ஺ ൅ ܴ௥ଵሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ (6.31)
ݎ஼ ൌ ݎ஽ െ ∆ܴ௥ଶ ൌ ݎ஽ െ ܴ௥ଶሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ ൌ ݎ஽ െ ݏ4 (6.32)
ݎ஽ ൌ ܦ்2 െ
ݏ
2 (6.33)
Triangular grooves 
The analytical joint strength prediction for connections with triangular grooves is very 
similar to the one for circular grooves. For the prediction of the elastic connection 
strength with respect to a specific groove geometry, Equation (6.29) is applied. 
Figure 6-3a gives an overview of all geometrical parameters of the triangular 
geometry. The principle radius Rr2 at the groove edge and the tube radii rC and rD are 
determined in a similar way as for the circular grooves. Only the tube radii rA and rB 
and the principle radius Rr1 are different for this joining zone shape. For the triangular 
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joining zone shape, it is anticipated that the tube wall follows the groove geometry in 
section B-C instead of A-B. Hence, the wrap-around angle β is equal to the gradient 
angle of the shoulder of the groove. 
ߚ ൌ arctan ൬2 ∙ ݄ݓ ൰ (6.34)
As for the round grooves, the segment at the bottom of the groove is assumed to be 
circular. Due to this shape, the tube wall does not touch the groove base at point A. 
 
Figure 6-3: a) Triangular and b) rectangular connection joined by compression 
In addition, it is assumed that point B is located at the center of the shoulder of the 
groove. This leads to the following expression for the calculation of its axial position. 
ݓ஻ ൌ ݓ2  (6.35)
Based on this assumption about the location of B, the radius of the tube at this point 
can also be determined. 
ݎ஻ ൌ ݎ஽ െ ݄2 (6.36)
The radius Rr1 of section A-B can be calculated based on a circular segment as 
follows: 
ܴ௥ଵ ൌ ݓ஻2 ∙ sin ߚ ൌ
ݓ
4 ∙ sin ߚ (6.37)
With the values of the angle β as well as the two radii rB and Rr1, the radius of the tube 
at position A can be determined. 
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ݎ஺ ൌ ݎ஻ െ ݄஻ ൌ ݎ஻ െ ܴ௥ଵሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ (6.38)
Rectangular grooves 
For the determination of the transferable loads for connections with a rectangular 
groove shape, all geometrical parameters illustrated in Figure 6-3b are calculated in 
the same way as for the basic model with circular grooves. The only difference 
between the two approaches is the boundary condition for the meridional stress in 
point A. Due to the flat base of the rectangular grooves, the deformation of the tube 
wall at the bottom of the groove is not as geometrically restrained as for the circular 
joining zones. Therefore, it is assumed that the principle radius Rr1 is not continuous 
for this geometry at the center of the groove. Instead, it is supposed that a very small 
section of the tube wall at position A is parallel to the groove base. This straight 
section implies that the curvature of the workpiece changes from ∞ to Rr1 at this 
location. Hence, the following boundary condition is applied to the solution of 
Equation (6.5) for section A-B. 
ߪம,୅ ൌ ∆ߪம,୅ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ  (6.39)
The further determination of the meridional stresses in the other sections of the 
deformation zone follows the same pattern as the joint strength prediction of the 
circular groove shape. In this way, the following solution for the meridional stress in 
point D with respect to a rectangular groove shape is obtained:  
ߪம,ୈ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൥1 ൅ ൥൤൬ ݏ4ܴ௥ଵ െ 1൰
ݎ஺
ݎ஻ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଵ൨
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଶ൩
ݎ஼
ݎ஽ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଶ൩ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.40)
By dividing the stress σϕ,D by the yield stress of the tube σy,T, the specific joint strength 
ߪതy,J of connections with this groove shape is found. 
ߪത୷,୎ ൌ ൥1 ൅ ൥൤൬ ݏ4ܴ௥ଵ െ 1൰
ݎ஺
ݎ஻ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଵ൨
ݎ஻
ݎ஼ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଶ൩
ݎ஼
ݎ஽ ൅
ݏ
4ܴ௥ଶ൩ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.41)
6.1.2 Expanded connections 
To evaluate the influence of the forming direction on the transferable loads, an 
analytical joint strength prediction for expanded connections with circular grooves is 
developed as well. The geometrical parameters of this joint type are displayed in 
Figure 6-4a. The basic assumptions of the model for expanded form-fit connections 
are the same as for the compressed joints and the approach is also based on the 
Equation (6.2) (Weddeling et al., 2014a). 
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Figure 6-4: a) Expanded joint with circular groove b) assumptions for the 
determination of the groove edge radius Rr2 for expanded connection 
The major difference between these two analytical approaches is the stress state during 
pull-out. For the expanded connections, the stress state in the tube is assumed to be 
compression in the circumferential direction and tension in the meridional direction. 
With respect to Tresca, the yield criterion below is achieved for this stress state. 
ߪ௬,் ൌ ߪம െ ߪఏ (6.42)
Combining this yield criterion with Equation (6.2) leads to the following differential 
equation for the stress state of expanded connections during pull-out:  
ݎ ݀ߪம݀ݎ ൅ ߪ௬,் ൌ 0 (6.43)
The general solution of this differential equation is gained by integration. 
ߪம ൌ െߪ௬,் ∙ lnሺݎሻ ൅ ܭ (6.44)
By applying the same pattern and the same boundary conditions as for the joint 
strength prediction of compressed connections with circular groove shapes, the 
expression for meridional stress σϕ,D in point D is found (Weddeling et al., 2014a). 
ߪம,ୈ ൌ ߪ௬,் ൤ln ൬ݎ஺ݎ஽൰ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ ൅
ݏ
2 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.45)
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As for the previously introduced analytical models, the specific joint strength ߪതy,J is 
obtained by eliminating the yield strength σy,T of the tube. 
ߪത୷,୎ ൌ ൤ln ൬ݎ஺ݎ஽൰ ൅
ݏ
4 ∙ ܴ௥ଵ ൅
ݏ
2 ∙ ܴ௥ଶ൨ ൫1 ൅ ߤ௙ߚ൯ (6.46)
Expanded connections do not only feature a different stress state than compressed 
joints during pull-out, but the reversed forming direction also leads to a different stress 
condition during the manufacturing process. Hence, Equation (6.18) cannot be applied 
to calculate the bending radius Rr2 at the groove edge of expanded joints. Based on a 
shell element curved in two planes and exposed to pure bending, the equation for the 
determination of this principle radius for connections joined by expansion is developed 
in the following (Storoschew and Popow, 1968). For such an element, which is shown 
in Figure 6-4b, the following equilibrium of moments can be established (see 
Appendix C): 
െߪமݎ஽ݏ	݀ߛሺ1 െ cos ߚሻܴ௥ଶ ൅ ߪఏݏ ܴ௥ଶଶ sin ߚ ݀ߛ sin ߚ2 ൌ
1
4ߪ௬,்ݏ
ଶ	ݎ஽݀ߛ (6.47)
By canceling and rearranging, this equilibrium is transformed into the quadratic 
equation below: 
ߪఏ sinଶ ߚ ܴ௥ଶଶ െ 2ߪமݎ஽ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ ܴ௥ଶ െ 12ߪ௬,்ݏ ݎ஽ ൌ 0 (6.48)
The value of Rr2 is achieved by using the positive square root of the quadratic formula. 
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ
ට4ߪமଶݎ஽ଶሺ1 െ cos ߚሻଶ ൅ 2ߪఏߪ௬,்ݏ ݎ஽ sinଶ ߚ ൅ 2ߪமݎ஽ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ
2ߪఏ sinଶ ߚ  
(6.49)
For tube expansion, the circumferential stress σθ and the meridional stress σϕ are 
tension. Marciniak and Duncan (2002) state that a circumferential stress twice as large 
as the meridional one can be assumed in this case. By applying this stress state to 
Equation (6.49), the following term for the determination of Rr2 is achieved: 
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ ඥݎ஽
ଶሺ1 െ cos ߚሻଶ ൅ 2 ∙ ݏ ݎ஽ sinଶ ߚ ൅ ݎ஽ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ
2 sinଶ ߚ  (6.50)
Due to the logarithmic solution of the differential Equation (6.43), only the tube radii 
at point A and D, rA and rD, have to be determined for this analytical strength 
prediction of expanded connections. Both radii can be calculated based on the outer 
diameter DT of the tube, the groove depth h, and the wall thickness of the workpiece. 
ݎ஺ ൌ ܦ்2 ൅ ݄ െ
ݏ
2 (6.51)
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6.2 General parameters affecting the joint strength 
The effect of basic joining zone characteristics and process parameters on the 
achievable joint strength is studied experimentally in this section and the analytical 
joint strength prediction is verified. As in Section 5.2, the accuracy of the model is 
illustrated by the mean absolute percentage error (see Equation (5.29)), which gives 
the average deviation between calculated and measured results. Although the influence 
on the transferable load of some parameters investigated here is already known from 
literature, these parameters have to be included in this study to validate the analytical 
model. Such parameters are the edge radius RGE (Park et al. 2005a), the groove width 
w, and its depth h (Bühler and von Finckenstein, 1968b). The general joining zone and 
process parameters, which influences on the connection strength are still unknown, are 
the shape of the groove (Weddeling et al., 2011b), the forming direction, the joining 
gap a0, and the applied charging energy E. 
The energy levels required for the joining operations are determined with respect to 
the groove geometry by the experimental methodology described in Section 4.1.1 and 
the resulting design chart in Figure 4-2. To ensure filling of the groove independent of 
any possible inhomogeneous workpiece properties, the predicted energies are 
increased by 10 %. Due to its higher accuracy, the experimental process parameter 
prediction is chosen instead of the analytical determination described in Section 5.1. 
To analyze only the influence of form-fit related joining zone and process 
characteristics on the transferable loads, an additional interference fit needs to be 
avoided (see Section 4.2). Therefore, solid mandrels are used for these investigations 
on the general joining zone characteristics and both joining partners are manufactured 
of the same material. To confirm that no additional interference fit is generated during 
joining and that only the influence of the form-fit related parameters on the joint 
strength are analyzed, additional experiments with mandrels not featuring a groove are 
performed. After forming, all tubes can be pulled off the mandrels by hand. Hence, 
these preliminary tests confirmed that, even for the highest applied forming pressures, 
no interference fit is produced and that an additional joint strength proportion due to 
this load transfer mechanism is avoided (Weddeling et al., 2011). Subsequent to the 
joining operation, the connection quality is determined by pull-out tests (see 
Section 4.2.4). Figure 6-5 shows the two typical modes of final failure that are 
observed for solid mandrels in this study (Weddeling et al., 2011b). For the shallow 
and wide grooves, the tubes are typically pulled off the mandrel. Compared to this, the 
deeper and narrower groove geometries show tearing of the tube, which is the weaker 
joining partner. In general, these connections show higher specific joint strengths and 
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higher ultimate strengths than the ones failing without fracture. In addition, their final 
separation occurs very rapidly with less elongation before failure. 
 
Figure 6-5: Modes of final failure at tensile tests: a) tearing b) pull off 
6.2.1 Influence of the groove geometry on the joint strength 
The influence of the basic groove geometry, which includes the shape and the 
dimensions of the form-fit element, on the achievable joint strength is analyzed in this 
section. In Figure 6-6, the experimentally determined specific strength ߪതy,J of the 
connections with circular grooves is plotted versus groove depth h for each of the three 
groove width w. It can be seen that the joint strength increases with an increasing 
depth and a decreasing width. This finding corresponds to the results of Bühler and 
von Finckenstein (1968b). A very small deviation of the measured values is observed 
for all parameter variations. This implies a high repeatability and process stability. 
 
Figure 6-6: Comparison of analytically predicted and experimentally determined 
specific joint strength for circular grooves joined by compression 
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Figure 6-6 also shows that the joint strengths predicted analytically by Equation (6.29) 
are within good agreement with the measured values of the experiments. The mean 
absolute percentage error between the experimentally determined strengths and the 
calculated ones is 13 %. This denotes a good suitability of the model for the joining 
zone design process. Based on the analytical model, the joint strength rise with 
increasing groove depths can be attributed to a higher degree of radial expansion 
necessary to pull the tube off the mandrel. This increased deformation results from the 
decrease of the tube radius rA at the groove center with increasing depth. The principle 
radii Rr1 and Rr2 are smaller at deeper grooves as well. This leads to a rise of the 
additional meridional stress in the tube wall, which results from increased bending due 
to a curvature change. The effect of the joint strength increase with a decreasing 
groove width can be attributed to a higher gradient of deformation in the forming zone. 
The analytical model considers this effect also by a decrease of Rr1 and Rr2. 
Additionally, both geometrical groove parameters influence the wrap around angle β. 
With increasing depth and decreasing width, β rises as well. This leads to an increase 
of the frictional term in Equation (6.29) and, therefore, to a rise of the strength. 
 
Figure 6-7: Comparison of analytically predicted and experimentally determined 
specific joint strength for rectangular grooves joined by compression 
The results of the joining and pull-out experiments for connections with a rectangular 
groove shape are shown in Figure 6-7. It can be seen that the influence of groove 
depth and width on the joint strength is similar to those of circular grooves. But 
compared to the results of the circular groove geometry, the results of the rectangular 
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grooves feature a maximum joint strength value. Figure 6-8a shows that this 
observation can be attributed to the tube being partially sheared at the groove edges. 
As Figure 6-9 shows, the amount of shearing at this location increases with deeper 
grooves since higher magnetic pressures have to be applied to fill such geometries. 
This increase of shearing with increasing groove depth is found for all treated groove 
widths. The shearing causes an additional interlock at the edge of the form-fit element. 
Thereby, the groove edge angle γGE (see Figure 6-2b) is decreased locally. Due to the 
significantly reduced angle γGE, a larger deformation of the tube is necessary at this 
location so that the material can flow around the groove edge under loading. This leads 
to higher meridional stresses in the tube wall and the connection strength is increased. 
Up to the maximum, the extra interlock increases the joint strength. Eventually, the 
thinning of the tube due to shearing at this edge will weaken the connection more than 
the strength increase by the extra interlock. As a result, the overall joint strength 
decreases (Weddeling et al., 2011b). Although shearing can lead to a partial quasi-
static joint strength increase, it shall be avoided since it could lead to the development 
of fatigue cracks. 
 
Figure 6-8: Shearing and necking at the groove edge (Weddeling et al., 2011b) 
a) rectangular groove b) circular groove 
A possibility to counteract shearing is the application of circular grooves. Figure 6-8b 
shows that this effect does not even occur at the deepest and narrowest groove of this 
shape. The figure only indicates necking at the groove edge for the circular grooves. 
This also leads to a reduction of the wall thickness of the tube. Therefore, it can be 
assumed that a maximum joint strength exists for circular grooves as well. But since 
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the thinning of the tube wall is much smaller in this case, the joint strength maximum 
must be located at a much bigger groove depth. 
Besides the experimentally determined joint strength, Figure 6-7 also shows the 
values of ߪതy,J predicted analytically by Equation (6.41) for connections featuring 
rectangular grooves with respect to the dimensions of the form-fit element. The mean 
absolute percentage error of the model is about 19 %. The assumption that the shearing 
of the tube causes a local interlock at the edge, which leads to a joint strength increase, 
is also supported by the analytical approach. For the shallower grooves, the model is in 
good agreement with the experimental results since the amount of shearing is low at 
these depths (see Figure 6-9a and b). The maximal deviation between model and 
experiments is below 20 % for 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm deep form-fit elements. With 
increasing depth h, the divergence between analytically predicted joint strengths and 
experiments increases. For the 2.5 mm deep grooves, the deviation between model and 
the measured strengths is up to 41 %. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that 
the model does not consider shearing. 
At the deepest grooves, model and experiments are also within good agreement. The 
deviation between calculated and measured strength is maximally 10 %. It can be 
assumed that the joint strength increase due to the additional interlock at the edge is 
opposed by a strength decrease due to a reduction of the tube wall thickness. 
 
Figure 6-9: Increase of shearing with increasing groove depth a) h1 = 1.0 mm 
b) h2 = 1.5 mm c) h3 = 3.0 mm 
Even though the analytical model does not consider the effect of shearing on the 
transferable loads of joints featuring rectangular grooves, it is still a valuable tool for 
the design of the joining zone. Since it underestimates the specific strength, the model 
allows a conservative approximation of this value. 
The last groove shape considered in this work is a triangular geometry, shown in 
Figure 6-10a. The relationship between achievable joint strength and groove depth for 
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this shape is given by Figure 6-11. It can be seen that the influence of groove depth 
and width on the transferable load is very similar to that of circular grooves. The X-ray 
picture of the deepest and narrowest triangular groove in Figure 6-10a displays the 
absence of shearing at the groove edge. Therefore, a higher fatigue strength compared 
to rectangular grooves can be assumed for the triangular shaped form-fit elements. By 
comparing Figure 6-10a and b, it is observed that the triangular shape shows a lower 
amount of necking at the groove edge than the circular form-fit element. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the triangular groove is not completely filled at the center. 
For this reason, a tube formed into this shape is stretched less in the meridional 
direction than a profile formed into a circular form-fit element. Since the 
circumferential strain at the groove edge is about zero after the forming operation for 
both shapes and due to volume constancy, the triangular grooves show a reduced 
degree of deformation in wall thickness direction at the edge. This leads to decreased 
necking at this location for triangular grooves compared to circular ones. 
 
Figure 6-10: X-ray pictures of a) triangular groove and b) circular groove 
Figure 6-11 shows also the joint strengths analytically determined by Equation (6.29). 
The mean absolute percentage error between model and experimental values is about 
24 %. To consider the incomplete filling of triangular form-fit elements in the 
analytical model, it is assumed that the tube wall does not follow the groove geometry 
in section A-B and that this workpiece segment ranges from the center of the groove to 
the center of the groove shoulder (see Section 6.1.1). For the verification of this 
assumption and the model in general, the calculated tube radii rA at point A are 
compared to the experimental values for this radius, which are determined from the 
X-ray pictures of the different parameter variations (see Figure 6-10a). The results of 
this comparison are shown in Table 6-1 and it can be seen that the calculated values 
are in good agreement with the experimental radii. Therefore, the geometrical 
assumptions for this groove shape are proven reasonable for the model. 
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of analytically predicted and experimentally determined 
specific joint strength for triangular grooves joined by compression 
Subsequent to the determination of the effect of the groove dimensions on the 
achievable joint strength for the three different groove shapes, these shapes are directly 
compared. Figure 6-12 displays the influence of rectangular, circular, and triangular 
grooves with a width of 12 mm and various depths on the specific connection strength.  
Table 6-1: Calculated and measured tube radius rA for triangular grooves 
Groove dimensions 
w x h (mm) 
Measured tube 
radius rA (mm) 
Calculated tube 
radius rA (mm) 
Difference 
ΔrA (mm) 
Deviation 
(%) 
12 x 1.0 18.40 18.25 0.15 0.79
12 x 1.5 17.78 17.88 -0.10 0.55
12 x 3.0 16.55 16.79 -0.24 1.44
16 x 1.5 17.77 17.88 -0.10 0.58
16 x 3.0 16.45 16.77 -0.32 1.96
20 x 1.0 18.28 18.25 0.03 0.14
20 x 1.5 17.74 17.88 -0.14 0.76
20 x 3.0 16.45 16.77 -0.32 1.94
 
The diagram shows that the highest loads can be transferred by joints with a 
rectangular geometry and that the connections with triangular grooves always exhibit 
the lowest strengths. As mentioned above, the high strength of the rectangular 
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geometries result partially from shearing at the edge of the groove. Although the 
analytical joint strength prediction does not consider this effect, it also gives the 
highest strength for the rectangular grooves. This is attributed to the assumption of an 
additional curvature change at point A and the resulting meridional stress increase at 
this point (see Section 6.1.1). The flat section that causes the curvature change at the 
groove center can be seen in Figure 6-8a. In agreement with the analytical model, the 
lower strength of connections with triangular grooves compared to those with circular 
grooves can be attributed to the bigger tube radius rA at point A. Therefore, the tube 
needs to be expanded less when pulling it off the mandrel. 
 
Figure 6-12: Analytical and experimental comparison of different groove shapes on 
the achievable specific joint strength 
The third geometrical parameter being investigated for its influence on the joint 
strength is the groove edge radius RGE. This parameter is particularly important with 
regard to shearing at the groove edge. Since this effect only occurs at the rectangular 
geometries, this groove type is applied for the investigation in the following. 
Figure 6-13 shows the experimentally determined specific joint strengths with respect 
to the edge radius RGE for selected combinations of width and depth. For this analysis, 
RGE is varied between no radius and a maximum, which equals the groove depth. A 
variation of the edge radius for different depths and widths does not exhibit a 
significant effect on the achievable joint strength. 
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Figure 6-13: Specific joint strength over edge radius for different groove dimensions: 
a) groove depth variation b) groove width variation 
This finding differs from the results of Park et al. (2005), who found an optimum of 
RGE with respect to the joint strength (see Section 2.5.3). To explain the difference to 
the results of Park et al. (2005a), computer tomography pictures of the joining zone are 
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made. Figure 6-14 displays the effect of an increasing edge radius on the deformation 
of the tube in this area. It can clearly be seen that shearing at the groove edge 
decreases with an increasing radius RGE. For increasing values of RGE, it can be 
assumed that the decreasing additional interlock at the edge is opposed by a 
connection strength increase resulting from larger wall thicknesses. These contrary 
effects lead to the observed constant specific joint strength. 
 
Figure 6-14: Groove edge radius variation 
At edge radii of 2.0 mm and 3.0 mm in Figure 6-14c and d, shearing does not occur. 
The constancy of the joint strength in these cases can be explained with respect to the 
analytical model. The radius Rr2 of the tube wall at the groove edge calculated by 
Equation (6.18) is bigger than the edge radius RGE for all considered parameter 
variations. This implies that the tube wall does not fully abut on the groove edge radius 
(see Figure 6-15a). Therefore, the calculated values of Rr2 are applied to the analytical 
strength prediction as tube radius at the groove edges instead of the machined values 
of RGE. This leads to an elimination of the influence of RGE on the analytically 
determined joint strengths for the connections treated in this work. The tomography 
pictures in Figure 6-14c and d also show that Rr2 is larger than RGE. So, it can be 
assumed that the achievable joint strength does not necessarily depend on the 
machined groove edge radius. It depends in fact on the radius of the tube wall at this 
location, which is influenced by the stress state at the groove edge during the joining 
process and perhaps by RGE. The good agreement between the analytical and 
experimental results in Figure 6-13 implies that this assumption is reasonable. 
This assumption also allows the explanation of the divergent findings of Park et al. 
(2005a) regarding the influence of the edge radius. While, in this work, the magnetic 
pressure is adjusted with respect to the groove geometry, Park et al. (2005a) applied 
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always the same pressure independently from width and depth. They also performed 
several pulses and adjusted the forming location during the manufacturing of one 
connection. Due to the application of this different joining procedure, Park et al. 
(2005a) achieve a larger contact area between tube wall and groove surface (see 
Figure 6-15b). This applies to the area of the groove edge as well. Hence, it can be 
assumed that, in their work, Rr2 and RGE are about equal (see Figure 6-15c). Since the 
tube radius at the groove edge equals the mandrel radius at this location, RGE 
determines Rr2 and thereby influences the joint strength in the research of Park et al. 
(2005a). 
 
Figure 6-15: a) Principle radius Rr2 of the tube wall bigger than edge radius RGE 
b) radius Rr2 equal to RGE c) cross section of a connection joined by Park 
et al. (2005b) 
Based on the results regarding the influence of the groove edge radius on the 
connection strength, it is suggested that the value of RGE shall be as large as possible to 
avoid shearing of the tube. But the edge radius shall also not exceed the principle 
radius Rr2 of the tube wall, which is established by the joining operation and can be 
determined by Equation (6.18) since this would reduce the connection strength. 
The fact that the analytical results match the experimental ones in case of prevented 
shearing at the groove edge quite well also supports the assumption of an additional 
curvature change in point A for the rectangular geometries (see Figure 6-3b). As 
mentioned in Section 6.1.1, this change and the resulting meridional stress increase 
lead to the generally higher joint strengths of this groove geometry compared to the 
other two shapes. 
6.2.2 Analytical comparison of the forming direction 
In this section, the influence of the forming direction on the achievable strength of 
form-fit connections is examined. An analytical approach is chosen since it allows the 
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comparison of the two connection types considering only workpiece and joining zone 
properties. Process-related effects on the achievable joint strength, like the strain rates 
of the joining operation and the resulting form filling characteristics, can be neglected. 
Therefore, the comparison is universally valid for all connections with the treated 
joining zone characteristics independent of the manufacturing process. The analytical 
prediction of the achievable joint strength for expanded connections with respect to 
different groove geometries is introduced in Section 6.1.2. Instead of electromagnetic 
expansion, joining by die-less hydroforming (DHF) is chosen to manufacture the 
connections for the experimental model verification. This process is selected since the 
mechanical strength of tool coils for electromagnetic expansion is quite low and they 
begin to deform plastically already after a few joining operations (Belyy et al., 1977). 
Hence, the reproducibility of the experiments is insufficient. Additionally, the coil 
lifetime is very short and it cannot be assured that the tool lasts the manufacturing of 
all necessary experiments. Compared to electromagnetic expansion, the tools used in 
joining by die-less hydroforming are much more reliable and have a longer lifetime. 
This results from the simpler design of the joining probes and the more favorable 
quasi-static mechanical loads acting on the tools. Since this work focuses on form-fit 
joining by electromagnetic crimping, the experimental verification of the model for 
DHF itself is not part of it. Hence, the experimental results from Gies et al. (2013) are 
used for the validation of the analytical approach developed in Section 6.1.2. For a 
better understanding, the procedure applied by the researchers is briefly reviewed in 
the following. 
 
Figure 6-16: Specimen for joining by expansion (Gies et al., 2013) 
Gies et al. (2013) use EN AW-6060 tubes with the same dimensions and the same 
material properties for their DHF investigations like the profiles applied for the joining 
by compression tests (see Section 4.2.2). But instead of mandrels, the authors use 
rings as outer joining partners. Both workpiece types illustrated in Figure 6-16 are 
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manufactured of the same aluminum alloy to minimize supplementary connection 
strength resulting from an additional interference fit.  
For the expansion experiments, only grooves with a circular shape are used. While the 
groove widths are the same as for the investigations of electromagnetic form-fit 
joining, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 mm deep circumferential grooves are used in the DHF 
experiments. The depth of 2.0 mm is chosen because in pre-tests, the tubes fail during 
joining by expansion of the narrowest of the 3.0 mm deep grooves. This behavior can 
be attributed to the reduction in wall thickness during the forming process. To ensure a 
similar resistance against plastic deformation of the outer partner with varying depth h, 
the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the rings at the groove base AR,GB corresponds to 
1.5 times the cross-sectional area AT of the tubes for all specimens (Gies et al., 2013). 
ܳ஺ ൌ ܣோ,ீ஻ܣ் ൌ
ቀܦோ2 ቁ
ଶ
െ ቀ݀ோ2 ൅ ݄ቁ
ଶ
ቀܦ்2 ቁ
ଶ
െ ቀ்݀2 ቁ
ଶ ൌ 1.5 (6.53)
A detailed overview of the dimensions of the rings is given in Table 6-2.It can be seen 
that the outer diameter DR of the rings increases with increasing groove depth. 
Table 6-2: Dimensions of the rings (Gies et al., 2013) 
Material 
Groove 
depth h 
(mm) 
Outer 
diameter DR 
(mm) 
Inner 
diameter dR 
(mm) 
Diameter 
ratio QR 
Cross-
sectional area 
ratio QA,R 
EN AW-6060 1 47.1 40 0.85 1.5
EN AW-6060 1.5 48.0 40 0.83 1.5
EN AW-6060 2 48.9 40 0.82 1.5
 
Gies et al. (2013) use a hydraulic pressure unit manufactured by Maximator GmbH to 
supply the forming pressure pi to the joining zone. The pressure unit is able to supply 
forming pressures of up to about 150 MPa. The joining system uses distillated water as 
working medium. The length of this pressurized area is limited by O-rings to 29 mm 
(see Figure 6-17a). Before the joining operation, both partners were placed in an 
ultrasonic acetone bath for five minutes to remove all surface contaminations. During 
the joining process, the hydraulic forming pressure pi is increased linearly up to its 
maximum value, which is determined from the corresponding design chart. This 
pressure level is held for about five seconds before pi is completely released and the 
finished connection is unloaded from the joining station (see Figure 6-17b). 
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Figure 6-17: a) Setup of joining by die-less hydroforming (Gies et al., 2013) b) DHF 
joining station 
Figure 6-18 shows the results of the pull-out tests and the analytically predicted 
connection strengths. The specific connection strength for different groove widths is 
plotted versus the groove depth in this figure. 
 
Figure 6-18: Comparison of analytically predicted and experimentally determined 
specific joint strength for circular grooves joined by expansion 
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As for the compressed joints, it is observed that an increasing depth h and a decreasing 
width a yield an increase in strength (Weddeling et al., 2014a). The experiments of 
Gies et al. (2013) also revealed two final failure modes of the connections at ultimate 
force. While the joints with the wider and shallower grooves failed by pulling the rings 
of the tubes, the narrowest and deepest grooves failed due to fracture of the tubes. To 
analyze the groove filling, the author machined pockets with an opening angle of 90° 
into additional joined specimens, which were not pulled (see Figure 6-19). 
Afterwards, pictures of the joining zone are taken with a digital microscope type 
KEYENCE VHX-500F. An example of such a microscopy image is shown in 
Figure 6-19b.  
 
Figure 6-19: Cross section of hydroformed joints (Gies et al., 2013) 
Besides the analyses of the groove filling behavior, these pictures are also used to 
determine the wrap-around angle β at the groove edge of the joined specimens. This is 
done to verify the assumption of the analytical model that the wrap-around angle β 
equals half of the groove angle α (Weddeling et al, 2014a). Table 6-3 shows that the 
values of β calculated by Equation (6.19) and (6.20) are similar to the measured values 
of α. This implies that the assumption of Equation (6.20) is reasonable for the 
analytical model. 
As shown in Figure 6-18, the calculated joint strengths agree well with the 
experimentally measured ones in terms of the trend of the plot. The mean absolute 
percentage error of the model is about 19 % in this case. It follows that the approach is 
well suited for the prediction of the effects of major joint parameters, e.g. groove depth 
and width, on the transferable loads. The lowest mean absolute percentage error of 
about 10 % between analytically calculated joint strengths and experimentally 
acquired results is found for connections with w = 12 mm. The largest average 
deviation of approximately 27 % between model and experiments is observed for the 
widest grooves. This can be attributed to an overestimation of the wrap-around angle β 
at the groove edges and, as a result, the frictional force at the groove edge is increased. 
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For the connection featuring a groove width of 16 mm, a mean absolute percentage 
error of about 19 % between calculated and measured values of ߪതy,J is found. 
Table 6-3: Comparison of measured and calculated wrap-around angles β of 
expanded connections (Weddeling et al., 2014a) 
Groove dimensions w x h (mm) Measured angle α (°) Calculated angle β (°) 
12 x 1.0 10.9 9.5
12 x 1.5 16.9 14.0
12 x 2.0 24.0 18.4
16 x 1.0 8.4 7.1
16 x 1.5 13.4 10.6
16 x 2.0 19.3 14.0
20 x 1.0 7.1 5.7
20 x 1.5 10.1 8.5
20 x 2.0 13.8 11.3
 
The comparison of experiments and model in Figure 6-18 shows that the approach 
presented in Section 6.1.2 provides a basic understanding of the load transfer of 
connections joined by expansion. Therefore, it allows an analytical joint strength 
comparison of this joint type to connections manufactured by compression. 
 
Figure 6-20: Comparison of the analytical approach for compression and expansion 
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Figure 6-20 shows the results of this evaluation for a groove with a circular shape and 
a width of 12 mm. It can be seen that a higher specific strength is achieved by 
compressed connections. This can be attributed to the different stress states of 
compressed and expanded joints during pull-out. In Figure 6-21, the distribution of the 
meridional and circumferential stresses for these connection types under tensional 
loading are displayed schematically with respect to the axial position z. While for 
compressed connections a stress state of pure tension with σθ larger than σϕ is assumed, 
the expanded joints experience meridional tension and circumferential compression 
during pull-out (see Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2). With respect to the Tresca yield 
criterion, the yielding of a workpiece occurs when the difference between the 
maximum and the minimum stress equals the yield stress σy. In case of pull-out of 
compressed connections, the maximum stress is σθ. Since it is assumed that σr is about 
zero, σr has to be the minimum stress. For expanded joints, the maximum stress is the 
one in meridional direction and the minimum stress is σθ, which is compression. Due 
to the fact that the meridional stress cannot be higher than the circumferential stress 
plus σy, the strength of this connection type is affected by the value of σθ. At 
compressed joints, the meridional stress and the resulting strength are independent of 
the other two stresses. Therefore, it can be assumed that in general these connections 
are able to transfer higher loads. 
 
Figure 6-21: Stress state during pull-out in a) compressed and b) expanded joints 
This finding implies that form-fit joints of tubular workpieces should be designed as 
compressed connections. Since process related effects on the transferable loads are 
eliminated in the connection strength comparison by the analytical model, it can be 
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assumed that this recommendation is generally valid for most form-fit joints. But there 
are structures that require connections manufactured by expansion. An example of 
such parts are built camshafts or heat exchangers (Weddeling et al., 2014a)   
6.2.3 Joining gap influence on the joint strength 
A parameter which is particularly important for the achievable strength of 
interference-fit connections generated by electromagnetic forming is the joining gap a0 
between the workpieces (Kleiner et al., 2006). Since the influence of a joining gap on 
the strength of form-fit connections has not been analyzed yet, the necessary 
investigation is part of this work. In Figure 6-22, the specific joint strength for 
different groove depths is plotted versus the joining gap a0. The diagram shows a 
maximal specific strength increase of about 30 %. It also illustrates that there is an 
optimal gap size with respect to the transferable load. 
 
Figure 6-22: Specific joint strength over joining gap a0 
The general joint strength increase can be explained by an additional interference fit. 
Although it is mentioned above that this joint type can be avoided or minimized by 
applying solid mandrels and using the same material for both joining partners, it is 
possible to manufacture an interference fit with solid inner workpieces if there is a gap 
between the workpieces (Kleiner et al., 2006). Without such a gap, the acting magnetic 
pressure is generally not high enough to generate a sufficient elastic deformation of the 
mandrel. In contrast to this, a gap allows the acceleration of the workpiece up to very 
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high velocities, which range typically from 50 to 250 m/s. When the outer workpiece 
impacts on the mandrel at such high speeds, very high impact pressures are generated. 
Johnson (1970) states that the impact pressure pim which is developed when two semi-
infinite elastic bodies (index 1 and 2) collide with an impact velocity vim can be 
expressed as follows: 
݌௜௠ ൌ ߩଵ ∙ ߩଶ ∙ ܥ௪,ଵ ∙ ܥ௪,ଶߩଵ ∙ ܥ௪,ଵ ൅ ߩଶ ∙ ܥ௪,ଶ ∙ ݒ௜௠ (6.54)
The material density is represented by ρi and Cw,i is the longitudinal wave speed. For 
most structural materials, this speed is of the order of about 7000 m/s. In case of 
aluminum, Bruno (1968) gives a value of about 6370 m/s for the longitudinal wave 
speed. This leads to an impact pressure of about 850 MPa for an aluminum-aluminum 
couple at a collision velocity of 100 m/s. This is a significant pressure increase 
compared to the typical forming pressures in Section 5.2. Due to the high impact 
pressures, the mandrel material close to its surface is elastically, probably even 
plastically, deformed and an interference-fit joint is generated. 
The occurrence of an optimal joining gap size can be explained by the work of Kleiner 
et al. (2006). In their work, the authors show that there is an optimal value of a0 with 
respect to the joint strength for interference-fit connections. They state that the part is 
first accelerated by the magnetic forces to a certain maximum velocity. Afterwards, 
when these forces are not acting anymore, the workpiece is decelerated as the kinetic 
energy of the workpiece is transformed into deformation energy. In order to achieve 
the highest connection strength, the gap shall be selected so that the impact velocity 
corresponds to the maximum speed of the workpiece. Thereby, the highest possible 
impact pressure and the largest deformation leading to the maximum joint strength are 
achieved. 
 
Figure 6-23: Tomography images of joints manufactured with different gap width a0 
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The drop in joint strength after its maximum can be assumed to be caused by a 
reduction in the diameter DM of the mandrel due to an increasing gap width a0. A 
decrease of this diameter leads to a smaller contact area AC between the joining 
partners. Therefore, the total pull-out force Fax is also decreased since it is proportional 
to AC as Equation (2.1) shows. A reduction in wall thickness due to intensive shearing 
at the groove edge caused by high impact pressures can be precluded as a reason for 
the joint strength decrease from its maximal value. Instead, a reduction of shearing is 
actually observed with an increasing gap width a0 in Figure 6-23. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the tube wall impacts on the surface of the mandrel at an 
angle and therefore the pressure at the groove edge does not only act in the radial 
direction, but also in axial direction. Since the impact angle increases with larger gaps, 
the value of the axial pressure component rises as well. This leads to an increase of 
rounding at the groove edge and thereby the amount of shearing is reduced (see 
Figure 6-23). It can be assumed that the elimination or minimization of the additional 
interlock at the edge of the groove causes at least some of the tensional strength 
decrease. 
The disadvantage of a gap between the workpieces prior to the joining operation is that 
an accurate coaxial positioning of the components requires additional tooling, which 
might be quite complex, particularly for larger frame structures. An exact design is 
important because even a small mispositioning at the joint can lead to a much greater 
inaccuracy of the structure at a different location. Therefore, a joint design without a 
joining gap between the workpieces is preferred if the desired connection strengths can 
be achieved by other features. 
6.2.4 Charging energy variation 
In existing research works regarding form-fit joining by electromagnetic crimping, the 
charging energy levels are either adjusted with respect to the groove geometry 
(Golovashchenko, 2001) or kept constant (Park et al. 2005a). Therefore, it is hardly 
possible to predict how this process parameter affects the achievable connection 
strength when the energy exceeds the level required to ensure the filling of a specific 
groove geometry. To determine the effect of E on the achievable connection strength, 
additional joining experiments with 120 % and 140 % of the charging energy required 
for groove filling are performed (Weddeling et al., 2011b). Since the 20 mm wide 
grooves show minimized shearing at the groove edge (see Figure 6-9), this width is 
chosen to reduce the influence of an additional interlock on the connection strength. 
The corresponding results for grooves with three different depths are presented in 
Figure 6-24. It can be seen that the specific strength increases with a rising charging 
energy level. This increase can be partly explained on the basis of the analytical joint 
strength prediction. If a charging energy level which ensures a filling of the groove is 
selected, the velocity of the tube is approximately zero at the moment when it touches 
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the groove base. In case of an energy higher than this value, the tube wall impacts the 
bottom of the form-fit element at a certain velocity. Hence, the length lc of the straight 
section at the groove center increases with increasing charging energy (see 
Figure 6-25) leading to a decrease of the principle radius Rr1. Due to this change of the 
curvature, a higher meridional stress is necessary for the deformation of the tube 
during pull-out. Therefore, the joint strength is increased (see Section 6.1.1). 
Additionally, the wrap-around angle β at the groove edge also increases. As a result, 
the value of the friction term in Equation (6.41) rises as well. Besides the explanations 
for the joint strength increase given by the analytical model, it can also be assumed 
that for the highest magnetic pressures, a small shear interlock at the groove edge is 
generated, which can lead to a strength increase. Since shearing can have a devastating 
effect on the fatigue strength of a connection, the charging energy level has to be 
selected with special care. 
 
Figure 6-24: Specific joint strength over increase of charging energy 
The analytical approach introduced in Section 6.1 gives an explanation for the 
charging energy influence on the transferable load, but it does not allow the 
quantitative prediction of the achievable connection strength with respect to the 
joining zone and process parameters. To facilitate this determination, the effective 
groove width w’ is introduced. It is assumed that the straight section in the center of 
the groove has no effect on the joint strength since during pull-out, no deformation 
occurs in this part of the tube. Therefore, the effective width is defined as groove 
width w minus the length of the straight segment. This implies that a connection joined 
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with a charging energy higher than necessary for groove filling has the same tensional 
strength as one with a narrower groove, which is manufactured without an increased 
energy level. It is assumed that the length of the straight section is proportional to the 
charging energy increase. Hence, for the determination of the effective width, the 
following expression is found: 
ݓ′ሺܧሻ ൌ ݓ െ ݄݄ௗሺܧሻ (6.55)
The item hd(E) in Equation (6.55) represents the forming depth which can be achieved 
for a specific groove width by the increased energy level with an unrestricted 
deformation in radial direction. For its determination, the analytical approach of 
Section 5.1 is applied. 
 
Figure 6-25: Groove filling for different energy levels (Weddeling et al., 2011b) 
To predict the joint strength analytically, the width w is substituted by this value in 
Equation (6.41). Thereby, the effect of an increased charging energy on the 
transferable load is considered. Figure 6-24 shows that the joint strengths predicted 
with this modification are in good agreement with the experimental values. The mean 
absolute percentage error between model and experimental strength values is 
approximately 13 %. The largest absolute difference of about 0.1 is observed for the 
deepest groove joined at the highst energy level. This difference can be attribuded to 
shearing at the groove edge and the resulting additional interlock, which is not 
considerd by the analytical joint strength prediction. 
6.3 Strength of connections featuring hollow mandrels 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, it is of particular interest how a mass reduction in the 
joining zone affects the joining behavior and the resulting load transfer behavior. 
Without changing the material, the only possibility to reduce the mass of a connection 
is to apply joining partners with a lower volume. The part that offers the highest 
potential for a mass reduction is the mandrel. This can be achieved by drilling a hole 
into the joining partner. But this leads also to a reduction of the compressive strength 
of the mandrel. To determine the effect of this resistance against plastic deformation 
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on the achievable connection strength, the inner diameter dM and thereby the diameter 
ratio QM of the mandrel is varied in the following experimental investigations (see 
Equation (4.7)). Additionally, the groove shape is varied during these tests to analyze 
its influence on the joining behavior and the transferable loads. To consider only the 
form-fit related effects on the specific strength and avoid an additional interference fit, 
the same material is used for both joining partner in these experiments. Subsequently, 
investigations are performed to evaluate the potential of a higher strength mandrel 
material and a resulting interference fit on the joint strength. 
In terms of the final joint failure during pull-out, a third mode is observed for the 
experiments with hollow inner partners. If the inner diameter of the mandrel is 
increased up to a value at which the cross section at the groove base is similar to the 
cross section of the tube, fracturing of the mandrel is seen. Figure 6-26 shows an 
example of a joint failed at this mode. For inner partners with smaller diameters dM, 
the same failure modes as for the solid mandrels occurred (see Figure 6-5). 
 
Figure 6-26: Additional failure mode of hollow mandrels 
6.3.1 Load transfer of hollow mandrels 
The experimentally determined joint strengths of hollow mandrels with different 
groove depths and widths are plotted in Figure 6-27 over the diameter ratio QM. For 
this initial investigation on the strength of connections with hollow mandrels, a 
rectangular groove shape is selected. The diagram shows an optimal value of QM for 
all groove dimensions with respect to the specific strength. First, the joint strength 
rises with an increasing diameter ratio up to its maximum value. This can be attributed 
to an additional interference fit due to a decreased stiffness and an increasing elastic 
deformation of the inner workpiece. Although both joining partners are manufactured 
of the same material, the different geometrical dimensions of the inner and the outer 
part lead to a dissimilar elastic recovery of the workpieces and thereby a relatively 
small interference fit is generated (Marré, 2009). A similar correlation between joint 
strength and the ratio QM is shown by Kleiner et al. (2006) in their work regarding 
interference-fit connections manufactured by electromagnetic compression. The 
authors also reveal that the joint strength drops significantly if the inner diameter dM is 
increased above its optimal value. This behavior can be observed for the experimental 
results in Figure 6-27 as well. Kleiner et al. (2006) assume that this decrease in 
strength is caused by an elastic-plastic deformation of the inner partner. A reduction of 
the additional interference fit for thinner mandrels describes the significant joint 
strength decrease seen here only partly. It gives no explanation for the drop of the 
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transferable load below the value of solid mandrels, which do not include an additional 
interference fit. This substantial strength reduction compared to connections with solid 
mandrels can be attributed to the different deformation behavior of hollow inner 
workpieces during joining.  
 
Figure 6-27: Influence of the diameter ratio QM on the strength of joints with hollow 
mandrels under a variation of a) groove depth and b) groove width 
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The computer tomography images in Figure 6-28 display that the deformation of the 
mandrel increases with larger values of dM due to a decrease of its compressive 
strength. This leads to an increase of the groove edge angle γGE (Weddeling et al., 
2010). As a result, the principle radii Rr1 and Rr2 of the tube contour become larger and 
the curvature changes of the outer partner in the joining zone are less distinct 
compared to connections with solid mandrels. Since this yields a lower amount of 
bending during pull-out, the additional meridional stresses and, thereby, the total joint 
strength are decreased. Additionally, the CT images in Figure 6-28 show a reduction 
of shearing at the edge of the groove with decreasing compressive strength of the 
mandrel, which leads to a further drop of the quasi-static joint strength. 
 
Figure 6-28: Joining zone deformation of hollow mandrels 
6.3.2 Groove shape variation 
To analyze the influence of the groove shape on the strength of connections featuring 
hollow mandrels, joints with triangular and circular grooves are also manufactured and 
tested. Figure 6-29 illustrates the strength of connections with these shapes compared 
to joints with rectangular grooves. The triangular and circular geometries also show an 
optimum of QM with respect to the specific strength. But the transferable loads of these 
groove types are higher than the strengths achieved by rectangular grooves. As 
illustrated in Figure 6-30, this can be attributed to a smaller plastic deformation of 
mandrels with triangular and circular form-fit element shapes during electromagnetic 
crimping. Figure 6-28 depicts that the largest joining related diameter reduction of the 
inner partner with rectangular grooves occurs at the groove edges. While the magnetic 
pressure is transferred by the tube directly to the mandrel at this location, pm(t) acts in 
the groove center only on the outer workpiece. Additionally, the cross-sectional area of 
the mandrel changes at this position very rapidly from its largest to its smallest value. 
Hence, the full forming pressure acts at the groove edge on the smallest cross section 
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of the mandrel. This leads to the largest deformation of the inner joining partner at this 
location. 
 
Figure 6-29: Groove shape influence on the strength of joints with hollow mandrels 
Compared to the workpieces with rectangular grooves, the other two connection 
element shapes do not have such a drastic cross-sectional change of the mandrel at the 
groove edge. Therefore, they have a higher stiffness at this position and the full 
forming pressure does not act close to the section of the inner workpiece with the 
lowest compressive strength. This leads to a decreased deformation and thereby an 
increased specific joint strength. 
 
Figure 6-30: Deformations of hollow mandrels with different groove shapes 
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6.3.3 Influence of mandrel material 
After the investigations regarding the influence of the geometrical mandrel properties 
on the specific strength, the effect of the yield strength of the mandrel on the joint 
quality is analyzed. The results of Figure 6-31 show that an increasing yield strength 
leads to higher transferable loads. The maximum value is at about 85 % of the strength 
of the tube. This is almost double the strength of the connections with mandrels 
manufactured of EN AW-6060. At the same time, the mass beneath the groove is 
reduced up to about 70 % compared to solid mandrels. The significant strength 
increase of connections including mandrels with a higher yield strength can be 
explained by the following two effects. First, the compressive strength of the inner 
workpiece is increased. Hence, the deformation caused by the joining operation is 
decreased and the curvature changes of the tube wall in the joining zone are more 
distinct. Due to the higher bending forces, which result from these changes in contour 
during pull-out, the joint strength is increased. 
 
Figure 6-31: Effect of the mandrel material on the joint strength of hollow mandrels 
The second effect causing the connection strength increase is based on the larger 
difference in elastic recovery of the joining partners resulting from the increased yield 
strength of the mandrel. Thus, the magnitude of the additional interference fit and that 
of the total connection strength are increased. 
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6.4 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter, an analytical model for the prediction of the achievable joint strength 
under quasi-static tensional loads is introduced. It is shown that this approach gives 
very accurate results for connections manufactured by compression and expansion 
with respect to different joining zone properties, such as groove dimensions and 
shapes. For all experiments together, a mean absolute percentage error between the 
calculated joint strengths and the experimentally determined ones of about 18 % is 
found. This implies that the model is well suited for the design process of form-fit 
connections. In addition, the analytical joint strength prediction provides a 
fundamental understanding of the load transfer of this joint type. For example, a 
comparison between expanded and compressed connections shows that the ones 
generated by compression are in general able to transfer higher loads. This can 
attributed to a different stress state in the tube during tensional loading. 
For the validation of the analytical model and to analyze the influence of general 
joining zone parameters and process characteristics on the achievable joint strength, 
experimental investigations are performed. In terms of the groove dimensions it is 
observed that the transferable load increases with a decreasing width and an increasing 
depth of the form-fit feature. It is also found that the connection strength does not 
necessarily depend on the machined groove edge radius. Instead, it depends on the 
radius of the tube wall at this location, which is influenced by the manufacturing 
process and perhaps by the machined edge radius. Furthermore, the groove shape 
shows a significant influence on the specific joint strength. The highest strengths can 
be achieved by rectangular grooves. But this shape promotes shearing at the edge of 
the form-fit element. To avoid this, either triangular or circular grooves can be applied. 
Additionally, shearing can also be eliminated by a sufficiently large groove edge 
radius. Other options to influence the joint strength positively are the application of a 
charging energy higher than the level required to fill the groove and a specimen design 
which includes a joining gap between the workpieces. For all experiments, a relatively 
small statistical dispersion of the results is observed. This implies a high 
reproducibility of the process.  
Subsequent to the experiments regarding the influence of the basic joining zone and 
process parameters, the effect of a mass reduction on the achievable connection 
strength is analyzed. For this purpose, joints with hollow mandrels are manufactured. 
The corresponding results show the existence of an optimal inner diameter dM with 
respect to the transferable loads. For values of dM smaller than the optimum, an 
additional interference fit is generated leading to the observed strength increase. If dM 
exceeds the optimal diameter of the mandrel, the transferable load drops due to an 
increasing plastic deformation of the inner partner. It is also found that this 
deformation can be decreased by the application of triangular and circular grooves or 
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by a higher strength mandrel material. By using such a material for the inner specimen, 
the additional interference fit becomes stronger as well and, hence, the joint strength 
can be increased further. 
 
  
7 Manufacturing aspects for joints with hollow mandrels 
The results of the previous chapter show that a target conflict between the reduction of 
mass and the joint strength exists. On the one hand, the inner diameter of the mandrel 
should be as large as possible to achieve a high mass reduction, but, on the other hand, 
this might lead to a significant decrease of the joint strength due to a plastic 
deformation of the mandrel during the joining operation. To achieve the highest 
possible mass reduction without a substantial decrease of the transferable load, two 
strategies for the manufacturing of form-fit connections with hollow mandrels are 
introduced in this chapter. In the first one, the inner partner is physically supported by 
an additional tooling element during the joining operation (Weddeling et al., 2010). 
Thus, the undesired inner workpiece deformation during electromagnetic crimping and 
the resulting strength reduction is avoided. In the second approach, to eliminate a joint 
strength decrease, the design of the mandrel is adapted to the applied forming pressure. 
For this purpose, an inner diameter dM which leads to a compressive strength high 
enough to avoid a plastic deformation of the mandrel is selected. It is observed in 
Section 6.3.2 that connections with rectangular grooves show the most distinctive 
mandrel deformation during the joining process. Therefore, the focus of these two 
strategies is on this groove shape. 
Subsequent to the introduction of these two strategies, an exemplary connection design 
is conducted to reveal the potential of form-fit connections joined by electromagnetic 
crimping. In order to achieve this, the findings of this work are combined with the 
design recommendations from other researchers, as summarized in Section 2.5.3. 
7.1 Joining with support mandrels 
By placing a rigid support mandrel in the hole of the inner joining partner, its potential 
for being plastically deformed during joining is suppressed and the resulting 
connection strength decrease might be reduced (Weddeling et al., 2010). Figure 7-1 
shows the conventional setup of electromagnetic crimping of hollow mandrels 
compared to the usage of such an additional support. The gap between the inner 
joining partner and this tool has to be as small as possible to minimize the plastic 
deformation. Since the tooling element needs to be extracted from the inner workpiece 
after the generation of the connection, an interference fit between mandrel and support 
is undesirable and has to be avoided. Hence, the support tool has to exhibit a lower 
elastic recovery than the inner partner. This can be achieved by manufacturing the tool 
from a material with a higher Young’s modulus than the mandrel material (Marré, 
2009). A reduced elastic recovery of the support can also be achieved by using a 
material which has a lower yield strength than the material of the inner joining partner. 
But such a material selection for the support mandrel is not recommended because a 
too soft material is most likely to be deformed during the joining operation. This can 
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lead to the formation of a gap between mandrel and tool. As a result the supporting 
effect of the tooling element is decreased and, thus, the strength of the joint might be 
reduced as well. 
 
Figure 7-1: Experimental setup joining hollow mandrels with and without support 
In this investigation, a steel support with a Young’s modulus three times higher than 
the workpiece material EN AW-6060 is used (Weddeling et al., 2010). To ensure the 
extractability of the additional tooling element, a thin film of Teflon grease is applied 
to its surface before it is inserted in the mandrel. 
 
Figure 7-2: Comparison of joining zone deformation of hollow mandrels joined with 
and without support 
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To examine the deformation behavior of the supported connections at joining, 
computer tomography images are taken. Figure 7-2 shows the comparison of 
connections joined with and without supporting mandrel. Since both have the same 
groove geometry, the forming pressure level is identical for the two. The image in 
Figure 7-2b shows that the deformation of the inner joining partner is reduced 
substantially, which may be an explanation for the significant strength increase of the 
connections joined with an internal support. Figure 7-3 shows that the transferable 
loads of these joints are up to 20 % higher compared to the strength of connections 
manufactured without additional tooling. This means that the pull-out strength level of 
the joints with solid mandrels is nearly reached. 
 
Figure 7-3: Specific joint strength of solid mandrels and hollow mandrels joined 
with and without support 
The minor strength difference between the connections with solid inner joining 
partners and the ones including hollow mandrels, which are joined with an additional 
support, can be explained by the absence of shearing at the edge of the groove. 
Comparing the CT image in Figure 7-2b to Figure 6-8a, it can be observed that this 
effect is considerably reduced for the hollow mandrels joined with support. This can 
be attributed to the fact that despite a close adjustment of the diameter of the support to 
the inner diameter dM of the mandrel, a gap between workpiece and tool cannot 
completely be prevented. Therefore, the inner joining partner slightly yields during the 
joining operation and shearing of the tube material at the edge of the groove is avoided 
or minimized. 
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Although this approach is well suited to manufacture connections featuring hollow 
mandrels without a significant drop of the joint strength, it has some critical 
disadvantages. The biggest handicap of this technique is that the accessibility 
necessary to extract the support tool from the inner joining partner does often not exist 
when manufacturing space frame structures. This approach also requires extra tooling, 
which increases the expenses of the process. Additionally, the generation of a 
supplementary interference fit is prevented by the support tool. Therefore, the full 
potential of the connection in terms of joint strength is not exploited. 
The mass reduction of this technique is only limited by the requirement that the yield 
load Fy,M,GB of the smallest cross section of the mandrel has to be at least equal to the 
yield force Fy,T of the tube. 
ܨ௬,ெ,ீ஻ ൌ ܨ௬,் (7.1)
If Fy,M,GB is smaller than the yield force of the tube, the mandrel becomes the weakest 
joining partner. Equation (7.1) takes the following form with the yield stresses of the 
joining partners, the cross-sectional area of the mandrel AM,GB beneath the groove, and 
the cross section AT of the tube: 
ߪ௬,ெ ∙ ܣெ,ீ஻ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ܣ௬,் (7.2)
The smallest area AM,GB of the mandrel can be determined from its inner diameter dM, 
outer diameters DM, and the groove depth h. 
ܣெ,ீ஻ ൌ ߨ ቈ൬ܦெ2 െ ݄൰
ଶ
െ ൬݀ெ2 ൰
ଶ
቉ (7.3)
By combining Equation (7.2) and (7.3) with the term for the cross-sectional area of the 
tube and rearranging the resulting expression, the maximal inner diameter of the 
mandrel dM,max is found. 
݀ெ,௠௔௫ ൌ ඨ4 ∙ ൬ܦெ2 െ ݄൰
ଶ
െ ൫ܦ்ଶ െ ்݀ଶ൯ ߪ௬,்ߪ௬,ெ (7.4)
Since the same material is used for both joining partners in this work, this diameter 
dM,max depends only on the diameters of tube and mandrel. 
݀ெ,௠௔௫ ൌ ඨ4 ∙ ൬ܦெ2 െ ݄൰
ଶ
െ ൫ܦ்ଶ െ ்݀ଶ൯ (7.5)
The area AT is typically smaller than the cross section AM,GB required to prevent the 
plastic deformation of the mandrel just by a high enough compressive strength of the 
inner workpiece. Hence, joining of connections featuring a hollow mandrel with an 
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additional support mandrel allows usually the largest mass reduction with only a minor 
decrease of the transferable loads. 
7.2 Threshold diameter ratio of the mandrels 
By using mandrels with a compressive strength high enough to withstand a plastic 
deformation during joining, a significant strength reduction of joints with hollow 
mandrels can be prevented. The two major parameters affecting the compressive 
strength are the yield stress and the diameter ratio QM of the mandrel. Since the outer 
diameter of the inner joining partner is typically predefined by design requirements, 
the value of QM can only be adjusted by the selection of the inner diameter dM. To 
ensure an adequate process design, the threshold value dM,y of the inner diameter, at 
which the mandrel would become plastic, has to be determined. For this purpose, a 
simple analytical prediction of this value with respect to the acting forming pressure 
and the material properties of the inner workpiece is introduced in the following 
section. 
As described above, electromagnetic form-fit joining of tubes is an impulse forming 
process. However, for the analytic calculations, a quasi-static and constant forming 
pressure pT acting on the tube is assumed. The distribution of pT is supposed to be 
uniform and an elastic ideal-plastic material behavior is assumed. If even the slightest 
gap between the joining partners is neglected, a contact or interference pressure 
between the workpieces is immediately generated when the tube is compressed. This 
interference pressure pM acting on the mandrel leads to its deformation. In his work, 
Szabó (1964) develops the following expression to predict the value of pM at which the 
elastic forming of the mandrel changes to an elastic-plastic deformation. 
݌ெ ൌ ߪ௬,ெ ∙ 1 െ ܳெ,௬
ଶ
2  (7.6)
For a given material and contact pressure pM, the diameter ratio QM,y causing this 
transformation of the deformation behavior can be determined by rearranging 
Equation (7.6): 
ܳெ,௬ ൌ ඨቆ1 െ 2 ∙ ݌ெߪ௬,ெ ቇ (7.7)
While the contact pressure acts only on the mandrel, the tube experiences a loading 
from the outside by the applied forming pressure pT and from the inside by the 
pressure pM. Szabó (1964) gives the following relationship between the yield stress σy,T 
of the tube, its diameter ratio QT, and the acting pressures: 
ߪ௬,் ൌ 11 െ ்ܳଶ ∙
ට3 ∙ ሺ݌ெ െ ݌்ሻଶ ൅ ൫݌் െ ݌ெ ∙ ்ܳଶ൯ଶ (7.8)
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For a given forming pressure, the contact pressure pM can be determined by the 
rearranged form of this equation.  
݌ெ ൌ 13 ൅ ்ܳସ ቈ3݌் ൅ ݌்்ܳ
ଶ െ ට൫ߪ௬,்ଶ்ܳସ െ 3݌்ଶ ൅ 3ߪ௬,்ଶ൯൫்ܳଶ െ 1൯቉ (7.9)
With the combination of this expression and Equation (7.7), the threshold value QM,y 
of the diameter ratio for a given forming pressure pT with respect to the workpiece 
properties can be predicted. To calculate this threshold value for connections joined by 
electromagnetic crimping, the forming pressure pT is replaced by the amplitude of the 
acting magnetic pressure pm,max. In this work, the pressure amplitude is determined by 
the mechanical part of the analytical parameter prediction of Section 5.1. Since an 
analytical consideration of the sudden change in the cross-sectional area of the groove 
is extremely complex, the prediction of its effect on the compressive strength of the 
inner partner by the model is impossible. Additionally, it is mentioned in Section 6.3 
that the forming pressure only acts directly on the mandrel via the tube at the sections 
bordering the groove. In the area of the form-fit element, it just acts on the outer 
workpiece. Therefore, an inner workpiece without grooves is considered for the 
calculation of the threshold value QM,y of the mandrel and a decrease of the 
compressive strength of the inner partner due to a reduced cross-sectional area at the 
groove is neglected. Bühler and von Finckenstein (1968a) apply the same equations in 
their approach to determine the resulting interference pressure between 
electromagnetically crimped workpieces. This tool allows the strength prediction of 
interference-fit joints. 
In Figure 7-4, the specific joint strength is plotted versus the diameter ratio of the 
mandrel. This relationship is shown for different groove depths in section a) of the 
diagram and for a variation of the width of the form-fit element in part b). In addition, 
the calculated threshold values QM,y of this ratio are included in both diagrams. To 
improve the comprehensibility of the analytical results, the experimentally determined 
joint strengths of the connections with solid mandrels are included as horizontal lines. 
It can be observed that the analytical approach predicts the threshold diameter ratio at 
which the joint strength drops below the level of the connections with solid mandrels 
quite well. But the good agreement between model and experimental results decreases 
with an increase of the groove width. It can be seen in Figure 7-4b that the model 
overestimates the threshold value QM,y for the widest grooves of 20 mm. This 
observation can be attributed to the fact that at this width, the section with a reduced 
cross-sectional area takes up the largest proportion of the total joining zone among all 
investigated groove geometries. Since a reduced cross section causes a decrease of the 
compressive strength, the mandrels with this groove geometry are weakened the most. 
Due to the fact that the analytically predicted threshold diameter ratios are in very 
good agreement with the experimentally determined results, the model is very suitable 
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for the design of connections with hollow mandrels joined by electromagnetic 
crimping. 
 
Figure 7-4: Specific joint strength versus diameter ratio including the threshold 
values of the QM,y, variation of groove a) depth and b) width 
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7.3 Deduction of a process window 
To ease the design of connections featuring hollow mandrels, a method for setting up a 
process window for the manufacturing of such joints is introduced in the following. 
This window is based on the findings of Section 7.1 and 7.2  in combination with the 
analytical models of Section 5.1 and 6.1. For the development of such a process 
window, either the groove depth h or its width w has to be appointed. This is necessary 
since a simultaneous variation of both values leads to a quite complex three 
dimensional diagram with reduced comprehensibility. The findings of Section 6.2 and 
the design guidelines presented in Section 2.5 can be used for the selection of a 
specific value for either w or h. In this section, the development of a process window 
for the joint design is shown taking the example of a groove depth of 3 mm as well as 
a 12 mm wide form-fit element. As mentioned above, the analytical joining process 
parameter prediction is used to determine the forming pressure acting on the 
workpieces with respect to different groove widths. These values are then used for the 
calculation of the threshold diameter ratios as described in Section 7.2. 
 
Figure 7-5: Development of a process window for compressive joining of hollow 
mandrels with a constant groove depth of h = 3.0 mm 
In the next step, the joint strengths of the different geometries are predicted by 
Equation (6.41). As shown in Figure 7-5, the function ߪതy,J(QM,y) is generated by 
connecting the intersections of the calculated diameter ratios QM,y and the predicted 
joint strengths. Every combination of strength and diameter ratio below this function 
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can be joined without a significant decrease of the transferable load. To manufacture a 
combination above this curve and avoid a substantial strength drop at the same time, 
an additional support mandrel has to be applied to the joining zone as described in 
Section 7.1. Another boundary in Figure 7-5 is the vertical line marked with QM,limit. 
At this diameter ratio, the force Fy,M,GB, at which the weakest section of the mandrel 
starts to yield, equals the yield force of the tube. Since the same material is used for 
both partners, the cross-sectional areas of the mandrel below the groove and the cross 
section of the tube are equal as well. If the diameter ratio QM of the mandrel is 
increased above this value, the inner joining partner becomes the weaker workpiece 
and, as a result, the total strength of the connection is decreased. 
 
Figure 7-6: Development of a process window for compressive joining of hollow 
mandrels with a constant groove width of w = 12 mm 
If a process window for a constant groove width and a varying depth is developed, the 
boundary QM,limit does not come as a vertical line (see Figure 7-6). Since it depends on 
the radii of the mandrel in the groove area, it changes with a variation of the depth of 
the form-fit element. Therefore, it has to be presented in the diagram as a function of 
the diameter ratio as well. As shown in Figure 7-6, the boundary curve ߪതy,J(QM,y) for a 
process window with a constant width is also generated based on the analytical joint 
strength prediction and the values of QM,y with respect to the forming pressure.  
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The mass reduction ΔmJ of the mandrel below the groove and the joint, respectively, is 
evaluated by the following expression: 
∆݉௃ ൌ ݉ெ,௦ െ ݉ெ,௛݉ெ,௦  (7.10)
This value is calculated based on the mass of a solid mandrel 
݉ெ,௦ ൌ ߩ ∙ ݓ ∙ ߨ ∙ ൬ܦெ െ ݄2 ൰
ଶ
 (7.11)
and the mass of the hollow inner joining partner 
݉ெ,௛ ൌ ߩ ∙ ݓ ∙ ߨ ∙ ቆ൬ܦெ െ ݄2 ൰
ଶ
െ ൬݀ெ2 ൰
ଶ
ቇ. (7.12)
By combining the equations above, the following simple term for the value of ΔmJ is 
found:  
∆݉௃ ൌ ݀ெ
ଶ
ሺܦெ െ ݄ሻଶ (7.13)
In Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-8, the corresponding function ΔmJ(QM) of the mass 
reduction with respect to the diameter ratio is inserted. 
 
Figure 7-7: Process window for compressive joining of hollow mandrels with a 
constant groove depth of h = 3.0 mm 
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Figure 7-9 shows an example of the design process of a connection with a hollow 
mandrel based on the process window for a constant depth of 3 mm. In this example, a 
specific joint strength of 55 % shall be achieved. With Equation (6.41), it is found that 
for the given groove depth, the desired joint strength can be obtained with a form-fit 
element about 12 mm wide. The corresponding diameter ratio has to be at least 0.48 to 
withstand the forming pressure necessary to fill this groove geometry. It is illustrated 
by the function ΔmJ(QM) in Figure 7-9 that a mass reduction of about 35 % can be 
achieved for this connection.  
 
Figure 7-8: Process window for compressive joining of hollow mandrels with a 
constant groove width of w = 12 mm 
It is not possible to manufacture a connection with a strength of 100 % and a reduced 
mass for the workpiece properties of the process window shown in Figure 7-9. 
Without the application of an additional support mandrel during the joining process, 
strength values above the maximum of about 75 % can be achieved by three 
alternative approaches. In the first one, the load is transferred by two or multiple 
grooves placed in a row (see Section 2.5). The disadvantage of this design is the 
additional mass resulting from the increased joining zone length. Another possibility is 
the application of a mandrel material with a higher yield strength than the tube 
material. In this way, the connection strength is increased due to a supplementary 
interference fit. Additionally, the inner workpiece can be manufactured with a thinner 
wall thickness leading to a reduction of its mass. The last approach to achieve a 
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substantial mass reduction without a significant drop in strength is the application of 
mandrels with a circular or triangular groove shape (see Section 6.3.2). 
 
Figure 7-9: Example of a joint design featuring a hollow mandrel 
7.4 Example joint design 
To show the potential of electromagnetic form-fit joining, connections with optimized 
joining zone configurations are manufactured. The objective is to achieve a specific 
joint strength of about 100 % of the yield stress of the weakest partner, which in this 
case is the tube. A rectangular groove with a supplementary edge radius and a 
triangular geometry are selected since in Section 6.2, it is observed that shearing at the 
groove edges can be prevented by these two shapes. Park et al. (2005a) state that the 
thinning of the tube wall can decrease the total strength of electromagnetically crimped 
connections due to a stress concentration at the groove edge. Because it shows the 
lowest amount of thinning at the edge of the form-fit element, the triangular groove 
shape is chosen over the circular geometry (see Section 6.2.1). Table 7-1 displays that 
12 mm is selected as groove width and 3 mm is chosen as depth for both form-fit 
element types. To achieve the desired joint strength, two identical groove geometries 
with a distance of 12 mm between each other are placed in the joining zone. Based on 
Figure 7-7, an inner diameter dM of 15.5 mm is selected for the inner workpieces with 
rectangular groove geometry. To ensure that a joint strength decrease due to a plastic 
deformation of the mandrel is avoided, this value also includes a safety factor of about 
1.15. Since the rectangular geometry shows the largest mandrel deformation of all 
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considered groove types (see Figure 6-29), the same value of dM is applied to the inner 
partners with triangular grooves. In this way, a plastic deformation of the mandrel is 
avoided for this form-fit element shape as well. With an outer diameter of 36 mm, this 
value leads to a diameter ratio QM of 0.43 and a mass reduction of 27 %. The alloy 
EN AW-6060 is selected as tube and mandrel material for both joining zone 
geometries. 
Table 7-1: Mandrel and joining zone characteristics 
Material Temper condition 
Groove 
shape 
Groove 
dimensions w x h 
(mm) 
Groove edge 
radius RGE 
(mm) 
Diameter 
ratio QM 
EN AW-6060 T6 rectangular 12 x 3 3 0.43
EN AW-6060 T6 triangular 12 x 3 - 0.43
EN AW-7075 T6 triangular 12 x 3 - 0.75
 
Golovashchenko (2001) gives the following equation for the determination of the total 
joint strength ߪതy,J,tot resulting from two form-fit elements in the joining zone: 
ߪത௬,௃,௧௢௧ ൌ ߪ௬,௃,ଵ ൅ ߪ௬,௃,ଶ (7.14)
In this expression, ߪതy,J,1 and ߪതy,J,2 are the strength increments resulting from the first 
and the second groove. A joint prediction of the transferable loads with the analytical 
approach of Section 6.1 in combination with Equation (7.14) gives an approximate 
specific strength of 100 % for the connections with the rectangular grooves. For the 
triangular form-fit elements, the model gives only a strength of 86 %. 
A possibility to achieve also a strength of approximately 100 % for this shape is the 
generation of an additional interference fit. To produce this supplementary load 
transfer mechanism, another material combination with a significant yield stress 
difference is evaluated here. Therefore, additional mandrels of the aluminum alloy 
EN AW-7075, which has a yield stress of 460 MPa, are machined (see Table 4-6). In 
combination with EN AW-6060 as tube material, the desired substantial yield stress 
difference is achieved. For the determination of the inner diameter of the mandrels, the 
Equations (7.7) and (7.9) are used. The result of this calculation is a value of 29 mm 
for dM which yields a diameter ratio of about 0.81. If this value is applied as inner 
diameter, the maximum load that can be transferred by the smallest cross-sectional 
area of the mandrel would be lower than the load which could be carried by the tube. 
As a result, the mandrel becomes the weaker joining partner and the total connection 
strength decreases. Therefore, a smaller inner diameter of 27 mm is selected. At this 
diameter, the smallest cross section can carry the same load as the tube. With this 
diameter ratio of 0.75, a mass reduction of 81 % is achieved. 
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The results of the pull-out tests of these example connections are displayed in 
Figure 7-10. Similar to the experimental data of Chapter 6, all results show a 
relatively small statistical dispersion, which implies high process stability. For the 
connections with two triangular grooves, an average specific strength of about 86 % is 
achieved. This is about double the strength of a joint with just one groove. The 
experimental connection strength and the analytically predicted strength are in very 
good agreement. For the joints with two rectangular grooves and rounded edges, a 
significant joint strength increase is also observed. Compared to the connections with 
just one form-fit element, a rise of the transferable load of about 32 % is achieved 
(compare Section 6.2.1). 
 
Figure 7-10: Connection strength of connections with two grooves 
The connections with the EN AW-7075 mandrels and two triangular grooves failed at 
about 90 % of the yield stress of the tube as well. The fact that the predicted specific 
strength of 100 % is not achieved by all three example joints can be explained by 
superimposed tensions, which are induced by the grips of the universal tensile testing 
machine (Park et al., 2005a). This statement is also supported by the observed final 
joint failure for all specimens. By comparing Figure 7-11 and Figure 6-5a, it can be 
seen that workpiece fracture occurs in a tube section outside the joining zone instead 
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of at the groove edge as with some of the single form-fit element connections. 
Therefore, thinning or shearing at this edge can be excluded as an explanation of the 
joint failure below the yield strength of the tube material. In general, the results imply 
that it is possible to manufacture form-fit connections with reduced mass and 
transferable loads within the range of the strength of the base material by 
electromagnetic crimping. 
 
Figure 7-11: Example of the final joint failure by tube fracture 
For metal inert gas (MIG) welding of EN AW-6060, the standard EN 1999-1-1 
(N.N., 2014b) gives an achievable joint strength of about 43 % of the yield strength of 
the base material. For tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding of this aluminum alloy, the 
standard states a specific strength of about 34 %. These decreased values result from 
the heat-affected zone, which is formed during fusion welding. Barnes and Pashby 
(2000) state that strengths more closely approximating the base yield stress of the 
material can only be achieved by an additional post-welding heat treatment. In contrast 
to this, the connections manufactured by electromagnetic form-fit joining exceeded the 
strength of the welded joints by at least 100 %. Additionally, the generated form-fit 
connections require no subsequent process step to achieve their full strength and the 
process allows the manufacturing of multi-material components. Therefore, it is stated 
that electromagnetic form-fit joining is very suitable for manufacturing high strength 
joints for lightweight frame structures. 
7.5 Summary and conclusion 
Two approaches for electromagnetic crimping of form-fit connections with hollow 
mandrels are introduced in this chapter. The objective of these methods is the 
prevention of a plastic deformation of the mandrel during joining and thereby avoiding 
a significant drop in tensile strength. In the first approach, an additional support 
mandrel is placed inside the inner workpiece to suppress its deformation during 
crimping. It is shown that this is a feasible technique to prevent a substantial decrease 
of the transferable loads. But it also has some significant disadvantages, like the 
requirement of additional tooling and the need for a sufficient accessibility to extract 
the support after to the joining operation. 
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To counteract these disadvantages, a second approach is introduced. For this method, 
the inner workpiece is designed to have a high enough compressive strength to 
withstand a plastic deformation during joining. The factors influencing the resistance 
of the mandrel against plastic deformation are the inner and outer diameter of the 
workpiece and its yield stress. While the workpiece material and the outer diameter are 
often given by design restrictions, the inner diameter can be adjusted to generate a 
high enough compressive strength. To predict the inner diameter dM necessary to 
prevent a plastic deformation of the mandrel, an analytical approach is developed. For 
this model, the acting forming pressure, the tube properties as well as the yield stress 
of the mandrel and its outer diameter are considered. 
Based on this method and the analytical models of Section 5.1 and 6.1, a technique for 
setting up a process window is developed. This tool allows the design of a joint with 
respect to the achievable connection strength and the mass reduction of the joining 
zone. Regarding the manufacturing process, the process window also allows a 
statement on whether a support mandrel has to be used or not to meet the requirements 
in terms of joint strength and mass reduction. 
Finally, the developed models are applied to design three example connections. An 
experimental determination of the transferable loads of these joints reveals that 
electromagnetic form-fit joining allows the manufacturing of connections with specific 
strengths within the range of the yield stress of the base material. The gained 
connection strengths are at least 100 % higher than the strengths of MIG or TIG 
welded joints without an additional post-welding heat treatment. Due to this fact and 
since electromagnetic crimping allows the generation of multi-material connections, it 
is stated that the process is well suited for the manufacturing of lightweight frame 
structures. 
 
  
8 Summary and outlook 
In modern lightweight design concepts, structures and components composed of 
multiple materials are being increasingly used like, for example, in the automotive 
industry. Space frame structures for low volume production of vehicles are also 
becoming more prevalent. Both of these concepts allow a significant reduction in the 
mass of a structure, but they are also extremely difficult to manufacture using common 
joining techniques, like welding or mechanical fastening. An innovative alternative to 
remedy the difficulties associated with conventional processes is joining by 
electromagnetic crimping. Form-fit connections, in particular, manufactured using this 
technique have great potential in replacing conventional joining processes for several 
applications. However, the drawbacks are that the process and joining zone design of 
electromagnetic crimping is quite complex and expensive. And in many cases, because 
of the intricate interactions between electromagnetic and mechanical mechanisms 
during the forming process, only sophisticated numerical calculations or extensive 
experimental studies lead to satisfying results. 
To remedy this disadvantage associated with the joining method, a continuous 
analytical model for the process and joint design for electromagnetically crimped 
connections is developed in this research work. The first part of this approach allows 
the prediction of the required forming pressure and the respective charging energy 
needed to manufacture a specific form-fit joint by electromagnetic forming. For the 
determination of the transferable loads with respect to the workpiece and joining zone 
properties, the second part of the model is developed to approximate the strengths of 
compressed and expanded connections. The analytical comparison of these two joint 
types shows that a significantly higher strength can be achieved by compressed 
connections. Finally, both parts are used to develop a process window for the design of 
joints which feature hollow mandrels to reduce the mass of the connections. To 
validate the continuous model, experimental investigations are used. These studies 
show that the analytical values are in good agreement with the experimental results. In 
addition, numerical simulations are performed for the verification of the analytical 
process parameter prediction. These investigations are also in good agreement with the 
calculated process parameters. Hence, the introduced approach is well suited for the 
process and joining zone design of connections manufactured by electromagnetic 
crimping. 
In addition to the validation of the developed analytical approach, the results of the 
experimental joint strength determination are also used to analyze the effects of the 
workpiece and joining zone characteristics on the achievable connection strength. A 
major finding of this investigation is the observed influence of the forming element 
shape on the specific strength. For connections with hollow mandrels, it is found that a 
mass reduction by inserting a hole in the center of the mandrel will lead to a decrease 
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in compressive strength, which can negatively affect the joint strength. Based on this 
finding, a joining procedure that minimizes the strength decrease of connections with 
reduced mass is developed, in which the hollow inner workpiece is supported by an 
additional support mandrel during the joining operation. In this way, the hollow 
mandrel temporarily has a similar compressive strength to that of a solid workpiece 
and a substantial strength decrease is prevented. Finally, joints based on the findings of 
this work are manufactured to show the potential of electromagnetically crimped 
connections for lightweight frame structures. The specific strength of all joints is 
within the range of the yield stress of the base material and the maximal mass 
reduction of the joining zone is 81%. The experiments also prove to be highly 
reproducible and, together with the experimental results, they show how suitable 
electromagnetic form-fit joining is for the manufacturing of lightweight frame 
structures. 
Since the joints in this work are only characterized in terms of their tensile strength, 
the load transfer of electromagnetically crimped connections has to be analyzed for 
additional load cases in future research works. For lightweight space frame structures, 
a combination of tension and torsional load as well as bending would be of particular 
interest. Investigations on how the connections behave under oscillating loads and in 
the case of a crash would also be important. Afterwards, the joint design can be 
improved based on the findings. For example, it is already evident that the 
circumferential grooves, which are studied in this work, are not able to carry a 
torsional load. Therefore, the combination of tension and torsion requires the 
application of joining partners with pockets or knurled surfaces (see Figure 2-15). 
Besides an adjustment of the joining zone, it would also be very valuable to adapt the 
analytical approach for the process and the joint design for these different form-fit 
element types. By doing so, the need for complex numerical calculations and extensive 
experimental studies for the determination of the process parameters and the 
geometries of the form-fit elements can be minimized. Another useful modification of 
the joint strength prediction for connections with hollow mandrels is the development 
of an analytical approach to calculate the strength generated by an additional 
interference fit. If such a model is integrated in the strength determination introduced 
in this work, the transferable loads of connections with hollow mandrels can be 
evaluated much more accurately and it would especially help in the selection of 
material combinations for the joining partners and the joining zone design. It would 
also allow a more precise determination of the diameter ratio at which the joint 
strength drops below the strength of a connection with a similar groove geometry 
machined in a solid mandrel. This, in turn, facilitates a further reduction of mass in the 
joining zone. 
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To promote electromagnetic crimping and forming in industrial applications, it is also 
necessary to supply simple and manageable instruments that can determine the tool 
lifetime. So far, this is only possible by time consuming experimental studies or with 
the help of sophisticated numerical models. The tool design strategies have to be 
improved to increase the application of electromagnetic crimping for the 
manufacturing of lightweight space frames and for this, it is necessary to develop tools 
that are both lightweight and durable. The weight of the tool is important as to allow 
an easy manipulation within an automated production line, for example, at the end of 
an industrial robot arm. A promising approach for the fabrication of such tool coils is 
additive manufacturing, which permits the generation of coils with a geometry 
precisely adapted to the locally acting loads and the integration of cooling channels. 
Furthermore, with additive manufacturing, it could also be possible to engineer tools 
composed of dissimilar materials. For example, the coil winding could be 
manufactured of a conductive metal, like copper, in combination with high strength 
steel as reinforcement. 
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Appendix 
A. Mechanics of a fully clamped cylindrical element shell 
(Appendix to Section 5.1.1) 
Figure A-1 shows the loads and moments acting on a fully clamped cylindrical shell 
element, which is exposed to an axial-symmetric pressure pulse (Hodge, 1955). Here, 
Nθ and Mz are the circumferential stress resultant and axial bending stress resultant 
across the shell thickness. Mz is taken as positive if it corresponds to tensile stresses at 
the inner surface and Nθ is positive in tension. 
 
Figure A-1: Load and moments acting on a cylindrical shell 
For this differential shell element, Newton’s second law takes the following form in 
the radial direction: 
߲ܳ௭ሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݖ ்ݎ ݀ߠ െ ఏܰሺݖ, ݐሻ݀ߠ݀ݖ െ ݌ሺݖ, ݐሻ்ݎ ݀ߠ݀ݖ ൌ െߩ஺
߲ଶ݄ௗሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݐଶ ்ݎ ݀ߠ݀ݖ (A.1)
In this equation Qz represents the shear force and ρA gives the surface density of the 
shell material. By canceling, the equilibrium can be reduced to the following form: 
߲ܳ௭ሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݖ െ
ఏܰሺݖ, ݐሻ
்ݎ െ ݌ሺݖ, ݐሻ ൌ െߩ஺
߲ଶ݄ௗሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݐଶ  (A.2)
To eliminate the shear force, the equilibrium of moments is established 
߲ܯሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݖ ൌ െܳሺݖ, ݐሻ (A.3)
and inserted in Equation (A.1): 
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߲ଶܯ௭ሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݖଶ ൅
ఏܰሺݖ, ݐሻ
்ݎ ൅ ݌ሺݖ, ݐሻ െ ߩ஺
߲ଶ݄ௗሺݖ, ݐሻ
߲ݐଶ ൌ 0 (A.4)
To solve this differential equation, Hodge (1955) assumes an ideal plastic material 
behavior and applies a rectangular approximation of the yield domain (see 
Figure A-2). The yield regime of the cylindrical shell under compression lies on the 
line segment A-B (see Figure 5-2b) since Mz varies from its negative maximum at the 
groove edge to its positive maximum in the center of the shell. Due to the assumption 
of a constant pressure in axial direction, Nθ is also assumed to be constant over the 
length of the shell segment (Hodge, 1955). 
 
Figure A-2: Yield domains (Hodge, 1955) 
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, Hodge assumes a linear velocity field which implies 
the formation of plastic hinge bands (see Figure 5-3a). With this simplification, the 
workpiece velocity vd(z,t) with respect to the axial position z and time can be described 
by the following equation for 0 ≤ z ≤ w/2: 
ݒௗሺݖ, ݐሻ ൌ ݒௗሺݐሻ ∙ 2 ∙ ݖݓ  (A.5)
By applying the concepts of the formation of plastic hinge bands and a rectangular 
yield domain, Hodge (1955) finds the boundary conditions below: 
ఏܰ ൌ െ2 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ, 
ܯ௭ሺ0, ݐሻ ൌ െ12 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ
ଶ 
ܯ௭ሺݓ 2⁄ , ݐሻ ൌ 12 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ
ଶ 
݀ܯ௭
݀ݖ ሺݓ 2⁄ , ݐሻ ൌ 0 
(A.6)
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With these boundary conditions, Hodge (1955) obtains the following solution for 
Equation (A.4): 
ݒሶௗሺݖ, ݐሻ ൌ 32 ∙ ߩ஺ ൣ݌௠ሺ߬ሻ െ ݌௬൧ ∙
2 ∙ ݖ
ݓ  (A.7)
The functions of workpiece velocity vd(z,t) and deformation hd(z,t) with respect to the 
acting pressure pm can be calculated from this expression of the acceleration of the 
shell element by integration (see Section 5.1.1). Hodge (1955) states that for all 
0 ≤ z ≤ w/2, the boundary condition 
െ12 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ
ଶ ൑ ܯ௭ሺݖ, ݐሻ ൑ 12 ∙ ்݇ ∙ ݏ
ଶ (A.8)
of Equation (A.6) is only valid if the acting pressure pm is below the limit pressure pb 
(see Equation (5.14)). To solve Equation (A.4) for pressures pm ≥ pb, Hodge (1955) 
introduces a new velocity field (see Figure 5-3b). Since the derivation of the solution 
of Equation (A.4) for the velocity field with two moving hinge bands is quite 
extensive, it is not presented in this work. But a detailed description of this problem 
can be found in the work of Hodge (1955). 
B.  Additional meridional stress caused by bending 
(Appendix to Section 6.1) 
Popow (1977) developed an approach for the determination of a meridional stress 
increase ∆σϕ caused by bending due to a radius change of the curvature. The author 
assumes that the workpiece element shown in Figure B-1 moves from position ① to 
②. The following relationship can be established if the length of the centerline of the 
element is unchanged: 
݀ߚ௔ ൌ ܴ௥௕ܴ௥௔ ∙ ݀ߚ௕ (B.1)
The angle dγ is perpendicular to the centerline during the transition from ① to ② and 
it can be expressed by 
݀ߛ ൌ ݈݀ݏ 2⁄ . (B.2)
The following expression for the increment dl can be found based on the geometrical 
relationships in Figure B-1: 
݈݀ ൌ ቀܴ௥௕ ൅ ݏ2ቁ ݀ߚ௕ െ ቀܴ௥௔ ൅
ݏ
2ቁ ݀ߚ௔ ൌ ൤ܴ௥௕ ൅
ݏ
2 െ ቀܴ௥௔ ൅
ݏ
2ቁ
ܴ௥௕
ܴ௥௔൨ ݀ߚ௕
ൌ ݏ2 ൬1 െ
ܴ௥௕
ܴ௥௔൰ ݀ߚ௕ 
(B.3) 
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Figure B-1: Meridional stress increase Δσϕ due to a change in curvature 
Introducing Equation (B.3) in (B.2) yields to a description of the angle dγ based on the 
curvature radii and dβb. 
݀ߛ ൌ ൬1 െ ܴ௥௕ܴ௥௔൰ ݀ߚ௕ (B.4)
On the assumption of plane strain, Popow (1977) equates the work required for the 
element movement from position ① to ②	 with	 the deformation work which is 
necessary to bend a workpiece element around a rotation angle (see Figure B-1). 
∆ߪம ∙ ݏ ∙ ܴ௥௕ ∙ ݀ߚ௕ ൌ ܯ஻ ∙ ݀ߛ (B.5)
The researcher also assumes ideal plastic material behavior. Therefore, the bending 
moment MB is replaced by the fully plastic moment (Marciniak and Duncan, 2002) and 
Equation (B.5) takes the following form: 
∆ߪம ∙ ݏ ∙ ܴ௥௕ ∙ ݀ߚ௕ ൌ ߪ௬,் ݏ
ଶ
4 ݀ߛ (B.6)
By inserting Equation (B.4) in (B.6), the additional meridional stress resulting from 
the curvature change can be expressed as 
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∆ߪம ൌ 14 ∙ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ ∙ ൬
1
ܴ௥௕ െ
1
ܴ௥௔൰. (B.7)
If the curvature radii Rra and Rrb have different directions, the algebraic sign in the term 
in parentheses needs to be reversed. 
C. Free bending of a shell element curved in two planes 
(Appendix to Section 6.1.1) 
During the manufacturing of form-fit connections by electromagnetic compression, the 
tube wall is bent freely at the edge of the groove. To determine the resulting bending 
radius Rr2 at this location, Storoschew and Popow (1968) introduced the following 
approach. For their calculation of Rr2, the authors assume a shell element curved in two 
planes, which is exposed to pure bending (see Figure C-1). 
 
Figure C-1: Assumptions for the determination of the groove edge radius Rr2 
(Storoschew and Popow, 1968) 
They also assumed that while in plane A-A no moment occurs, in plane B-B, the 
bending moment MB acts. With the rotation axis in plane A-A, the following 
equilibrium of moments can be established: 
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ߪமݎ஽ݏ	݀ߛሺ1 െ cos ߚሻܴ௥ଶ ൅ ߪఏݏ ܴ௥ଶଶ sin ߚ ݀ߛ sin ߚ2 ൌ ܯ஻ (C.1)
Under the assumption of an ideal plastic material behavior, MB can be expressed as 
follows (Marciniak and Duncan, 2002): 
ܯ஻ ൌ 14ߪ௬,்ݏ
ଶ ݎ஽݀ߛ. (C.2)
The equilibrium (C.1) is converted into a quadratic equation by canceling and 
rearranging. 
ߪఏ sinଶ ߚ ܴ௥ଶଶ ൅ 2ߪமݎ஽ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ ܴ௥ଶ െ 12ߪ௬,்ݏ ݎ஽ ൌ 0 (C.3)
By using the positive square root of the quadratic formula, the solution for Rr2 is 
achieved. 
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ
ට4ߪமଶݎ஽ଶሺ1 െ cos ߚሻଶ ൅ 2ߪఏߪ௬,்ݏ ݎ஽ sinଶ ߚ െ 2ߪமݎ஽ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ
2ߪఏ sinଶ ߚ  
(C.4)
Since the groove edge radius Rr2 originates from the joining process, its stress state at 
the groove edge has to be applied for the calculation of this bending radius. In case of 
tube compression, the circumferential stress σθ is compressive and the meridional 
stress σϕ is tensile. It is assumed that σθ has its maximum value in the groove center 
and decreases towards the edges of the groove. Due to the support of the mandrel, the 
circumferential deformation is suppressed at the edge. Hence, the circumferential 
stress is supposed to be about zero at this position. Therefore, Equation (C.4) becomes 
indeterminate. By applying L’Hospital’s rule, the following solution for Rr2 in case of 
compression can be found (Storoschew and Popow, 1968).  
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ ߪ௬,் ∙ ݏ4 ∙ ߪம ∙ ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ (C.5)
With the Tresca yield criterion, the following expression is achieved for the 
determination of the principle radius at the groove edge: 
ܴ௥ଶ ൌ ݏ4ሺ1 െ cos ߚሻ (C.6)
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